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PREFACE 
In the period 1880 to 1940. the blue crab fisheries of Chesapeake Bay evolved from a relati\·ely small 
industry to one having a significant economic impact on watennen, processors and shippers, and the coastal 
communities, and the need for studied legislation and administration of the industry. The growth of the fishery 
resulted also in a need for well thought out science based on legislation and administrati011 of the fishery. This 
text examines whether any of several variables had effects on the stocks and the successes or failures of the 
fisheries. with the aim of more infom1ed planning of scientific studies, and recommendations to administrators. 
The many changes after 1940. beginning with the establishment of a sununer sanctuary in the southern end 
of the bay, the invention and extensive use of the wired crab pot, the advent of \V\VII and major changes in the 
size of the workforce, the availability of landings and effon data obtained first by the federal government and 
later by the states. and catch and hiological data obtained by independent investigators, introduced a new sec of 
variables to examine for their potential effects on che stock. Those changes require a major effort in an:ilysis. 
which must be deferred until the present text is completed. 
However. some review of the fisher-ies after l 940 has been included here to provide clarity and continuity, 
and whether later knowledge could contribute to a. better interpretation of the effects of the many variables on 
stock success. Knowledge and the fisheries did not stop in 1940. 
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ABSTRACT 
Minimum size limits. fishing intensity, the protection of female crabs with eic:truded egg~. :md ,ari.mons in the 
physical and chemical conditions of the environment are suggested as factors that might have affec,ed ye,1rclass strength, 
and/or catch, from 1880-1940_ The effects of severe weather on habitat quality and the behavior of cr;ibs are largdy 
unknown. Little is known of the intensity of fishing of any gear. Licenses were seldom required by the states over the 
first two-thirds of the period, and federal canvasses of landings and fishmg effort were made only occasional!)' until 1929 _ 
Gear usage was not often interrupted by :idverse weather, although gear and facilitie~ that were dt":;tro~ed 111 the Augu~t 
1933 storm caused a major shift in gear types for several years. New kinds of gear and mdhods of fish mg were seldom 
introduced. Three legislative changes that could have had a major impact on the ~tability of the bay·s blue crab popula-
tion were the 3.5 inch minimum width limit on hare! crabs enacted by Virginia in 1911. the bi-swte imposition of the 5-inch 
minimum width limit on hard crabs in 1916 and 1917, and 1he seasonal and geographic protection of sponge crnbs enacted 
m 1916. 19 ! 7. 1922, 1926. 1932, 1934, and 1935-1940. However, despite those Jaws, wide and frequent fluctuations in catch 
and landings have charncterii.ed the blue crab fisheries. This does not mean that minimum size and sponge cr:ib protec-
tion laws were ineffective. but that other factors could be either counteracting or enhancing them. 
INTROOUCTIO'I 
The development of profitable fisheries and the 
occurrence of wule annual fluctuations in landings of blue 
crabs along the A1lantic and Gulf coasts of the United 
States create a demand for regional laws and regulations. 
Since the blue crab fisheries of the Chesapeake Bay are 
confined to state territorial waters, responsibility for 
fisheries management rests with Virginia and Maryland. 
Regulatory authority concerning licensing. quotas. 
seasons, gear restrictions, size and sex limits, and other 
controls over harvesting is generally retained by each 
state's genera! assembly, but some authority may be 
delegated to commissions to establish management action 
at the local level as the need arises. 
Acts of the Chesapeake Bay state legislatures at the 
end of the 19th century and early in the 20th century anrl 
regulations passed by commissions decades later were 
promulgated to promote the wise use of the resource. to 
protect the blue crab population from practices that might 
lead to its endangerment. to alleviate dechmng fisheries, 
and to effect partitioning of seasons and/or areas whenever 
there was competition between the fisheries for the blue 
crab, or between the crab industry and the exploiters of 
other re~ources. 
The overall objectiYe of this book is to describe how 
the states responded to changing biological, economic. and 
perhaps political conditions m Chesapeake Bay; to explain 
trends in landings and indices of abundance derived from 
catch data; and 10 discuss whether rules and regulations 
could have had an effect on subsequent landing~. The 
evolution of the rules and regulattons is cited to alert the 
potential user of catch or landings data to those changes 
that might affect the organization of the data 
It is concluded that the basic factors that dct.-:rmine 
population size and the subsequent catch :ire minimum 
width limits a11d the seasonal and geographic protection of 
adult females carrying extruded eggs. However, the 
success of the hatch and survival of pre-adult si.1ges of 
development of the blue crab from 1880 through 1940 were 
ultimately de1ermlned by the wide and frequent tluciuations 
in climatic events that modified the aquatic environment. 
Too little is known of the intensity of fishing in the 60-year 
period to evaluate any effect on subseqLienl year classes_ 
Economic and poh1ical events that occurred in the late 
1930s and after 1940 encouraged major changes in the blue 
crab industry: the number and dedication of the watermen, 
processors and shippers; the introduc1ion of new grars and 
the decline of older ones; the opening of new markets; and 
the enactment of new regulations ;rnd laws. Those changes 
require a diffnen!, and probably morE: difficult. analysis of 
the bay blue crab industry that should be cansiCered 
elsewhere. 
Early History of the Fisheries 
Although there had been haid. soft, and peekr crab 
fisheries in the Chesapeake Bay before 1 S73 . .1nd crab 
abundance was reported to be high, consumer demand was 
primarily local. Shipments from thl.'. Ches..1pe:ikc Bay region 
were unimportant. Fisheries in the rn.1st::ii st:i.tes north of 
M;iryland, especi:i!ly \lew krsey and ;'/ew York. ampl) 
provided for their ov,, n local consumer demJnd,. 
An intensi\'e fishery for peeler crat>s m ~1:iry!Jnd in 
1873 w::is spurred by the developm.--nt of me:hl'<l5 for 
shedding and shipping ~f'f, crabs for \1 hi..:h there was high 
consumer demand and relatively high profit C:ab :TI<!Jt 
canning was inillated m J 878 in \'irginia, en,:0ur:1.gmg J 
tro11ine fishery for h:ud a abs [Churchill, 1919a). Deel ines in 
1he landings in New York and :'.'>l"e-w Jersey beginning 111 1889 
encouraged shippmg from lhc Che~apeake Bay stales and 
the expansion of the fisheries (Baker et al.. L 909; Lyles. 
1967) 
During the first 20 years of recorded history of the 
Chesapeake Bay crab industry. markets developed slowly 
and J.:mdings were small (Tables 1-2). Crabs were often 
considered a nuisance by-c:itch co more commercially 
valuable fish (Brooks. [893). 
Supervision of the Fisheries 
Fish commissioners for Virginia were appointed as 
early as 1871 (Virginia State Library, 1917). L:iws relating to 
the Virginia blue crab fisheries first appeared in 1887 
prohibiting cr.ib fishmg by non-residents, and new laws 
were .idded in 1894 and !896 to prohibit :my person from 
using scrapes or dredges to c.i!ch crabs on private or 
public oyster grounds (Commonwealth of Virg1ni.i, l 887a.b, 
1893-94, 1895-96). Until 1898, however, supervision of the 
fisheries remained with the governor, the auditor, and 
treasurer oft he Commun wealth (Hooker et al., 1912). 
Authority over the fisheries was granled to a newly-
created Board of Fisheries in 1898, but it was limited to 
routine management, primarily pennitting (licensing) and 
law enforcement (Commonwealth of Virginia, 1897-98). 
Addi11on.1.l authority WM granted the Virginia Commission 
of Fisheries in 1919 to investigate migration. habits, and 
propagation of fish and shellfish (Commonwealth of 
Virginia, 1919; Monissett. 1924 ). Authori!y to make 
regulations to cow,erve and promote the seafood and 
marine resources was not granted m Virginia until ! 962; 
with those new powers the commission was able to regulate 
(with some limitations) the fisheries quickly, avoiding the 
time :ind expen5e of passing ch:inge:s through the legisla-
ture. 
The Maryland Commission off1shenes was estab-
lished in J 874 to engage in the propagation of food fishes, 
to m.1ke them more avaibhle. and to restore !he .. much 
deterioraied" marine and ml and fisheries (Session La,\"S of 
American States and Territories, Maryl.ind, 1874; here:1fter 
referred to as "'Session .. ). Sl,me acls of the Maryl.ind 
General Assembly. titled Local Public Laws, controlled crab 
fishing. in the wa1ers of each county throughout 1he 1880-
1940 pcriud and are n, ll cited here. 
Control over the seafood industry by the Maryl:rnd 
legislature was partially relinquished in 1906 when supervi-
sion over the oyster industry v.-a.s given to the newly-
created Shell Fish Commission, but no authority O\·er the 
crab industry was granted (Greene e1al., 1916). 
The execution of all law.~ relating to oysters, fish. 
crabs. and game v.-as delegated to the Maryland Conserva-
tion Commission in 1916 (Kempet al., 1917a). Not until 1939 
2 
was "general supervisory power. regulation ;ind control 
over certain natural resources within the bounds of 
tidew:iter" granted to a newly-created Commission ,if 
Fi~henes by the legi~lature_ 
These resources included fish, crabs, terrapin. oy~ters. 
clams. and other shelltish (Session, 1939). Broad di~cre-
tionary powers to meet local and temporary changes in the 
crab supply, and to preserve the crab fishery were not 
granted by the Maryland legislature until 1943 (Session, 
1943). 
A bill that proposed federal control of migratory fish 
and crustaceans in the Chesapeake Bay was proposed by a 
Maryland representative in 192 l. Agreements on the 
proposed legisl.ition were reached b:ised on the recommen-
dations of Churchill; enactment of the bill w.is considered 
disastrous to Virginia's industry (Bilisoly et . .ii., 1922). It 
was withdrawn following several hearings between the 
Commissioners of Virginia and Maryland, the federal 
Secretary of Commerce, and E. P. Churchill. fonnerly of the 
U.S. Bureau of Fisheries. 
Gear Regulation 
References to gear types, licenses, and geographic and 
seasonal restrictions are primarily and specifically cited for 
the period 1880 !hrough 1940, but some citations for more 
recent years are made only for comparison, and none are 
cited for 1990 or later. In this text, the quantity of crabs 
taken by a gear is called the catch, and landings are the 
remaining portion afier disposal of dead, damaged, :1nd 
illegal crabs. This la!ler number was reponed 10 federal or 
state management agencies_ An unknown portion of the 
catch was sold by wate1men or shippers directly to local 
and distant consumers, and was largely unreponed. 
Records of the number of any 1ype of gear used before 
1929 are incomplete. Historical d:ita can be obtained from 
several sources: (l) "Fi5heries lndustries of the United 
States" and .. Fisheries Statistics of the United States." 
1880-1979 ( l 880-1960summarized by Van Engel and Wojcik, 
1965a, 1965b); (2) unpublished monthly license records of 
the Commission of Fisheries of Virginia and the Marine 
Resources Commission, ( ! 920-79 summarized by Van Engel 
and Harris, 1983; 1920-60byVan Engel and Wojcik, 1965b), 
(3) unpublished fiscal record; of the Commission of 
FisheriesofVirgini:i (summanzed by Van Engel, unpub-
lished); (4) t.: ,jrnbli~he/1 minutes of meetings of the 
Commission of Fisheries of Virginia (summarized by Van 
Enge!, unpublished): (5) Acts of the General Assemblies of 
Virginia and Maryland (Commonwealth of Virginia; Session, 
Maryland; summari:ied by Van Engel and Harns, 1983. and 
by Van Engel and Wojcik, 1965b); (6) reports of the Board 
ofFisheries of Virgima and the Virginia Commission of 
Fisheries; and (7) :annual reports of the Conservation 
Department of Maryland, the Department of Tidewa1er 
Fisherie~. ;md the Board of Natural Resources (summarized 
by Van Engel and Harris, 1983. and by Van Engel and 
Wojcik, 1965b). 
For 60 years throughout the Bay, the hand-dip (ordi-
nary) trotline was !he principal gear for hard crabs. taking 
69-99% of hard crab landings. Between l907 and 1917. 
trot!ine length in Virginia increased from 600 to 900 feet 
(Churchill, [ 1917)), and may have increased frum 800 to 2000 
feet or more in 1916 and 1917, although 1he latter estimate 
may have included Maryland lines (Churchill, 1919a). 
Dredges were used only in Virginia in winier, taking 8-
17% of the hard crabs. Patent-dip trotlines, introduced 
before 1920 (Churchill, 1919a; Commission of Fisheries of 
Virginia, 1920), numbered 5% or less of the ordinary 
trotlines, and were used principally in Virginia (Van Engel 
and Harris, 1983). Patent-dips caught large quan1ities of 
crabs in October and November when crabs tend to .>chool. 
Relatively small amounts of hard nabs, 0.1 - 4.6<;}, were 
caught by scrapes, dipnets, and pound nets. 
Scrapes and dipne!s were the principal gears for soft 
crabs and peelers, taking 67-99% of the landings (Van Engel 
and Wojcik. 1965a); 0.1 - J 7•::t were taken by trotlines, 
seines and pound nets. 
Licenses and Geographic Restrictions 
The first Virginia license and fee was required in 1898 
for using scrapes (Commonwealth of Virginia, 1897-98). 
Two years later, scrapes, nets, and other like devices were 
included in a general license and fee (Commonwealth of 
Virginia, 1899-1900). Despite the minimal licensing require-
ment, the annual increase m crabbers' licenses was small 
and irregular oven he next IO years (Tables 3-4 )_ 
Little is known of the distribution and intensity of 
fishing effort in Virginia before 19 l 0. Lynnhaven River and 
its tributaries were closed to crabbing from 1 September lo 
15 November 1901, bu1 the restriction was repealed in 1902, 
then reestablished in 1904 (Commonwealth ofVirgmia. 1901. 
1901-02, 1904 ). Wimer dredging for hard crabs 10 support 
the hard crab canning industry began before 1903 (Bentley, 
1937; Bowdoin etal., 1903; Gandy, 1928) and perhaps as 
early as 1900 when the general license fee was required, and 
when legislation permit1ed that crabbing grounds could be 
set apan and designated in the waters of the Common-
wealth (Bowdoin el al., 1904; Commonwealth of Virginia.. 
1899-l'XXJ). 
Although dredging licenses were issued in the winter 
of 1902-03 (Bowdoin ct al., 1903), their numbers were first 
reported in 1904 and 1907 (Tables 3-4; Lee et al., 1907). 
Licen~es and fees for "scrapes, nets and other like devices" 
for catching crabs were required in 1904 (Commonwealth of 
Virginia, 1904). Lee el al. (1909) estimated that the number 
of unlicensed gear for soft crabbing in 1908-09 'was three 
times that of scrapes, and for hard crabbers eight times 
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larger, not counting the thousand., who <'ng:i.g-:d in hard 
crabbing for short periods. 
Different fees for spectfic gears were not ;et in Virginia 
unttl 1910(Tabk ..J; Commonwealth of V1rg1ma. 19 !0J. and 
included hand tro1Iincs. dipnets. Sllft crab scrapes, and the 
use of sail and power boats for tal..1ng hard crabs with 
scrapes or dredges. 
From 1910 through 1915. trot line licenses were not 
required unless the catch was to be p1d:ed or canned. and 
dipnets were exempted from licensing i_Cl,mmonv.ealth of 
Virginia, 19 JO, 1912). Absolving certam trot Imes from 
!icensin!! was reiterated by the Cormn1ssion ofFishenes in 
19 l I (Commi,s1on of Fisheries ofVirgirna, 1911 ). 
Dipnets for taking either soft or hard crabs. and all 
trotlines were added to the list of licensed gear m 1916 
(Commonwealth of Virginia, 1916). Dipne~ used for taking 
soft crabs were exempted from 1918-62 (Commonwealth of 
Virginia, 1918, 1962). Between 1916 and 1962, power boats 
over 32 feet in length were taxed at a higher rate than 
shorter power boats and sail boaL~ takmg hard crabs with 
scrapes or dredges (Commonwealth of Virginia, 1916; Van 
Engel and Wojcik, 1965b). Beginning in 1912. no ~team or 
motor boat could be used to catch soft or peeler crabs, i.e., 
crab scrapes had to be pul!ed into the boac by hand 
(Corrunonwealth of Virginia, 1912). 
Acts of the Maryland legislature through at least 1940 
limited crabbing in the waters of a county to residen1s of 12 
months or more who had obtained a numbered license, an 
early fonn of limited entry to a fishery (Session. 1882, 1890. 
1892, 1900, 1902, 1912, 1916, 1924, 1927, 1929). fro; "'ere 
rarely required until 1916. 
Baltimore City residents could obtain a license to crab 
in the Y..aters of Anne Arundel or Baltimore counties 
(Session, 1927). Licenses were not always required of all 
ages: boys 10 years of age and youn,ger were exemp! from 
1916 through 1932. Later, from 1933 through at le::ist 1941. 
licenses were required of ages 12 through 65 (Session, 1916. 
1927, 1929.1933). 
Additional restrictions vaned by county. Talbot 
County residents could not take crahs in \,ate-rs over three 
feet deep (Session. 1882), and the use of sc0op,. scrapes, 
and trotlmes was limited to residents (Session, J 900). 
Dorchester County residents Y..ere prohiblted from using 
patent twine "eirs, pound nets. fykes. stick-weir~. or haul 
seines more than 350 feet in leng1h (Session. JS90). :ind 
only that county's residents could use a boar. c;moe. or 
vessel to take crabs wi1f1 scrapes. dro.gs. dreCges, or similar 
instruments in ce11ain waters after paying a ' • ense fee 
{Session, l 890). Scrape licenses for tah.ing ptt'ic.r nabs 
were required in Dorchester C,,unty m 190::: (Ruben~. J 905 }, 
and may have been required e:1r!ier A ]JCrn~e plus fre was 
required in Queen Anne's Count) to t:1k~ h:ird ,1r soft ,:rabs 
for mark el that year (Session, l 90:::'. ). 
Citizens of counties separated by a river were permitted 
to use the river in common: for example, license fees were 
set for the use of trotlincs in 1912 for residents of 
Wicomico, Dorchester, and Somerset counties to crab in the 
Nanticoke and Wicomico rivers, and in 19 l 6 residents of all 
Maryland counties were permitted lo share use of a 
dividing river (Session, J 912, 1916). 
Beginning in 1912. anyone taking crabs in the Potomrtc 
River by ;rny method, or engaging in the business of 
buy mg crabs for picking, canning, or shipping had to be 
licensed (Session, 1912). Similar legislation regarding 
crabbing activities in the Potomac Ri\·er was enacted in 
Virginia in 1930 (Commonwealth of Virginia. 1930a). but 
applied to citizens of both Virginia and Maryland. the 
record suggests that similar legislation had been enacted 
earlier. 
Numbered licenses plus a fee were required ofcounry 
residents in 1916 for the use of scrapes and dipnets for soft 
and peeler crabs, and for the use of trotlines or any other 
means for hard crabs. This included sail, motor or row 
boat; however, dredgmg for crabs on natural oyster bars in 
the waters of Somerset County was prohibited (Session, 
1916). 
In 1916, liccnses were required of persons, firms and 
corporations that picked, canned, packed. or shipped 
cooked hard crabs or crab meat, or sold hard or soft crabs 
by the crate or barrel. Persons picking and selling crabmeat 
for local family trade were exempt from licenses (Session, 
1916; Kemp et al., 1917a). 
Not until 1922 were engmes on heats that were 
scraping or scooping crab~ outlawed in Maryland (Session, 
1922. 1929). Howe,·er, in 1941, any kind of moror could be 
u~ed on a boat or vessel when scraping or scooping for 
crabs in certain Maryland wa1ers designated by their 
e:<clusion from a hst of prohibited waters, no more than two 
scrapes could be used, and no scrape could e:<ceed 42 
mche:s m width (Session, 1941)_ 
Sharing the wate:rs of the Chesapeake Bay outside the 
mouth of the Patu:<ent River was allowed in 1929 to resi-
dents of CaJven and St. Mary's counties who had licenses 
ro use 1rotlines (Session. 1929). Although residenis of 
cc:.mties bordering the Patu:<ent River presumably could be 
li~ensed co use trotlines for hard crabs, in 1935 they were 
prohibited from taking soft shell crabs by means other than 
a "net or se:ine wJth handle :inached" ! ,c;.?ssion, ! 9 35 J· 
presumably ihe seine was equipped with poles or biails and 
pull«! by hand. 
Trends in Gear Usage 
Reservation of crabbing grounds for the sofl crab 
fishery WlS assured with surveys by the M.1ryland Shell 
Fish Commission in 1912 {Mitl·hell et al., 1912). under the 
authority of Section 9(, of the 1906 k:ts of the Maryfand 
General Assembly (Session, 1906) 
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In the early 1930s, in response to 1he economic 
depression and the destruction of boats during the August 
1933 stonn (Conservation Depanment of Maryland, 1933), 
bay watermen resorted to the intensive use of dipnets for 
soft and peeler crabs for which no licen~e and li!tle e:<pense 
were required (Table 5; Van Engel. 1962: Van Engel and 
Wojcik, 1965b). 
The gear change was greater in Virginia. where Jess 
than 2% of the scraping boats reported in 1930 were in use 
in 1934.compared with 49% reported in 1934 in Maryland. 
In the bay, the ratio of soft and peeler landings by scrape5 
lO that by dipnets changed from 1.75: I in 1930 to I :4 in 
1934, then gradually increased to 2.7: I by L 939 (Van Engel 
and Wojcik, J%5a). 
Wire.mesh crab pots were introduced in Virginia in 
1928 (Commission of Fisheries of Virginia, 1928); however. 
the design was flawed and few pots were used (Van Engel. 
1962). A modified pot introduced in 1936 and patented in 
1938 is essentially the design in use for more than the next 
55 ycars(CommissionofF1sheriesofV1rgin"ia. 1937; Van 
Engel, 1962). 
Crab pots were banoe:d in Maryland in 1941 in the 
belief that many juvenile crabs were destroyed (Pearson, 
1942). They were not permitted until 1943 by regulation of 
the Depanmenl of Tidewater Fisheries {undated) under the 
authority granted by the Maryland General Assembly 
(Session, 1943). 
Crab pots have been the maJor fishing gear for tak.ing 
hard crabs in Virginia since l 944, and m Maryland since 
1956. Pots effect a catch anytime crabs are attracted to ba,1 
during any 24-hour period, and can be set in deeper waters 
than trotlines. although pots are less eJsily moved. Crab 
pot landings, i;at~h. and numbers of licenses are not 
discussed in this text. 
Trotlines are most effective in shallow waters when 
crabs are schooling, are widely used in spring and fall, are 
more often set on cool mornings, and can be easily moved 
to new grounds where catches may be deemed better. The 
chief disadvantages of trotlines are that they are illegal to 
set and !if! after sunset and before sunrise when crabs are 
moving, and are less often used under the midday sun 
when crabs will not surface to follow the trotline bait 
(Andrews, 1948; Van Engel, 1%2). 
Geographic and seasonal differences in hard crab 
landings for the periods 1919-25, I 961-70. and 197 l-77 
demonstrate the effects of gear change (Bell and 
FitzGibbon.1977, 1978, 1980;Lyles, 1963-69; Pileggi and 
Thompson, J 976; Power, 1963; Power and Lyles, 1964; Sette 
and Fiedler, 1925; Thompson, 1974, 1984; U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Scrvice, 1960-70; National Marine Fisheries Service, 
1970-79; Wheeland, 1971-73, 1975; Wise and Thompson, 
1977}. From 1919-25, 76.6%ofthe Virginia annual hard crab 
landings was credited to trot lines and 22. 8'7r to dredges. In 
Maryland, 89.5'}, was credited to trotlrnes and none to 
dredges (Table 6). 
Since the major portion of the Maryland annual 
landings was 1aken from June through September. a result 
of !he short 23-week Maryland fishing season, seasonal 
differences between Virgirna and Maryland have been 
described for those four months; however, estimates were 
also made for July and August for comparison with 
landings in later decades. 
Landings data by months were first reported in 1960. 
From June through September, 26.6% ofche:mnual Virginia 
landings was obtained by trotlines, compared with 62.0% in 
Maryland. In July and August, Virginia landed 10.4%, and 
Maryland landed29.6% by trotlines (Table 6). 
The preference for the relatively more efficient crab 
pots and the rapid replacement of many !ratlines by pots in 
Virginia are evident from the percentages of annual and 
seasonal landings by the two gears from 1961-70, and the 
almost total replacement by pols from 1971-77 (Table 6). 
Acceptance of crab pots in Maryland has been gradual 
but increasing. Percentages of annual landings taken in 
both states in June through September and July through 
August were substantially larger from 1961-77 than in 1919-
25 (Tables I, 6-7), and must be credited to the increased use 
of crab pots. 
The smaller percentage of dredge fishery landings in 
the la1er period is more likely related to the proportion of 
the stock that migrated to the lower bay, an amount that 
varies annually, than to the intensity of the trot line and pot 
fisheries. 
Seasonal Limitations 
General 
Legislation in Virginia and Maryland established 
dosed seasons in specific areas or sometimes applicable 
state-wide or the use of specific gears in those areas. Open 
seasons on the use of certain gear were stipulated in 
:vtaryland in 1890, and by inference those gears were 
prohibited during other months of the year Open and 
closed seasons on specific gears are described in greater 
detail in subsequent sections of this text 
PrioT to 1932, no seasonal limitations had been imposed 
in Virginia on any gear except dredges. Occasionally. 
executive orders were issued by the Virginia Conunis:;ion of 
Fisheries to clarify the Commonwealth's legislation or to 
offer immediate solutions to problems. 
A general closure on hard crab~ was ordered in l 90~ in 
Queen Anne's County, Maryland, for November 15 through 
April 30, and in Talbot County for November I thrnugh 
April 30 (Session, 1902). Beginning in 1906 and until I 929, 
hard crab fishing in all Maryland waters was prohibited 
from :-Jovember I through April 30(Session. 1906: Session. 
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1929; Earle. 1930). The November closure ha~ often been 
stated as permittrng more adult frma!e, to migr:ite in the fall 
co the southern portion of the Chc,apeJ.ke Bay where egg 
extrusion :ind the hatching of we:ie 11,ould occur the 
following spring and summer. 
In 19::.!9, hard crabbing in Worcester County, ~hryland, 
was prohibited for si.\ months, from Ck:oC'er I through 
M,m::h 3 l. while the original 6.month closure. November I 
through April 30, of all ocher ~laryland waters rem:uned 
unchanged (Session. 1929; Earle, 1930). Seasonal closure in 
all Maryland waters except those of Worces1er County was 
shortened to five months. Det.:ember I through April 30, in 
1933 tSession, 1933; Earle, 1934). Worce,ter County·s 6-
month closure was shortened to five months, November I 
1hrough March 31 m 193 3 (Session. 19 33, Earle. 193.J), and 
further shortened to four months, December I through 
March 31 in 1935 (Session, 1935). 
Authority to prohibit the taking of hard crabs in 
November in all waters except those of Worcester County, 
after giving public notice, was granted to the Maryl:ind 
Conservation Commission in 1937 (Se,sion. 1937). 
Soft and peeler crabs have always been exempted from 
seasonal and geographic. but not size, !imitations in Virginia 
and Maryland; howt:ver, it is not certain whether the 1977 
ban on capture of all crabs by any gear from May 15 
through September 14 in the Virginia sanctuary m the 
southern end of the bay included a prohibition on the 
capture of peelers (Commonwealth of Virginia_ 1977). 
Trotlines 
Trotlines are baited to attract crabs, and their effective-
ness depends on the temperiltures of rivers and bay waters; 
nonnal use was from April through October in Virginia, and 
May through October in Maryland. From 1919-25, uotline~ 
were used 23 weeks in Maryland, and 35 weeks in Virginia 
(Sette and Fiedler, 1925). 
On March 28, 1932, the Virginia Legislature prohibited 
the use of ordinary and patent-dip trotlines from December 
J through April 15 (Commonwealth of Virginia, 1932). This 
was done to eliminate a confli.::t between th.: ~prmg trothne 
and winter dredge fisheries in marketing crahs that had 
been in existence at least since l 916 or 19 J 7. and probably 
earlier (Churchill, 19 !9a). 
Trotline fishermen explained that their be~t ~pring 
catches of crabs were made in April. while ihe <lred!c;,,.:; 
season could continue until April 30. Subsequently. on 
March 3, 1933, the Commission of Fishe11es ordered th:'.!t the 
dredge season be ended on Apnl 15 (Comm 1ssior. of 
Fisheries of Virginia, 1933). When it was .:1dnsed that a 
change in the length of the dredge season could no! be 
ordered without a public hearing. a public hearing was hdd 
on April 3, 1933, on which date the Comm1ss10n re\er;,ed 11~ 
decision and reestablished the end of the dr.:dge se:ison as 
April 30. 
Genernl assembly leg1sl:!11on in 1936eliminated 
reference to seasonal limi!ations on tro!lme fishing (Com-
monwealth of Virginia, 1936), but terminated the dredge 
season on March 31. 
Scrapes and Dredges 
In 1890, Maryland permit1ed the use of boats, canoes. 
or vessels to take crabs with scrapes. drags. dredges. or 
similar gear in the waters ofDorchesterCounty from May I 
through September I, inclusive. But in 1892 and later. the 
state prohibi1ed their use in the Great Choptank River 
(Session.1890.1892.1900). 
Although in 1903 any type of dredge for t:iking hard 
crabs could be used in Virginia from October 15 through 
April JO (Bowdoin et;il., 1903), it is not certain when the 
winter crab dredging season opened. An opening date for 
oyster dredging had been cstahl1shcd to conform to 
Maryland !aws, but no separate season for crab dredging 
had been set. 
Beginning in 1910. Virginia law specified only the 
months when scrapes :ind dredges were prohibited from 
taking h:ird crabs: 1910-21. May I through October 31, 
1912-35, May l through November JO;and 1936 through :11 
least 1985 (references not reviewed !ater), April I through 
November 30 (Commonwealth of Virginia. 191 Q. 77). The 
number of weeks in which dredgmg occurred from 1907-17 
is unknown, and may have been longer than between 1919-
~5; according to Sette and Fiedler ( 1925), dredging !a,ted 
only 17 weeks. from December 1 through March 31. 
Since 1936, instead of designa1ing open seasons on 
the use of scrapes and dredges, the \/jrgini:i legislature 
defined a dosed se:ison as April I through November 30, 
which commits an open season :is December l through 
March 31. Seasonal closure to scrapes and dredges was 
applied to the waters of Chesapeake Bay. Hampton Ronds, 
and for many years to 1he oce;rn side of Accomac and 
Nonhampton counties. The use of those gears was 
prohibited all year in all rivers or their estuaries, inlets or 
creeks, but did not apply to the taking llf sofr and peeler 
crabs (Commonwe.:ilth of Virginia, 1936). ln 19--W, Jeg1slacion 
'l'.-JS enacted to permit the Commission of Fishenes to open 
any dredge season on November 16th and extend it to April 
16th (Commonwea.lth ofVirginia, 1944). 
In early years, although Virginia crab dredgers were 
permitted w ~i.111 in Novemb..:r. they usually did not dredge 
in earnest unul nearly December (Churchill. l 9 l 9a). In 1916, 
dredging began about Nnvemher 16, the earliest known 
dace. From !917-1922, dredgtng began the Ja~t week in 
!\"ovcmber {Van Engel, unpublished data). Boundaries of 
Chesapeake Bay and Hampton Roads where dredges could 
be used to take hard crabs were defined by the Commission 
in 1937 (Commission ofFi~heries ofVirgirn.i, 1937). 
Scrape or dredge lrcenses for use on the ocean side of 
Accomack and Nonhampton cmintics 1n Virginia \\ere 
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seldom addressed. They were exempt from season.ii 
limitations by the legislature in 1936 (Commonwealth of 
Virginia, 1936). a policy that remains in effect. However, 
between December 1935 and January 1939. the Commission 
of Fisheries set limits on gear types (hand,drawn dredges) 
and seasons (December l through April 30, 1935-36; 
J:inuary I through March 14, 1937 -38) for sections of those 
counties (Commission of Fisheries of Virginia. 1935, 1937). 
The use of scrapes and dredges had been specifically 
prohibited on pnvate and natural oyster grounds in Virginia 
since 1894(CommonwealthofVirginia, 1893-94). Other 
grounds could be set aside for crabbing (Commonwealth of 
Vu-ginia.1899-1900). 
Dredging on public grounds not leased on the ocean 
side of Accomack and Northampton counties (other than 
natural oyster beds, rocks, or shoals) was not addressed 
until 1939, when hand-drawn dredges were permitted from 
January ! through March 14 (Commission of Fisheries of 
Vrrginia, 1939). 
Dredges to take hard crabs were prohibited in Mary-
land until 1947 when hand-drawn dredges were permined 
on the ocean side of Worcester County from November 15 
through March 14; crab dredging on priva1e oyster 
grounds or public clamming grounds remained prohibited 
(Maryland Depanmem of Chesapeake Bay Affairs, 1965). 
Size Limitations on Hard Crabs 
No size Hmi1.~ exi.,1ed in Virginia until 1912 when a 3-5. 
inch minimum width law on hard crabs other than peelers 
w:is enacted (Common1,e:ilth of Virginia, 1912): justification 
for this act w;is never cited by the assembly nor by 
commissioners. No minimum-size Jaw existed in Maryland 
before l 916 (Earle, 19 ! 6). 
Efforts to enac1 other laws rdating lo crabs in Virgini:i 
and Maryland were largely unsuccessful before 1916 (Earle. 
1916; Kemp el al.. 1917b), probably because valid biological 
information about crabs did not exist, and legislatures and 
commissions were preoccupied with oy~ter industry 
problems. 
Hay and Shore ( l 918) suggested that the legislatures 
probab!y recognized that life history studies of the blue 
crab were of practical importance in management decisions. 
but they were too difficult to obtain. Bay-wide oyster 
landrngs had declined over 22 years from 11 l .3 million (M) 
(Xlunds in l890to 66.6 M by 1912, 60%ofits former level. 
Value declined from $7.8 Min 1891 to$4.4M in 1912, 56~ 
of its former level. 
In contrast, crab landings increased from 3.2 M pounds 
in 1880 to45.5 M by 1908 (!here were no crab industry 
censuses between 1908 and l 915), although they were 
worth only about 14'1,ofoyster landings (Radcliffe, 1922; 
Anderson and Power, 1955; Lyles, 196 7). 
Virginia appro11ed a j~rnch minimum-width "cull law., 
on hard crabs other than peelers on March 22. 1916. and 
Maryland passed a similar law on April 11 (Commonweallh 
ofVirginiJ, 1916:Session. 1916;ParsonsetJL, 1916. ]917; 
Kempel JI.. 1917:J, 1917b;Earle, 1918). Virginia's new law 
was applied state.wide. Maryland's minimum was restricted 
to Somerset County in the southeastern comer of the slate, 
the center of the state's crabbing indu~try, but was made 
state-wide in L 917 (Commonwealth of Virginia, 1916; 
Session, 1916, 1917; Parsons el a!., 1916: Kemp eta!., 1917a, 
1917b;Earle, 1918). 
The 5-inch minimum si:i;e restriction for maximum width 
across the back from tip 10 tip of the longest lateral spine.~ 
has since become entrenched in blue crab management 
pkms in all U.S. East and GulfCoasl states. 
Size Limits on Soft and Peeler Crabs 
The minimum width rule on soft and peeler crabs h:is 
varied little in Virginia and Maryland. In Virginia, peeler 
crabs were exempted from the 3.5-inch size limit placed on 
hard crabs ln 1912, and from the 5-inch minimum size rule on 
hard crabs in 1916. A 3-inch minimum size on soft crabs 
was set in Virgini:i in 1922. but was raised to 3.5 inches in 
1926 (Commonwealth of Virginia, 1922, 1926). 
It is inferred that the peeler minimum width should 
have remained at 3.0 inches since a crab that size would 
have produced a 3.5 inch soft crab after shedding (Earle, 
1927). Peeler minimum width in Vrrginia was set at3.0 
inches in 1930(CommonwealthofVirginia, 1930b). 
Legislation in Maryland in 1916 made it unlawful to 
keep ·'fat, snot and green" crabs (those not peelers) in 
floats or rn possession (Session, J 916); the next year a 3-
inch minimum size law on soft and peeler crabs was enacted 
(Session. 1917: Earle, 1918). In 1927, the minimum size on 
soft crabs was raised to 3.5 inches, and keeping "'buckram" 
crabs was prohibited {Session, 1927, 1929; Earle. 1928). 
Sponge Crab Legislation, Virginia 
Along with enactment of the cul! laws in 1916, Virginia 
and Maryland established a closed season on females with 
extruded eggs (Commonwealth of Virginia, J 916; Parsons et 
al., J916;Kcmp et al.. 1917a.1917b)- Legislation prohibited 
capturing or possessing sponge crabs in July and Augus! 
in any Virginia waters and year-round in Maryl:md. Pre11i-
ously, no protection had been given sponge crabs {Com-
monwealth ofVi.rginia, 1912; Earle, 1916). 
Virginia has enforced a closed season un sponge 
crabs every year since 1916, 11arying between two and 12 
months' duration. The original ban in al I Virginia waters 
during July and August continued through 1921_ From 
1922 until 1926, Virginia closed the season from June 15 
through August 31 {Commonwealth of Virginia, 19:':2; 
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Pearson. ! 94-2 ). Follow mg the c0nservathm recommenda-
tillnS of Sette and Fiedler ( 1925) t Commonv. e~\th of Virginia. 
1926), capturing and possessing sp,,nge .-r:ib,; 1n Ji! waters 
for ihe entire year was proh1b1ted in March 1926. 
The 1926 ban in Virginia Jffording. ct,m plete protection 
to sponge crabs was shmt-hved. The l:i w \\ as mndified in 
1932 to perm!! taking sponge crab5 from April l through 
June 30(Cummonwea!th 0fV1rg1r1ia, 193:':,Earle. 1931:i·. 
Pearson, 1942) although the cor,:mission c0uld cl0Se the 
season after giving 15 days notice ··in the interest of 
conservation" Presumably, sponge crab rrotection 
continued the remainder of each year since no change in 
that part of the J 926 law is known co have passed. 
The 1932 act to permit taking ~ponge crabs from April I 
through June30 was reenacted in 1934 (CC'mmonwealch of 
Virginia. 1934), but deleted a provision th;it prnh1bi!ed using 
a trot line, patent trotline, or similar device from December J 
to April IS. Under the authonty pro\·ided by the general 
assembly in 1934 and 19 36, the Virginia commission 
shortened the season for legal fishing of sponge crabs 
(April I through June 30) by one to four weeks from 1935 
through l 938: no sponge crabs were co be taken after June 
14. 1935; after June 23, 1936; after May 29. J 937; or after 
May 28, 1938 (Commission ofFisheries of\'irginia, 1935. 
1936, 1937, 1938). Ko action by the commis~ion was 
reported in their 1939or 1940 minutes. but it must be 
assumed that a spring open season was still in force and 
th:it a ban on sponge crabs continued for the remainder of 
the year. 
Enforcement of the 1934 amendment to apprehend 
violators of the b:in became difficult for the small fleet of 
commission ho.:1ts, and the commission Gepn patrolling the 
lov.-er bay night and day in 1941 (.\fapp et al., 194! ). even to 
the .. eastern end of1he three mile limit" (Comm1ss1on of 
Fisheries of Virginia, 1941 a). Thts acuon was foi:owed by 
an order of the Comm1ssinn of Fisheries ( 19--l-1.a) in June 
1941, establishing a sanctuary for sponge crabs from May 
through August in the southern end of the b;iy 
In July 1941. the commission amended the urder to 
prohibit taking sponge crabs from mid-April 10 mid-July, 
further noting that the proposal would be put m the form of 
a bill and presented to the next ses~ion of the \"irgmi:i st:ite 
legislature; however, an act was n0t pa,sed b~ the legisla-
ture until April 1948. 
Sponge Crab Legislation. :'\lar)land 
Maryland's 19 l 6 legislat1on eot:iblishing the 5-mch cull 
law also banned the capture or po%e~sion oi an '"cgg-
bearing female crab, known as the sp.:i\, n ,:~.1b. sponge 
crab, blooming female crab, ormothc1 cr.ib·· and "any 
female crab from which the egg JX1Ud1 ,,r buni,1n hJs been 
removed"(Session, 1916). 
An amendment to the law (Session, !916) clarified 
vague synonyms for "egg-bearing females" by stating that 
the female had to have "visible eggs" and also made it 
illegal 10 sell such females, a clarification that was repeated 
in later legislation (Session. 1916. 1929). Although sponge 
crabs were available from Virginia for two to three months 
each spring beginning m 1932, possession in Maryland was 
illegal. 
In 1941. the Maryland legislature gave broad discre~ 
tionary powers to the Maryland Conservation Commission 
for lhe management of the crab fisheries. Subsequently, 
··me catching. canning. packing. shipping. or possession of 
the egg-bearing female crab known as the sponge crab, 
spawn crab. blooming female crab. or mother crab, or the 
female crab from which the egg pouch or bunion has been 
removed." could be prohibited or permitted after reasonable 
notice of publication (Session, 1941 ). 
RegulJtions pennitting the pos~ession and transport of 
sponge crabs caught outside Maryland waters were passed 
in early 1944 (Maryland Department of Chesapeake Bay 
Affairs, 1965), while crabs caught in Maryland waters were 
illegal. 
Early Knowledge of the Life History 
of the Blue Crab 
The biological bases of acts setting size limitations 
were never documented. By 1916. infonnationon the 
biology and economics of the fisheries that would have 
been essential 10 sound management practices was meager. 
even though state commissioners and Bureau of Fisheries 
personnel probably knew of an e:t.tensive list of blue crab 
references from the U.S. East and Gulf coasts. as well as 
studies in progress (Barnes, 1904; Brooks. 1882. 1893; 
Binford, 1911; Chidester. 1911; Churchill, [ 1917], I 918. 
l919b;Conn, 1883, 1884a, 1884b:Earle.1916; Earll, 1887; 
Hay. 1905; Bay and Shore, l 918; Parsons et al., 1916: 
Paulmier, 1903. 1904; M. Rathbun, 1896. 1900; R. Rathbun, 
1SS4. 1887;Robcr15, 1905; H. M. Smith, 1891.1917; S.Smith. 
1873. 1879, 1887; Verrill, 1873). 
From che earliest to the most recent publications. 
females with ova but no -.i~ible e:t.temal eggs, as we!! as 
females with fertilized eggs extruded externally on the 
swimmerctes, have often been cumula11vely referred !Oas 
""egg- bearing" females. Only the addition of the synonyms 
··sponge cr:J.b;· .. spa 1111 ...:r~b." "blooming female," "mother 
crab,'" ··cushion crab." '"orange crab:· "lemon crab."" 
""busted sook."" and '"females with visible eggs·· in public:i-
tions has served to identify femnles wllh e:t.temal eggs, nnd 
e\·en some of thuse may be ambiguous. Hay ( 1905) 
designated a female with a triangular abdomen as "virgin"" 
and a fem:ile with a bro:id abdomen (i.e., an adult female) 
incorrectly as "'ovigerous ·· 
References have been made 10 '"winter dredging of 
·sponge· crnbs'" ( Vickers et al.. 192 J. 19::'.2'!, an error if 
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intended to refer to :ill the females. although in truth it is 
not uncommon to find an isolated fem:J.lc with a brown-
colored sponge in any winter dredge ca1ch. The occur-
rence of an out-of-season ex:trusion of eggs suggests thnt 
once the hormonal system initiates the re!e;1se of ova and 
their passage through the seminal receptacles where they 
may be fertilized. th:lt the sequence continues with the 
ex:trusion of eggs. even though the eggs will not hatch. 
In this article, the terms "sponge crabs'" or "females 
with extruded eggs'" will designate the condition of females 
with v1s1ble eggs on the swimmeretes. Confusion over the 
reproductive condition of a female crab can be avoided by 
referrmg to the gametes in the ovary as ova instead of as 
eggs. and adult females not carrying sponges can be 
referred to as "gravid'" female5. 
Between l 896 and 1916. various estimates were given 
for longevity, and of size and age at maturity and egg 
extrusion. Those estimates were cited from studies in 
progress. the literature, and correspondents. Rathbun 
( 1896) stated that the range in width of adult females was 5-
7 inches, and of adult males 6-1/4 to 7-3/8 inches. However, 
smaller and larger adults have been reported since then. 
The durallon of life wns not positively known in the 
early l900's, and estimated to range from about 2 or2- l/2 
years to seven years, based on repor1s from wntennen from 
New York to South Carolina:ind some from the Gulf of 
Mexico coast, and as~umed to be different for male and 
female crabs. From those early reports. it is apparent that 
up to that nme no one had related mid-summer and fall 
ma1urity and mating with the condition of the seminal 
receptades and ovaries of females in winter and the 
ex.1rusion of eggs in summer and fall. The sequence of 
those events was not cbrified until the research studies of 
Church1ll ! 1917). 
Early estimate~ of lunge~ ity were based on scanty 
biological knowledge, chiefly on the growth rate as the 
basis for the assumprions of the age at which maturity and 
mating occurred. Conflicting arguments were presented 
whether females die or possibly molt after they spawn, 
whether the seasonal appearance of juvenile and aduh 
crabs in both the Maryland and Virginia portions of the Bay 
resulted from migration from the sea, from lhe southern or 
the northern part of the Bay, what was the rate of accumula-
tion offou!ing on lhe carapace, and whether all adult 
female~ caught in winter h.1d ··spawned-out" and were 
barren. The last assumption was the basis of the attitude of 
Virginia watennen that winter dredging of crabs was 1he 
"utilization of an otherwise waste product.'" according to 
Churchill [ 1917]. 
In the shortest life cycle, the sequence of events were 
interpreted by Hay ( 1905) from books, leuers and in1er-
views, but tempered by person:J.! observations. Hay 
,;;ondudcd that maturny and mating occurred in Augu.~t 
and September and thJ! cxtru,ion c><.:curred in the foll or 
early sprmg. Extru~ion occurred ;is e;irly as ~farch 1, 1880. 
at Hampton, Virgini:1. :1s l;ite as November. but usu:illy from 
April through August. Most females were believed 10 die 
after spawning, i.e., before the "first winter." since large 
numbers of de:id fem.iles without external eggs were found 
in 1he fall on the southern shore of the bay .ind the adj.icent 
oce.in shore be:iches. 
Mating was reported to also occur between early June 
and the '"beginning of cold weather:· Hay's statement that 
extrusion occurred shortly after mating would be accurate if 
referring to spring mating, whi~·h was believed a pairing 
with females that had not matured the previous August or 
September and had survived the ''first winter". Since some 
eggs may hatch late in a year, subsequent growth late in the 
first year of life would be minimal, and those crabs may not 
mature and mate umil the third spring. Crabs that mature 
early in the summer may spawn that same year(Churchil\, 
19 l 9b ), but Hard ( 1942) considered that although that event 
occurred infrequently that variation exists in timing of 
copulation, growth of the ovary and ovulation. 
Several references to "first winter" or "one or possibly 
two winters" cannot be accepted at first glance, for they do 
not agree with more basic information gi\'en by Hay: there 
is no doubt that they refer to the "first winter·· or later 
winters after becoming mature. 
Hay noted that large males are common in winter and 
spring and are usuall)' battered, with shells more or less 
encrusted with barnacles and "oysters". Current knowl-
edge, though still incomplete, is that fouling to that degree 
would not occur before the third summer and winter and 
fourth spring. 
Hay's statement that the life span would be two years 
for most females, dying after spawning, but perhaps a year 
longer for males, ignores the first year of life in the larval 
and early juvenile s1ages. 
For the longest estimated life cycle, Rathbun ( 1896) 
and Pau!mier ( 1903) placed maturity in females in the third 
summer and in males in the third or fourth summer, egg 
extrusion in the fourth summer, and longevity in both sexes 
at ~even years. Hay and Shore (1918) concurred that 
maturity was attained in the third or fourth summer. Their 
conclusion disagrees with the earlier repon of Hay ( 1905); 
however. it is notcenain who wrote the 1918 report or 
when. Although Shore initiated the study in 1904, all of his 
descriptions were presumably rewritten by Hay be1ween 
I912and 1915-16, when Volume35 of the Bulletin of the U. 
S. Bureau ofFisheries was completed (Hay and Shore, 
1918). 
An extensive review of blue crab biology and life 
history by Parsons et al. (1916, 1917) w:is based on studies 
by Hay ( 1905) and Roberts ( 1905), supplemented with 
conversarions with Chesapeake Bay watermen. Crab width 
at m:iturity was not addressed, but growth in width 
between 3.5 and 5.5 inches was estimated to he a little more 
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than l inch at each shedding. Parsons et al. concluded that 
the length of the life cycle was as described by Hay ( 1905), 
but provided new information that clarified and e:1.tended 
the esumate of life span. They abo cuncum:d that mating 
usually occurred from eJrly June through Oc10ber, but the 
greatest abundance of mating pairs occmrd in St'ptember 
and October. 
Egg extrusion was stated to occur either shortly after 
mating or not until the following summer. The latter belief 
was supported by their comment that most females caugh1 
in the winter dredge fishery had mated but had not yet 
produced a sponge, and that sponge crabs appeared in the 
Lower Bay in early spring. al a time too early to have 
resu!ted from a spnng mating. Comments by Parsons et al. 
( 1916, 1917) predated the research results of Churchill, who 
had not been assigned to study the blue crab of the 
Chesapeake by the U.S. Bureau of Fisherie~ umil Ju!y 1916. 
Churchill's unpublished manuscript [ 1917} and his later 
publications ( 1918, 1919b) confirmed most of the desc:np-
tions of lhe life history reached by Hay ( 1905i and Parsons 
et al. (1916), but defined the life span after a careful study of 
the sequence of life history events. 
Later studies by Churchi!l (1919b) and Selle and Fiedler 
( 1925) con finned the estimates of Hay ( 1905) on longevity 
and size and age at maturity, as well as other statements of 
Parsons et al. (I 916, 1917). Churchill. v. ho summarized 
unpublished growth data of Hay ( 1905) ar.d results of his 
own investigations, concluded that the mean width of 
mature females was about six inches, and that age at 
maturity was J J. J4 months af1er hatching:. 
Sette and Fiedler ( 1925) reported that <0.5% of the 
adult females taken in the Virgmia winter dredge fishery, 
and aOOut 3% of the adult females taken in the Virginia and 
Maryland summer rrotline fisheries were less than five 
inches wide. It is evident that Churchill ([ 1917], 1919b) and 
Sette and Fiedler ( 1925) had defined 1he characteristic life 
cycle of a year class, without naming ll as such. 
The application of the 5-inch minimum-size law to 
males could have been based on the ne-ed for a uniform rule 
for males and females; however, no documents are known 
to exist that expressed that need. 
Indices of Fishing Success 
Interpretatirm of trends in catch and landings of the 
blue crab in Che-sapeake Bay reqmre> detailed and accurate 
knowledge of a multitude of factors and the means to 
evaluate their significance: ( I) la11,s and regulatior.s, (2) gear 
types and their numbers. (3) market condin0ns, :' 4 ! the 
quality of the bottom habitat and aqu;nic en,·ironmcnL :i.nd 
(5) the biology and population dynamics of the blue crab. 
e.g., the constancy of recruitment of imman.:re crabs to the 
adult fishable stock (Van EngeL 198:!a. \';m Engel et al.. 
1982). Among these. market conditions h:i'"e seldom been 
documen1ed and will not be :iddresscd 
Reference to most of thvse factors not already given 
will be cited in subsequent sections; however, although 
nothing is known about the rates of recruitment of immature 
crabs to the fishable stock, the wide fluctuations in 
landings and catch that have occurred in the blue crab 
fishery deny a con~tancy of recruitment. Funher, before we 
can legislate management of the foheries, we should know 
how the blue crab stocks react to changes in those factors; 
however, research to evaluate them is just beginning. 
Trends in catch or landings may be indicators of1he 
abundance of the stock if fishing effort (the number of units 
of gear, their hours of deployment, and their relative 
efficiency) remains reasonably constant or is known to be 
accurate. Fishing effort data for much of the period l880 
through 1940 are either unknown or are of questionable 
quali1y. which mitigates against ~ensib!e interpretations of 
their effects on trends in catch or landings. 
Salient features of the landings and catch reports 
(Tables 1·2, 7, Sa-b; Figs. 1-2) invite description and 
explanatJOn. No Figure is given for 1880--1905, since 
landings data for only eight of the 26 years were reported, 
and no catch data were collec1ed. Frequently, for later 
years, parallel trends in catch of hard, soft, and peeler crabs 
by different gears are evident. However, statistical compari-
sons of catch with landings are seldom possible: catch data 
for one or another gear have been co!lected every year 
since 1907, while landing surveys were infrequent before 
1929. Further, data sets are sometimes in disagreement 
when both landings and catch are available. 
Throughout the discussion, when reference is given to 
changes in population size and catch that could have been 
due to reprodm:tive successes or failures, it is implied that 
those changes resulted from variable survival rates of the 
zoeae, mega!opae, and juveniles from a population self-
contained within the bay, a widely held concept until 1he 
19SO·s. 
Plankton surveys now suggest that zoeae are trJ.ns-
ported to the continenral shdf. grow through successive 
molts there, and are transported as megalopae back to the 
b.ay, where they metamorphose to the first juvenile crab 
st;ige. However, no estimates of the percentages of any 
growth stage being transported out of or returned to the 
b.ay ha"e been pre,ented. 
Factors Affecting Abundance and the Catch 
From earliest times, watennen and commissioners 
almost unanimously believed that the future abundance of 
the stock and maintenance of profitable fisheries \vere 
determined by four factors that should form the bases of 
man.:1gement: (I) that female SJX)nge crabs should be 
protected; (2) (ha1 minimum size limitations should be 
imposed on juvenile crabs before they are recruited to the 
peeler. soft. and hard crah fisheries; (3) that keeping 
··green'' crabs (those that do not have a fully formed soft 
shell beneath the old hard shell. or a color sign on the ou!er 
edge of the fifth leg, (the "back fin") in peeler floats was ;i 
wa~teful practice and should be outlawed; and (4) keepmg 
buckram crabs for sale with hard crabs was another 
wasteful practice. The long-standing disagreement 
between some Maryland and some Virgm1a watermen, 
administrators and legislators that the Virgini;i winter 
dredge fishery (which concentrates on adult female crabs) 
was counter-productive to wise managemcrn, h;is never 
been settled. Virginia maintains th;it the dredge fishery is 
economically valuable, also arguing tha! taking adult female 
crabs in winter is less taxing on a single year class of the 
stock than rhe tot:il bay landings of adult fem;ik~ by 
trot Imes (and pots since 1939) in the fall preceding the 
winter fishery and in the following spring. 
Controversies between users of different gears over 
fishing shes and seasons have almost always been settled 
by laws or regulations. 
A few physical factors of the environmem. such ;is 
extreme cold winter weather, unseasonably cool and wet 
weather in the spring. northeasterly storms at any time, 
strong wind ;ind heavy ralnstonns, and the rarely occurring 
hurricanes and tropical storms, were recognized or assumed 
as adversely affecting either or both the avail.:ibility (the 
fraction of the stock susceptible to capture) and the 
ca1chability of crabs (the fraction caught by a unit of 
fishing effort). A third fraction of the stock is non-vulner-
able to capture when it is inaccessible to gear. Since those 
physical factors were uncontrollable. they were usually 
ignored by watennen, commissioners, legislators, and many 
scientists when considering management plans. 
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The effects of these environmental events vary from 
temporarily halting fishing effcrt. destroying fishing gear, 
temporarily changmg habitat preferences of crabs. and 
causing a minor reduction in catch for several days. If 
habitats are permanently altered, the natural mortality rate 
could rise, reducing catch for several weeks or months, or 
even reduce the spawning stock size and the succeeding 
generation of crabs. 
Water quality, land management practices, water use 
and di version, and habitat protection were other factors 
considered beyond the control of fisheries managers, but 
!hose issues were never raised in the early history of the 
fisheries. 
Stonns and Hunicanes 
Although all severe winter storms that occurred 
between 1880 and 1940 were reported by the U.S. Wea1her 
Bureau, 1he effecL~ of only a few storms on crabs and 
crabbing were noted in Commissioners' reports (Roberts, 
1905;Kempetal., l919;Armstrong, 1937;DueretaL.1937; 
Pearson. 1942, 1948). Large numbers of small crabs were 
found dead in Maryland tributaries in 1917-18; dredges 
hauled in large numbers of dead crabs in l 917-18 and 1939-
40; and low catches of soft. peeler, and hard crabs were 
reported in 1902. in 1936. and May 1940. following the 
severe stonns of 1901-02, 1935-36, and 1939-40. 
Strong, often gale force winds ;u:companying the low 
pr~ssure centers that frequently occur over the southern 
end of the bay and on adpcent near~hore waters c.:iuse 
high mortality of .:idult females. They are swept over sandy 
bottoms where their shells are abraded (Van Engel. 1982b). 
Similar losses must have occurred when the more intense 
tropical storms and hurricanes passed through the region 
{September 17, 1878; March 1888; October 25, 1897; August 
23, 1933; September 18, 1936), but reports concentrated on 
the physical destruction of boats. docks, and the shifting of 
bottoms (Conservation Department of Maryland, 1933; 
Daily Press, 1984). 
Other effects of severe winter storms, and record or 
near record !ow temperatures, have been only occasionally 
reported. In some winters, large quantities of ice formed in 
the tributaries of the Maryland portion of the Chesapeake 
Bay, and floating ice sometimes occurred through the 
southern end of the bay, curtailing or hindering fishing 
effort(U. S. Weather Bureau, 1901, 1912, 1917, 1918, 1922, 
1934, 1936, 1939, 1940, 1959). 
Other unusual weather conditions in the Chesapeake 
Bay oot found in reports of the U.S. Weather Bureau (1897-
1939) were provided byWilliamCronin (Emironmental 
Protection Agency (EPA). 1983): severe hurricanes in 1881, 
1882, 1886, 1887, 1894, 1897, 1902,and 1928;a tropical smrm 
in 1902;andatomadoin 1926. 
TemperatuTe/Salinity/Dissolved Oxygen 
Characteristics of cold waves that affect crabs have 
not been studied. A minimum temperature, a range of low 
temperatures and/or their duration, and whether cold acts 
independently or synergically with other factrirs such as 
fresh water flows, salinity, and dissolved oxygen. have 
been suggested but not detennined. It has been speculated 
tha1 crabs nonnally remaining in deep waters in early winter 
would move to shallower waters during an early season 
warm spell and be killed by one of the frequently occurring 
February freezes (Consenation Department of Maryland.. 
1931). 
After mating during the final (terminal) molt, which 
usually occurs in lhe fall, adi..i!t km ales migrate from lower 
to higher salinity. Migration to higher salinity is of survival 
value to the species, for it places the female in an environ-
ment favorable to the extrusion and hatching of the eggs 
the following summer, and the subsequent growth and 
survival ofzoeae and megalopae. From this evidence of 
migration (and supporting evidence from studies of 
osmoregulation in blue crabs in which adult females were 
shown to he less efficient osmoregulators in lo\\ er salinity), 
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it was concluded lhal adult females d,1 not tolerate low 
temperatures at low salinity (Tan and Van Engel, 1960: 
Tagatz, 1971 ). This is consistent >w 1th th<". ohser\ a11on that 
after a severe winter storm, deaihs of Jdult fern a ks increase 
from the southern, more saline porti,m nf the Bay. m the 
~aryland· Virginia border. where the sJl1mty averages 15 
pp!(V::m Engel. 1982a). 
The temperaturc/salmity factor may not be the only 
one involved in those winter mortalities. Studies of 
nutrients and dissolved oxygen (DO) rn the B;iy and its 
tributaries were seldom carried out before the l:nc 19J0s 
(EPA, 1983). Levels of these chemicals as indicators of 
trends in water quality have been reviewed by 1he EPA. 
DO saturation concentrations decrease with increases 
in salinity and temperature; UO is added to near surface 
layers by photosynthesis. removed or consumed by 
biological processes, transported by horizontal and vertical 
advcction, increased through vertical mi:(ing by winds at 
any time of the year (particularly in winter). and decreased 
by freshwater input that decreases the mixmg rate (Carpen-
ter and Cargo, 1957; Environmental Protection Agen.:y, 
1983). An:as of the Bay where low DO (0.7 mgL 1 ) occurs 
at depths greater than 30 to 35 feet have mcre;ised sioce 
1950. Although the deficiency of oxygen rn the Bay from 
the Patapsco River. Maryland, south to the ,,. icinity of 
Reedville, Virginia, has increased in duration and intensity 
at depths from the bottom to the halochne (U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, 1983), ano'l.ic conditions should 
be minimal in winter when the thennal resistance to mixture 
is low and the overturn of the water column is comple1e. 
Anoxic conditions prior to 1941 have not been reported. to 
my knowledge. 
Surface water temperature (SWT} at orbe!ow freezmg 
was observed at either or both Baitimore and Wrndmill 
Point in January 1884, January 1893, I-ehruary I 895, 
February 1902, February 1904, and January through 
February 1918 (Tab\e9; U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 
(USC&GS), 1955; Bumpus, 1957). Although cold v.-Jves 
seldom penetrated the southern region of the Bay, record 
freezing air temper.atures accompanying state lows were 
usually reported at Norfolk, Virginia (U.S. We:;.ther Bureau, 
1959). 
Pearson (J 948 J found no ··.apparent"" l sic) correlation 
between mean air temperatures in the Bay from J:muary to 
March and fluc1uations i:i annual l.•r 1: ,1gs bet11 ecn 1930 
and 1944. He coocluded that most ficiclllations in landings 
resulted from c;mses other than occa~iona! se.cre winter 
weather. While winter storms briefly curtailed fishing effort 
and caused mortality more evidem among adult female 
crabs than males. there is no eviden.:-e in the frst 46 )ears 
of the fisheries that they had any Jasung effect on the 
stock. 
According to many watc:rmcn, the openini! of the 
spring peeler fishenes occurs dunng the full m0(,n ~her the 
third week in April at about the time when SWT may reach 
60°F (roughly 16°C); however. this vanes from late April to 
early May. Mean monthly air temperature statewide for 
May in Virginia from 1891 through 19-IO averaged 64. l•F 
(17.8°C). and only m 1917, 1920, and 1925 was the May 
mean lower than 60"F, with de ficus> -4. l °F (- l .8°C) (Table 
lO; V. S. Weather Bureau, 1940). 
In Maryland, the state air mean for May 1hrough 1940 
was 62.6"F ( l 7"C). but temperatures below 60"F, with deficits 
> -2.6°F (> - l .O"C). were reponed for May 1907. 1917, 1920, 
1924. 1925, and 1935. In Virginia. freezing air temperatures 
occurred at !east one day in May durmg every year except 
1892 and l933, and in Maryland, one day in every year 
except 1933. 
Water temperatures, ra1her than air, would more 
accur:uely describe condinons at Bay fishing sites. except 
when depressed by recent cold fresh waler flows. Monthly 
mean SWT at several locations in the Chesapeake Bay 
recorded as early as 1873 were summarized by Bumpus 
( l 957), and begmning m 1914 by the USC&G Survey ( 1955). 
May SWT means at Windmill Point al the mouth of the 
Rappahannock River were lower than 60"F { l 6"C) six times 
in the 41 years 1882- l 922, and once at Baltimore in the 26 
years l 914-1940 (Table 9). Projections from those surface 
observations to temperatures at depth can be made from 
observations at 0, 10, 20. 30, 40 and 60 feet that were made 
by the Chesapeake Bay Institute of The Johns Hopkins 
University (Srroup and Lynn. 1963). On three Chesapeake 
Bay cruises(May 20-25, 1950; April 22-May 13, 1958; Apnl 
27-M:Jy 17. 1960) and on part of24 cruises from July I, 1949 
through August J, 1961 ). the surface temperature ranged 
from 55.4-62.6°F ( 13- l 7°C), :Jnd JI JO feet was either the 
same or 1.8-2.6"F {1°C) lower at both Bahimore and Windmill 
Point. 
Unseasonably cool and wet weather m the fir~t JO days 
of April 1931, a condition not mentioned as unusual that 
year by the U.S. We.ither Bmeau, was reported to have 
retarded the development of crabs in Tangier Sound 
(Consen·ation Dcpanment ofMaryl:md. 1931 ). 
Leffler ( 1972) ~uggested that growth of blue crabs 
seems to be "decelerated"" by culd water after observing 
that maturity is anamed in 13 to 18 months in ChesapeJke 
Bay, but less than a year in the St. Johns River. Florida. 
Unseasonably low SWTs in April or May would not only 
dela:•' the opening of the Chesape::i~·e Bay folinies and 
retard mo!1111g and growth of juwmles and adul! males. but 
could conceivably delay embryonic development and 
preparations for the extrusion of eggs. At Beaufon. North 
Carolina, sponge crabs with recently extruded eggs, 
presum::tbly orange colored. were found in early April, whi!e 
dark sponges were not found until four to ~ix weeks l:ner 
(Costlow and Boekhout, 1960). Salinity and temperature 
d::tta wen: not provided. 
While a few sponge crabs may appear in the southern 
end of Chesapeake Bay in late April inan extremely warm 
spring, intensive egg extrusion does not begin until mid-
June, and sometimes as late as early July. It ceases by early 
September. at least for the 3D·year period from 1955 to 1985 
(V::m Enge!. pers. obs.). and may have been the condition 
earlier. 
The temperature effect on embryonic development ;md 
hatching was observed by Chur.:hill ( l 919bJ. Sandoz and 
Rogers ( l 944 J, Costlow and Bookhout ( J 960). Sul kin ct al. 
( 1976), and Amsler and George (1984). Hatching was 
estimated by Churchill ( 1919b) co oc.:ur in the 14 to 17 days 
between June 15 and July 2. with SWT in l;He June at 26°C 
(79'F). 
In the studies of Sandoz and Rogers ( J 9441. eggs held 
in shallow pans or pimjars ofYL,rk River water at 21.6 to 
29.0"C (7 l-84•FJ at ambient salinity, or water adjusted from 0 
to 33 ppt by evaporation or dilution, hatched between 12.8-
30 ppt in 9 to 14 days. ~oeggs hatched at l4. l 7, 30 or 3 J•C 
(57.2. 62.6. 86, ss~FJ. 
Costlow and Bookhout ( ! 960) observed hatching in 
shaker boxes in not more than 11 days at 22 or 25°C. Sulkin 
et al. (1976) attempted to induce ovarian development and 
hatching of eggs during the winter, starting in mid-Novem-
ber, by maintaming adult females in aquaria at 16°C (60"F) 
and 19-C (66°F) and at 30 ppt. Two adult females among a 
group of 10, held at 19°C (66°F), extruded eggs to the 
aquarium floor in the th1rd week of January and the third 
week of February. The eggs were then held in reciprocating 
shaker~ at 25°C (77°f), and hatched in l 5 and 21 days. No 
eggs were extruded from females held at 15°C. 
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In a later study, Am~ler and George ( 1984) removed 
eggs from ,ponges (in vi1ro) and held them in shaker 
boxes. They alsu removed eggs with developing embryos 
daily from sponge crabs (in vitro). Zoeae hatched in 8 to l 1 
days at 25-26"C (77-78.8°F), temperature~ which normally 
occur from mid-June through mid-September in the Chesa-
peake Bay, and they hatched in 45 days at !6°C, a tempera~ 
ture that norma!ly occurs in the bay from mid-April to early 
May. 
Maturation of the oocytcs, vitellogenesis, and the 
development of ovarian lobes begin immediately after the 
terminal molt. whether or not mating has occurred (Cronin, 
1942;Johnson, 1980; and Ryan, 1967, for Prmwws 
sang11in0Ient11s). In most blue crab females that mature in 
late summer or fall, the ovary has the shape. sii:e, and color 
in winter as seen in sprmg (Van Engel, pcrs. ohs.). 
Three developmental stages are bei1eved to be delayed 
until sometime just before uvulation: the development of 
special epitheli::il cells in the oviduct, the formation of the 
chorionic membrane of the mature ovum, and the opening 
of the proximal end of the oviduct, between the ovary and 
the o~iduct. Epi1hc\ial secretion~ were proposed by 
Johnson ( 1980) to act against foreign sub,t:mces in the 
oviduct and seminal receptacle. and !o act as an antimiLTO-
bi..1.I substance; these must be availahle 3.1 the time the 
oviduct is open between the ovary :md recepiade just prior 
to lwulation. 
The accessory cells (also called nurse cells and follicle 
cells), which move to surround the oocytes at the pubertal 
molt (Cronin. 194~;Johnson. 1980). may become the 
chorionic membrane of the mature ovum in the blue crab. 
according 10 Johnson (1980). She suggested thJt comments 
by Ryan (1967) on Portrmus rang11inoler1/us might apply to 
the blue crab. It is very possible that the three develop-
mental stages are delayed in spring when SWTs are not 
"favorable"' for egg extrusion, but no specific studies have 
been attempted to determine such temperature effects. 
Amsler and George ( 1984) thought differences in 
development rates were likely due to a diapause (lapse in 
growth) in the gastrulaoccurring at the lower temperature, 
and that growth would eventually resume at the higher 
temperature. They based theire:1:p!ana!ion on the work of 
Wear (1974) on unrelated decapod crustaceans. 
The occurrence of diapause in blue crab embryos at 
relatively low temperatures ( 16°C. 60"F) would have survival 
value since hatching would be delayed until adequate food 
WJS available for the zoeae. Also. longer reten1ion of 
extruded eggs on the females would expose the eggs to 
predation and disease. The evolution of mechanisms to 
minimize extrusion of eggs at low SWTs would provide 
greater survival value for the species. The delay of mas, 
egg extrusion until water temperatures reach 70"F in mid-
June or later in the Chesapeake Bay, then a subsequent 10 
IO 14 days before hatching. and 30 days for completion of 
zoe31 development, is con~istent with the observed 
placement of megalopae in the lower bay by mid·August or 
early September. 
Numerous c!im:uc variables have been compiled and 
examined for their possible effects on blue crab life history 
stages (Van Engel and Hanis, 1979, 1980. 1981 ). Cooling 
degree d3ys (CDD) (air temperatures> J 8.3°C. 65°F) in May 
at Norfolk, Virginia, in the year of the hatch. Delaware Bay 
meridional wind stress in January following the year of the 
hatch, and the log transformation of the York River juvenile 
crab catch per tow from September in the year of the hJtch 
through August of lhe following year were variables in a 
multiple correlation analysis which explained 86% (r) of the 
variation in Biological Year (September in the yc.-ar afler the 
hatch through August the next year) commercial bay hard 
crab landings from 196-t through 1975 (Van Enge! and 
Harris, 1979, 1980; Van Engel, 1987). 
Since May CDD had the highest single correlation with 
Biological Year landings (i ccc 59'k) of all vam.blcs te~ted. 
and was the only one of the three variables available for 
analysis for the present study. estimates of the CDD were 
calculated as the sum of the departures of the mean daily air 
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temperatures from 65"F for rvfay at !'.1.1rfol \... Vi rftrn:i. for 
I 897-1939 (t.:. S. Weather Bureau. l 897- l 9YJ\. The:,- :ire 
presented with the departures of Vlrgini::i ::ind :..bry lam! 
mean May air temperatures and prccip1tJ1ion from the long 
term May me:rns (U.S. Weather Burt.:au. ! 'J..1-01 (To.ble 10). 
Not surpnsing\y. since CDD ;md SWT ::ire cst1m:11es of 
the water quality, there 1s a high level of cmre~pondence 
between Norfolk CDD (Table IOi and SWTs (Table 9). 
although a closer correspondence e;,;.1sts beiv. een Norfolk 
and Windmill Point than with Baltimore. The absence of 
catch and/or landings data for much of the earl; history of 
the blue crab fisheries pr.:vents analyses of the ,wti~tical 
relationships with abioiic factors of the envirorunent. 
However, the long senes ofCDD (Table 10) and of SWT 
(Table 9) will be used m the discussion of possible effects 
of those variables on the success of year cla~~es. 
Since the number of COD in May in the year of the 
hatch was one of the variables that correlated highly with 
Biological Year wnunercial crab landings. it is proposed 
that spring warm sv-rr encourages ear! y development of 
the ovary and could be an early indicator of the meng.th of 
the new year class. In contrast. since cool spring tempera-
tures inhibit early movement. feeding. and grnwth of 
juveniles of the previous year's hatch. the surt of the 
sprmg trotline fishery is delayed. but prevmusly estab. 
!ished abundance is not affected. 
A close correspondence between CDD and S\VTs has 
already been mentione.i. Examination of tJblcd values of 
CDD. SWT, and indices of catchability suggem that large 
CDD in May along wnh high S\VTs relate closely to 
successful fishing the same year. bm are not predictors of 
strength of the year class that will support the fishef)· one 
year l3ter. 
Rainfall/River Discharge 
Effects ofrainfa!l on land vary with the grciund CO\"er 
and soil type. While it is pre~umed tb::it most 1,a1n is ::idded 
to deep aquifers that do not reach Bay water. urbanilation 
and the concomitant loss of fonn5 and forc-sts result in less 
water reaching deep aquiiers and more fo::d1ng into rivers. 
Additionally, urban and industrial needs for water m;iy 
result in more and larger impoundments. ri!d1saibuting the 
water not only to mher river Sjstem~ or 10 l'thcr pans of 
the same river, but leveling off extreme f:ov., 5. 
Excessi\e rainfall washes chemic~!, :ind or gar'' l':',11•n 
from parking lots a.nd farm land and flu~hcs .~ewer ]mes into 
small streams and creeks. resultmg in rapid h:i.:-teri:i! 
decomposition of such substances. the dc>ple1ic'n of 
oxygen, and contamination of Bay waters by .ion.oxidized 
chemicals. Rainfall L,n the Bay waters is u,:.i:il\: insuffaicnt 
to modify salinity Se.1sonal pr~--c1pi tation. paniwlarly Ju!y 
through October and :..1:ir..:h through '.\.fay. is cl0sel:, 
associated with sc-a~onal ri\'er di~ch.J.rgc ,arr.er than 101a! 
precipitJ.tion deficit during the water yeJ.r, i.e .• from October 
l through September 30 (Tables 11-13). 
Excessive or deficient river runoff was never mentioned 
by federal or state scientists or commissioners as affecting 
the catch between I 880 and 1940. Nevertheless. it must be 
obvious that both short-term and !ong·term changes in the 
salinity regime of the Bay must require physiological 
responses in many Bay species. In blue crabs. changes 
could affect reproductive and growth rates. distribuuon of 
the stock, and r::ites of a"'ailability and c:itchability. 
The main water supply to the Bay is runoff from the 
Susquehanna Ri,,..er. with :i me:m monthly discharge during 
the water year of 34,430 cubic feet per second (cfs) between 
1890 and 1950. recorded at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. The 
Susque-htmn:i is the source of over 85% of the fre~h warer 
to the bay :ibove the mouth of the Potomac River (Ches:i-
peake Bay Research Council. 1973). Runoff from the 
Potomac River is secund in volume, with :i mean monthly 
di!.eharge :it Point of Rocks, Maryland, of9.279 cfs from 
1895 to 1950. A lesser amount 1s discharged from the James 
River at 7 .212 cfs, recorded at Cartersville, Virgini:i. from 
1898 to 1950 (U.S. Geological SUf'\ley, 1958, 1960). 
Inflow to the Bay from these systems as a percentage 
of contribution from all river basins was estimated by Wells 
et :il. ( 1929) at 47%. 17% and 9%, respectively. As urb:iniza-
tion and impoundment construction increases, contribu-
tions from those rivers will increase. 
Although the mean monthly discharges from the 
Susquehanna and Potomac rivers differ, they were synchro-
nized in 35 out of SO years. e.g .. low tlow from bolh the 
Susquehanna and the Potomac occurred in e:ich of those 35 
years. Also, the Potomac and James river disch:l'rges were 
similar though not equal in volume. and were ~ynchronized 
in 30 our of 46 ye:irs. 
River Discharge/Nutrients/Sediments/Salinity 
Devi:nions from the long-term means ,if streamflow 
could alter some chemical :ind physica.l ch:iracreriscics of 
the aquatic and bottom environments such :is sal1111ty, 
temperature, dissohed o~ygen .ind suspended sediments. 
including org,mics, close to or :it some distance from the 
outfall, depending on the volume of the flow. 
Ri vcr discharges, shore erosion. primary productiv-
ity, and landward transport frum the oce:in are the principle 
sources of sediments (:Vbynard Nichu:~. pcrs. comm.). 
Sediments may also be transported by channel dredging 
and spoil disposal The accumulation of sediments can 
affect several phy~ical conditit,ns, such :is circul:ition 
patterns. salinity, dissolved oxygen, and temperature 
distribution, .'I.!! of which ha\ e biological effect5. 
Nutrient~ m river discharges v.ould affect 1he growth 
of heterotroph1c hacteria and phytoplankters. Tht,,i: 
al!erations in the environment may :iffect some or all ofrhe 
crab life hi~tory stages in che1r selcc11on of hat>itat snes and 
food sources, which in turn could lead to changes in rates 
of reproduction, growth, mortality, or all three. 
Disch:irgc Jess than the cumulative long-term mean 
flow from July through October raises the salinity of more 
acreage in the Lower Bay, affecting blue cr:ibs by:(!) 
reducing, though not necess:irily eliminating, the transport 
of zoeae to continental shelf waters during ebb tides, thus 
retaining a larger than usual percentage of zoeae in the Bay; 
(2) pro'\11ding more foraging space which could contain a 
larger supply of phytopl:inkton. permitting :ibove nonn.'.11 
r:ites of growth and surv1Va! of zoeae; (3) reducing the 
quantity of nulrients that normally accompany river 
discharge. and thus slowing phytoplankton production. To 
some degree, the first scenario would minimize: the hazard-
ous and unpredictable mech:inisms for return of megalopae 
from the continental shelf10 the b:iy in the fall. 
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If throughout the summer :rnd e::irly fall there was a 
reversal co di,ch:irge greater th::in the cumulative long-tenn 
mean m volumes up to extreme flow, the acreage of high 
salinity in the lower b:iy would be reduced. Conceivably, 
but without biologic:i! or statistical confirm::ition, more 
sponge crabs would seek the higher s::ilinity waters ::it the 
mouth of the bay and on the continental shelf. where 
h:11ching of eggs and dispersal of zoeae would occur. 
Continued large discharge at the mouth of the B:iy would 
lead to the dispersal of zoeae farther south and east of the 
bay. Nothing is known of the fate of zoeae or megalopae in 
such situations, or whal percentage of them could be 
transported back to the Chesapeake Bay. Nutrient input to 
the Bay and adjacent continent:il shelf waters would 
mcre:ise with greater discharge and encourage het-
erotrophic bacteria and phytoplankton production, as 
observed by Zubkoff :ind Warinner ( 1973) following 
Tropic:i! Stonn Agnes in June 1972. 
In winter and spring, March through May, flow less 
than the long-tenn mean raises the salinity of tributaries 
and the Upper B:iy and forces juvenile crabs to migrate 
farther upstream to seek an environment to which they can 
physiologically adapt. Their ultimate destination may offer 
less physical space :ind foraging capacity th::in would be 
found downstream under a normal salinity regime. The 
consequences would be increased intraspecific competition 
for food and space and increased potential for starvation 
and cannibalism, Jesulnng in higher mortality ra1es. How 
low the discharge must fall in winter and spring (i.e.,less 
chan the me:in, equal ro, or slightly gre:iter than the mean) 
to produce this situation is unknown. 
Low flow season from the Susquehanna. Potomac. and 
James rivers is described as July through October; the 
succeeding high !1ow period is from March through May 
("fables 12-13). Average monthly means for the low an<l 
high flow seasons are marked minus ( -) when the flow is 
less than(<) the long cerm me:in. and plus (+)when the flow 
is larger th,m (>} the long term meJn 1_Tat>le l~l. 
Synchronism of the season:il means differs from that of 
mean monthly discharge volumes referred to earlier. 
Se:isonal low flow was synchronized in the Susqueh:rnn:i 
:ind Potom:ic in 26 of 50 ye:irs, in the Susquehann:i ::i.nd 
James in 19 of 46 years, :ind in the Potomac and James in 22 
of 46 years. High flows were synchronized in the 
Susquehanna and Potomac in 22 of 50 years. in the 
Susquehanna :md James m 13 of 46years. and in the 
Potomac :ind James in l 8 of 46 yeJTs. 
Whether June should be included in the months of 
summer low tlow is harelydebat:ible on either biological or 
physical grounds. When June discharge was added to that 
of July through October for each of the rivers, the dis-
charge showed only a minimal increase or decrease in the 
mean (or the reverse) in approximately 5% of the years 
smdied. Selection of discharge rJtes from March through 
May may be too late to portray the volume of flow in fall 
and winter in the Lower Bay, since juveniles arrive in the 
nursery grounds of the tributaries early in September. 
However, 1he choice of March to May might more accu-
rately define the occurrence of the most favorable environ-
ment for blue crab growth in the Upper Bay, since migrants 
I 0-60 mm width were rarely found north of the Potomac 
River in the fa!! of the year of the hatch and did not usually 
occur in Maryland in large numbers until early spring. The 
close relationship between seasonal rainfall and river 
discharge suggests that the selection of July through 
October. and March through May were better than other 
data sets. 
Whether any particular varia11on of the water-supply 
cycle affects or determines the strength of a blue crab year 
class or affects distribution and catchability has been 
considered only since the early 1940s (Van Engel, l 947; 
Pearson, l 948). Wh ,le Pearson ( 1948) acknowledged that 
fluctuations in salinity in the Virginia portion of the Bay 
may play a .~ignificant role in the survival ofweae, he 
chose to search for the highest coefficients of correlation 
between the mean daily discharge for each month from the 
Susquehanna River (presumably recorded at Harrisburg.), 
the Potomac recorded at Point of Rocks. and at Carters vi He 
on the James River, and indices of fishing success of adult 
crabs one and one-half years later which were obtained 
from records of the winter dredge fishery. 
The largest negative correlations between discharge 
recorded at Cartersville on the James River, 1911"1- l 9-1-4. and 
indices of abundance from 1931-32 to 1945-46 were ob-
tained for June, August, and May in decrea,ing order. 
Pearson selected May and June for funher analysis with 
dredge catch because he believed they were months of 
he:ivy spawning: he obtained a correlation (r) of -0.756. 
Selection of di,charge rates for May and June was unfortu-
nate, based on his erroneous belief that heavy spawning 
occurred in those months. That intensity does nm usually 
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L>ccur before mid-June and 1s m,,re l1kel~· ,Kh1eved in July 
and August. 
Mean daily discharges reporti:-d from the P0int of 
Rocks on the Potomac for May ar:d June·.;. ere also more 
highly correlated than other momh, with the dredge !lldKcs 
(r = -0.528), but discharges from the Su~quch;mna Rn,er 
were not corre!J.ted with catch (Pe.ir~on. l 9~S>. 
Pearson's scaner diagram and Table 1hi~ Fig 6 and 
Table 16) of1he rel;itionsh1p between the fames Ri-..er 
discharge data and of fishing ~uccess from l <J:1,0-19-1-4 
indicates that the high negative rnm.·l:111,,n depends on 
four data points, the two representing high fishing ,uc. 
cesses at low river discharges in 1930 :1nd 1941. and two for 
low successes at high discharge in 1940 :i.nd 1942. A 
regression of the remaining eleven d:i.ta points would be an 
almost vertical line with r =- 0. which suggests the occur-
rence of innumerable other environmental v:mabks or 
physic:::il factors that might affect either ye:irc!ass strength, 
the winier distnbutic,n of crabs within the Lower Bay, or 
estimates of 1he mean daily discharge or relat1 ve abundance 
from the dredge catch. For additional emphas.is, Pearson 
added that the large mean daily discharges from the James 
RiverforMaythroughAugust 1919, 1924.and 1940 
preceded minimum commerci:i.l yielCs for 1920. 1925. and 
1941 (his Table l). 
Inferences about the effects of specific volumes of 
fresh-water runoff have come primarily from two sources: 
the salinity/temperature requirements for successful 
hatching and survival of zoeae and megal0pae (S;indoz: and 
Rogers, 1944;Newcombe. 1945; Costlow and Boekhout. 
1959; Costlow, 1967; Amsler and George. 19S-IJ.and from 
monthly surveys of the abundance and distributiQn of 
juvenile crabs in the York River system. conducted annually 
since 1956. 
[n the latter case, more juvemles v.ere found farther up 
the system in dry years than were collected in : ears of large 
fresh-waterrunoff(Van Engel and Wojcik. 19.57) This may 
be interpreted as a posifrve physiological response to a 
particular s.alimty environment. 
Further suggestion of an effec1 of the Bay· s water 
supply cycle on the stock bior:iass i., that the geographical 
distribution of the various life his10ry s1:iges of the blue 
crab within the Bay varies season:1lly with the B:i/s w;,ter 
supply cycle (Fig. l). Egg extrusion. hnt<.:h:ng. and zoeJI 
development occur in the southern e~,d dthe Bay in mid-
summer when the mean rive:r di~ch:irges are 1011 Jnd the 
Bay salinity is relati\-e]y high. J 1..P,emle mi)!rari,)n m10 the 
nursery mnes of the tributaries and the up?er Chesapeake 
Bay occurs in the fall as river d1~charge 10!:.ime incrc:i.se~. 
.ind juvenile de,:elopment becnmes m\ire r:ip1d in tbe 'f'nng 
when mean river discharges peak. De, elc,prnc:n! !lJ the 
adult stage occurs in the brackish mer :ind B~y 1-'<Jtcrs in 
mid-summer when mean ri1crd1~..:h:i,ge~ :i.re k»,. :ind mated 
fern;iles migrate co the southern end of the Bay in the fall ;is 
mean river discharges become higher (F1g. l ). 
The influence of the water supply cycle on yearcl:iss 
strength is less certain and not fully understood. While 
some zoeae are transported on ebb tides to the adjacent 
continental shelf waters, the percentage transported out of 
the Bay is nol known and may range widely, probably 
srrongly affected by the discharge volume_ Return trans-
port to the Bay depends on some still undetermined factors, 
such as seasonal atmospheric events. 
Percentages returning, probably as megalopae, are 
unknown. The percentage would depend on factors of the 
shelf aquatic environment that affect survival and distribu-
tion. Megalopae subsequently metamorphose within the 
bay and its tributaries to juvemle stages. mos! of which arc 
not seen until late August or early September, after which 
juveniles continue their migration to lower salinity regions. 
Certainly, the adaptanon of blue crab stock to the 
wnier-supply cycle led to the success of the stod in the 
Chesape11ke Bay. Similar relationships between the v;irious 
hfe history stages and their movements between fresh ;ind 
salt water regions are known for all blue crab stocks on the 
Atlantic and Gulf coasts. 
Monthly cumulative streamflow entering the Chesa-
peake Bay, reported from gauging stations in Pennsylvania, 
Maryland. and Virginia, is lowest from July through Ocwbcr 
and peaks in March, April. and May (Fig_ 1) (Chesapeake 
Bay Research Council, 1973.Fig. 1.5; U.S. Geological 
Survey. 1991 ). Normal cumulative low flow from July 
through Oc1ober provides a high salinity level in the lower 
bay favorable 10 the hatching of blue crab eggs and !he 
growth and survival of zoeae, pennitting the transport of 
some zoeae 10 the continental shelf, and possibly the 
retention of some of those early stages. 
Inc~es in cumulative river flow in mid-fall that peak 
the next year from March through May provide a low and 
mid-level sahmty feeding ground in the upper portions of 
the estuaries and the Bay, aptly described as nursery areas. 
for growth and survival of the blue crab and many other 
species (Van Engel and Wojcik. I957;Cronin et al.. 1970). 
Succes5es in reproduction, grov,th, and d1stnbution ensure 
productiun of a large year class. 
Water Supply Cycle/Blue Crab Life History 
St.iges 
\Vhether any statistical relationship exists between the 
w:uer-supply cycle and the seasunal cycle of blue cr:ib life 
his1ory stages. i.e .. that variations in the inflow effect :i 
response in the blue crab population, for the period ISSO to 
19-rn. may not be a reasonable expectation, considering the 
absence or scarcity of high quality landing~ and/or catch 
d:ita. 
Further. it is assumed that in years of average dis-
.::harge each river has its primary effect on the aquatic 
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environment. and therefore, the pl3nt and 3nimal communi-
ties, nearest the outfall. The geographic extent of effects 
wo1.1ld vary, smce the discharge rates of the Susquehanna, 
Potomac and James rivers differ considerably, in a dedming 
order. In average years. numerous other biotic and abiotic 
variables acting individually or in combination, such as 
se;isonal changes in COD. SWT, air temperature, rainfall. 
disease and predation, for example. would ;iffect the 
communities. The variety of changing variables could 
cancel individual effects and result in medium-sized 
s1anding crop. 
Extreme environmental conditions, occurring especially 
at critical umes in the development of one or more of the life 
history stages of the blue crab, could have either positive 
or negative effects on stock survival. Notable events such 
as the James River high discharges of May and June 1930 
and 1941. and the low discharges of 1940 and 1942. were 
followed by large and small winter dredge indices of 
catchabilny, already acknowledged by Pearson ( 1948). 
Tropical storms of 1936 and 1972 were followed by smaller 
blue crab harvests, while the droughts of L980 and 1985 
were followed by large harvests. Consequemly, later 
discussion considers profound positive or negative effect" 
of the discharge rates from the three rivers on each year 
class of crabs. or conflicting opinions on which river 
discharge has the most effect on a year class. 
Caution must also be observed in the h:rnd!ing of river 
discharge data: the separation of lows less than or greater 
than the means as indicators of favorable or unfavorable 
environments for par1icular life history stages is conve-
nient. In cause and effect relationships, extremes in causal 
variabk~ are more likely to be highly correlated with the 
extremes in the effect variables, while values selected from a 
n:irrow range around any mean are more likely randomly 
associated and the relationship described with small. 
nonsignificant coefficients of determination_ 
Four combinations of discharge in summer and spring 
are recorded (Table 13). Subjectively. low summer flow 
seems a more critical requirement than high spring flow for 
successful yearclass development, since hatching and 
growth of zocae and megalopae occur in the saltier, 
southern end of the Bay where waters from all the rivers 
converge. 
On the other hand. since the juveniles are found in the 
low salinity portions of all the rivers and in the l.'pper Bay, 
degree or quality of environmental support of juveniles 
could vary widely between rivers. Extreme deviations from 
the long-term mean flow. very small or very large. would 
likely have the most profound effects on the chemical and 
physic11I characteristics of the Bay water and bottom. 
Jncennediate flow v,ould moderate variables such as 
salinity, dissolved mygen, nutnent input. and suspended 
sediment. Howe,,.er, attempts to pair minimum and m:nimum 
discharge rates v.ith catch indJCes have been unsuccessful 
so far. 
While river discharge may be critical to the develop-
ment of a yeJI class, its role cannot be considen::d the most 
important factor in determining yeardass strength. That 
role ignores the mechanisms (not considered until the !:lie 
1970s ::ind early 1980s) for transport of meg::ilopae from the 
continental shelfba.:k to the Bay in the fall (Van Engel and 
Hanis, 1979, 1980). 
Dams/Floods/Chesapeake-Delaware Canal/ 
Sediments 
Prior to 1940, structural alterations in the river basins 
may have chrmged the relative contribution of each 
tributary to the Bay's water supply cycle. Numerous small 
dams on tributaries had been constructed in Virginia. 
Maryland, and Pennsylvania for water supply, recre:ition, 
mills, or hydroelectric power. and most dams and their 
reservoirs were able to completely regulate flow (Tice, 
1968). Because diversion of water for consumption either 
within or outside a basin was minimal, none of the dams is 
eJ1.pected to have had an appreciable effect on total dis-
charge or salinity of the Bay, although diversions to other 
rivers would have altered individual river output. 
Structural changes were made from 1910 through l 938 
on the Susquehanna River near its mouth. and on the 
Chesapeake and Delaware Canal in the northeast corner of 
Chesapeake Bay, a short distance from the mouth of the 
Susquehanna. Whether those changes would have 
affected the physical and chemical environment of the 
Upper Bay, creating a more or less favorable environment 
for development of juvenile crab stages is speculative, 
since environmental data from that pan of the Upper Bay is 
sparse or unknown for periods before or soon after. 
Three dams were constructed on the Susquehanna as 
hydroelectric plant sites: the Holtwood dam in operation in 
1910, 40 km above the ri,·er mouth· the Conowimm beoun 
in March 1926 and placed in operation in March 192s. 16 km 
above the mouth; and the Safe Harbor dam in operation in 
1932. 51 km above the mouth. Those plants were best 
described as •·run-of-river" or "peaking power plants." with 
no appreciable water storage and an output depending on 
nver flow conditions. They nonnally dischJiged from 0800 
to 1800 hrs during the week, but discharged none on 
Saturday or Sunday (Pers. Comm .• Richard St. Pierre, U. S 
Fish. Wildl. Ser.'., Susquehanna River Coordinator). 
Significant amounts of coarse gravel and sand must 
have been transponed in all the tributaries of the Bav and 
suspended sediments deposited in the tributary est~anes 
and in .the Bay in the last 150 years. Sediment transport 
from nvers was undoubtedly larger before dams were 
constructed, and the largest amounts were carried durin5! 
floods, when river output and the concentration of sedi--
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rnent were highest. Co.irse sediment .md ~ume tit the 
suspended sediment were trapped behmd each dam when it 
w:is completed. while most of the su~pended .:l.1ys and ,i!ts 
were transponed seaward and accumulate m 1he upper 
portion of the tributary estuaries, clo~e to the inner salt hm 1t 
during high nver inflow. Yet little m k no,,·n ab,-iut sedi-
ments deposited in most of the floods \\ho~e m::ignitudes 
and frequennes have been recorded (Speer :ind Gamble, 
1%4; Tice, 1%8). 
While sediment transport and it deposition may have 
transformed the bay bottom. sub~tantJall} in ~ome cases. it 
is not known whether habnat modifaation. turbidity 
inneases, and the mtrodu.:tion of contaminants v.ere 
enough in either normal or flood discharges in :he p:!.SI to 
affect any biological communities. Concerns about the 
potential or real effects on communities we.re not addressed 
until the early l960's, among them se\-'eral studies on 
channel dredging and spoil disposal. which will be re-
viewed in a later section. 
The largest sediment d1sch;uge to the Chesapeake Bay 
comes from the Susquehanna. Most of that river's sus-
pended clay and silt accumulates in the upper 20-30 km of 
the bay during avera.ge discharge (Chesapeake Bay 
Research Council, 1973; Schubel and Hirs..::hberg, 1978). 
At least five episodic floods of the Susquehanna River 
have occurred in the la.st 150 years (Tice, J 968). Sediment 
discharges from two of them, March 17-19, 1936, and 
Tropical Storm Agnes,June 19-23, 1972. were es1ima1ed to 
be accountable for .about one-half the sediment deposited 
in the upper Bay since 1900 (Schuhel and Hirschberg, 1978). 
They found that the sediment accumulanon from the 1936 
tlood was 30cm, twice that from Tropical Stunn Agnes, and 
estimated that the 1936 flood was the lar<..:er, based on the 
accumulation of tlood waters extending ;ver several days. 
Interestingly, sediment plumes 80 to J 20 km from the mouth 
of the Susquehanna were recorded in the first week 
following Agnes and 80 km south during July (Chesapeake 
Bay Research Council, 1973 ). 
Numerous Susquehanna River flood~ occurred 
between 1786 and 1900\Tice, 1968). three of which were 
considered by Schubel and Hirsch~rg \ 197Si to have 
probably transported more sediment 10 the upper Cht:sa-
peake Bay than later floods, since the first oft he lower river 
dams, the Holtwood. was not in operation unnl 1910. 
Two othn floods, one in :Mardi 1902 and another in 
March 1904, were not mentioned by Schube! a:id 
Hirschberg ( I 978_), and may have trn:1~pon:ed large amounts 
of sediments to the Upper Chesapeake Bay DiKharges in 
M.'.!Ich 1902 were the eighth lar_geq fr,__,m the Susquehanna 
River and the sixth larges: from the Potuma~ Rn er from 
1786-1945 (Tice. 1%8). 
A hitheno unmentioned Su~queh.1!1na R1,er ilo(.)d 
recorded on March 8. 1904 at !'Ylc(JIJ Ferry. P-:nn~~ h-:1.nia, 
was either larger than or the second largest of all that 
occurred before 1900 (Tice, 1968). The drainage area 
servicing McCall Ferry was larger than that of other 
reporting gaging stat10ns on the river Strangely. few 
stations in the Susquehanna. Delaware or Passaic river 
basins recorded any discharge on March 8-9, 19(}.l (two 
reported icepms) bu! one in the Susquehanna Ri~·er Basin 
at Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, reported a cubic feet per 
second (cfs) discharge about 90 % that of the flood of 18 
March 1936, suggesting a significant flood (Tice. 1968). 
That flood could have transported large amounts of 
sediment to the Chesapeake Bay in 1904. 
River discharges reported August 23-25. 1933, in the 
Susquehanna and Delaware river basins were relatively 
small (Tice, 1968), surprisingly so considering that rhe 
storm did so mu~h physical damage m Chesapeake Bay. 
Earlier comments about the frequency of synchroniza-
tion of monthly river outflow from the Susquehanna, 
Poromac and Jame~ rivers, and of the seasonal low and 
high discharges, do not apply to the frequency with which 
episodic floods occurred. Floods listed by Speer and 
Gamble ( 1964) and Tice ( 1968) for the 150 year period 1786--
19~5 occurred with different magnitudes and frequencies in 
the Susquehanna, Po1omac, Rappahannock, and James 
drainage basins, not too surprising since the four drainage 
basms are usually affected by differcm weather patterns. 
Particularly striking is the ch;mge from the greater fre-
quency of floods from March to May in the northern 
basins, 10 more floods in southern than northern basms in 
late summer and fall. Floods occurred in one nr more of the 
bas.ins in every month except July. One March ( 1936) flood 
was reported simultaneously over a few days in the 
Susquehanna, Potomac, and James basins, one other in 
March (1900:) in the Susqueh;mna and Potomac basins, 
once in April ar,.J June and in October (1889) m the 
Potomac. Rapp hannock, and James basins, and one in 
May ( 1924) in the Potomac and James basins. 
Twenty-five Susquehanna River (Harrisburg station) 
floods exceeded 300,000 cfs. range 300,000 to ! , 130.000 cfs. 
between 1786 and 1945. All those !loods occurred between 
October and June. Seventeen recorded from March through 
May. with 13 in March. Discharges from the Potomac River 
(Point of Rocks st.:i.1mn), which has about one·ha!fthe 
dr;unage basin area of the Susquehanna, were significantly 
smaller and less frequent: only six f' ,,Is occurred, range 
about 220,Q00..485,(X)(} cfs, four occurring from M.1rch 
through May, one in June and one in October. From 1he 
Rappahannock River (Fredericksburg station), with about 6 
'x of 1he drainage basis area of the Susquehanna. there 
were only three significant floods, range 134.000-140.000 
cfs. occumng in April. June. and October. Interestingly. 
there were few reports from any basin offlr,oding in 
August 1933. Fourteen floods were reported from the 
fames River (Carters, ilk ,wi0n), r::mge 10.1.,000--180,000 cfs, 
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five from March through May. and nine from August 
through December. 
Characteristics of sites in the Chesapeake Bay and its 
tributary estuaries where life history stages of the blue crab 
have been found, have been described only in general 
terms of salinity, temperature, and the occurrence of 
submerged aquatic vegetation (SAY). Watennen's knowl-
edge of preferred blue cr:ib habllats is the basis of their 
crab fishing success. 
Sim1Iarit1es and differences in river input, sources and 
types of sediments and zones of depo,ition, J.nd sources 
and containment of contaminants have been described for 
the Bay and its estuanes (Schubel and Cwer, 1976; Nichols 
et al., 1991a; Nichols et al., 199 Jb). Such studies could 
provide part of the basis for defining blue cr:1b habitats. 
Channel dredging and spoil disposal in the Chesa-
peake Bay and its estuaries offer an opportunity to study 
the composition of bottom deposits, its contaminants and 
!he benthos, the spread of the redeposition of spoil, spread 
of plumes of suspended sediment. turbidity, loss and 
recovery of biological communities in the dredged channel. 
and the spoil disposal site and adjacent areas. Studies 
have vaned in the choice of dredge equipment. the site and 
season for the operation, and whether the chemical and 
physical conditions and biological community composition 
were surveyed pre- and post-dredging, and at a later time to 
determine the extent of change in the communities. 
Succinctly stated, while much has been teamed about 
the distribution and composition of the bottom sediments 
in the Chesapeake Bay, the principal objective of dredging 
and spoil disposal surveys in the Chesapeake Bay has been 
to determine their impact on the biological communities, 
particularly those organisms that would be involved in 
sustaining seafood species of commercial and recreational 
importance (Cronin et a!., 1970; Nichols et al., 1990; Virginia 
Institute of Marine Science, 1967). Can the results of those 
surveys be extended to perceivable or predictable effects 
by transported sediments or scouring resulting from floods, 
excessive wave action or tides? 
The Chesapeake and Delaware Cana! has special 
interest for two reasons: ( 1) concerns in the late I 950's 
about the effects of additional enlargement through 
channel dredging and spoil disposal which. promp1ed 
s!Udies on the chemical and physical environment and 
biological commumties; (2). nn~tion bt"tween the upper 
Chesapeake Bay and Delaware Bay which provided 
potential exchange of juvenile blue crabs. 
The four-lock Chesapeake and Delaware Canal 
completed in 1829 was converted to a sea-level, unob-
structed warerway in 1927 by removing the locks and 
deepening and widening the channel to 14 feet and 150 feet 
(Crornnet al., 1976). The Canal is an extension of the Elk 
River. a bay tributary in the northeast rorner at the head of 
Che, :peake Bay, and to the east enters the Del.1\\are River 
at Reedy Point. Additional Mdening and deepening of the 
c;mal to '27 feet ;md '250 feet was completed in 1938. 
The higher clevotion of the western end ensured a net 
eastward transport of water. which characteris11ca!ly 
occurred over an e~rended period, but was subject !O short-
term changes in direction and volume of flow by different 
meteorological conditions. Changes in the mean channel 
salinity in the Delaware River off the eastern end of the 
canal, measured at approxim:itely quarterly intervals 
between November l 951 and August 1954, ranged from O tl' 
8 ppt, highest from August through November, and lowest 
in February and May (Cronin, 1954). 
Initiation of additional enlargement of the Canal and its 
:ipproaches from Upper Chesapeake Bay in 1958, to 35 feet 
in depth and 450 feet in width, prompted concerns over the 
effects of dredging, and spoil disposal on the chemical and 
physical environment and possible effects on the distribu-
tion and abundance of biological communities. 
Preliminary to modifications to the Canal. channel 
dredging and spoil disposal in a 20-mile portion of the 
Upper Chesapeake Bay, the approach to the Elk River and 
the Canal was initiated in late fall of 1965, a second dredge 
and disposal was carried out from 7 October 1966 to 11 
November 1966, and a third set after 17 October 1967 to 
about5 December 1%7. Chemical, physical, and biological 
surveys were addressed from November 1965 through 
November 1968 (Cronin et al., t970). 
No gross effects on phytoplankton, zooplankton, fish 
eggs, larvae, or fish were observed, although some could 
not be evaluated, possibly because of movement of some 
of the organisms from the study site. In that study, the 
benthic biomass at the disposal site and in the channel 
decreased immediately and extensively, but less so in the 
area between the two sites. Recovery of biomass occurred 
months and up to two years later. 
In 1970, when only about 80 % of the Canal enlarge-
ment had been completed, and when further concerns were 
expressed about the effects the modifications might ha,,e 
on the chemical. physical, and biological conditions in the 
Canal and in the Upper Chesapeake Bay, the U.S. Corps of 
Engineers proposed and implemented a series of studies. 
Pertinent hydrographic and biological smdies that were 
contracted to other institutions were summarized by Cronin 
etal.(1976). 
Hydrographic studies between 1969 and 1974 demon-
s;trated chang.-:s in volume of flow in either direction and 
increases in salinity at the head of the Chesapeake Bay. 
Diversion ofwa,er through the canal was expei.:ted to alter 
salinity at the western end of the canal more during low 
discharge from the Susquehanna than during high river 
discharge. but the mean salinity difference would be about 
2ppt(Croninetal., 1976). 
The composition and seasonal abundance of the 
benthos, blue crabs, foh, a[]d fish eggs and lan·ae were 
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determined by various bonom gr.ib,. drt'"dgcs. and trawl 
nets, and each were reported separate!). as reterenced by 
Cronin et al. [_ 1976). and nut ~umrnanzed het e. Studies of 
the effects of dredgi[]g and spoil disposal l)n benthos were 
dismissed as probably being of rela11 vely shPn duration, as 
indicated by previous studies. Al!hough suspended 
sediment load was expected to increase a~ a result of a 2.5 
fold increase in non-tidal flow eastward. dc:trimemal effects 
on eggs and larvae of striped bass and white perch were 
considered unlikely. 
Submerged Aquatic Vegetation/Fungus 
Infestation 
Submerged aquatic veg.-:tation {SAV) in the shallow 
waters of the Chesapeake Bay has heen de~cnbed as a 
nutrient source. a natural habitat for a dense and diverse 
founal population, and n mechanism for st:i.biliz:ng sedi-
ments and reducing shore erosion. Different ~pecies of 
vegetation occupy the rnnge of ~alirnties found in the Bay 
from fresh water to marine sites, and changes in species 
composition and abundance have been rep,)ned since the 
early 1930s{Kempet al. 1983; Orlh and ~foore, 1984). 
Sever;i] explanations for those change~ have been 
offered, principal!y those that inhibit photosynthesis 
because of light reduction. and to a very much lesser extent 
herbicides and browsing (Kemp et al.. 1983; van Montfrans 
et al., 1982). Two factors have been demonstrated to inhibit 
photosynthesis: nutrient loading from river discharges and 
land runoff, which promotes phytoplanktonic and epiphytic 
grow,h, and to a lesser extent, turbidity caused by sus-
pended sediments. derived from river discharge, shore 
erosion, and non-tidal waves causing deposition and 
resuspension (Kemp et al., 1983). The primary interest here 
is whether SAV changes could be asso,.:iaced with varia-
tions in abundance of the blue crab as measured by 
variations in catch and/or landings. 
A previously unknown parasitic fungu~ cn blue i.:rab 
eggs was first observed in the Chesapeake B:1y in 1941 
(Sandoz et al.. 1944). and w;is described Jnd named 
Lagenidium wlli11ectes by Couch ( 1942 J. S;mdoz and 
Rogers ( 194-4) found a 90'7~ hatch of umnfected eggs in a 
laboratory hatching study, and esrim:1ted a htgh hatching 
rate after observing large numbers of err.pty egg cases on 
sponges obtained from the southern end of the Bay. 
In an intensive study, Rogers-TJlberi ( 19481 described 
the range in perL·ent lnfestatio[] among sp0ng.es of different 
color, i.e., stage of embryonic dcvcloprnenL the density of 
infestation on individual sponges, 1he salinity tokrJnce of 
the fungus, and the percentage of mfestatiL'n m the 
Hampton Roads-Lynnhaven area eJch ""eek between early 
May and late August 194-1. Tnfest.uion \,.ts found predom1· 
nantly among sponge crabs from the oicen .ire.'.l~ and inlets 
of the southern end of the Ba~- and rare 111 ~,,c1.thern 
tributaries. Although embryus in .1\l stages of de,·dopment 
were infested. most often only the ).mm outside layer was 
infested, consisting of about 25 % of all eggs. while deeper 
lying eggs were only occasionally infested. A higher 
degree of infestation was found in only about 25 St of the 
sponges, which led the author to stale that it seemed 
uni ikely that the fungus could be "regarded as a factor in 
the fluctuations of crab populations." 
Landings and Gear Data 
The effects of man's fishing on the blue crab stock of 
the Ches.ipeake Bay have never been fully explored. Major 
obstacles have been the failure to license or report the 
number of watermen and/or units of gear, the absence or 
inadequacy of measures of fishing mortality rate for the 
diverse types of gear, and the uncertainty of the quality of 
landings data, all of which are characteristic of any complex 
fishery. 
Equality of fishing efficiency could only be addressed 
if information was available for each gear type, such as 
number of units of gear and hours of fishing. Assessment 
of the industry was infrequent before 1929 either because 
the need went unrecognized, or because state and federal 
agencies were unwilling or fiscally unable to address it. 
Comments on the supply of crabs have frequently appeared 
in the states' commission reports. but they must not be 
Uken too literally since some appear to be subjective 
comparisons of current conditions with those only one or 
two years earlier, or verbatim of reports printed the previous 
one or two years. They are of value when indicative of 
trends in the catch and landings over perioc!s when no 
comprehensive canvasses of the fisheries were made. 
Observations on the numbers of"small" crabs that 
could be the source of the subsequent crop were occasion-
ally cited. One would expect that when federal landings, 
commission reports on the fisherie~. and independent 
surveys of catch were available. there would be close 
agreement on the relative size of the stock. This has not 
been the case, pnmarily because of the separate, uncoordi-
nated means by which the da1a were ob1ained. and because 
of the persistent, uninformed effon 10 obtain data on a 
calendar year basis rather th:in by year class in a Biological 
Y=. 
From 1929 to 1977 (except 1943), federal agencies 
annually pubfahed the number of watermen engaged !n the 
crabbmg industry, the numher of each gear type, boats and 
vessels used, and landings from each gear type. More 
recent data are available from the National Marine Fisheries 
Servir:e (NMFS) on request. Monthly landmgs for Virginia 
and ~tary land were published as Current Fisheries Statis-
tics (CFS) from 1%0-79 by the U S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service :md NMFS in cooperation with state agencies (U.S. 
Fish and Wtldlife Service, 1960--70; NMFS, 1970.. 79). The 
\irginia Manne Resources Commission (VMRC) has been 
publ1shmg monthly landings as Commercial Fisheries 
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Statistics (CFS) since January 1978 (Virginia Marine 
Resources Commission, 1978-1992, but none more current)_ 
Maryland landings since 1979 are available from the state 
on request. Statistical estimates of the success of each 
year class have been made possible here by rearranging 
monthly data into Biological Yeard:ita. 
Most landings and effort data for 1880-1940 h:ive been 
inadequate :is estimates of fishing success. which became 
evident when summaries and analyses of landings and 
effort were compiled (Van Engel, 1950; Van Engel and 
Harris, 1983; Van Engel and Wojcik, 1965:i, 1%5b). More 
useful measures, sur:h as daily or weekly catch by winter 
dredges, trot!ines, scrapes, and dipnets, had been collected 
by independent investigators in special studies (Van Engel, 
1951, and later unpublished data; Applegate. [983). 
The frequently overlooked reports ofChurchill [ 1917], 
Sette and Fiedler ( 1925). Pearson ( 1942. !945, 1948), and 
Cronin ( l 944, 1982) presented catch data by various gears 
from 1906through 1945. Catch data from December 1906 
through March 1946, derived from different gears, are 
shown as originally reported in either pounds (or barrels), 
numbers daily or per week, or as indices of catchability 
when the latter were provided by the authors (Table Sa). 
All catch data were then converted to indices to compare 
their relative success by year class (Table 8b). 
Since the construction, location of set, and season of 
use were strikingly different for each gear type-scrape/dip 
net, trotline, and dredge-it is assumed they had different 
catch efficiencies. The catch from each model of gear cype 
formed the bases for comparison with catches from the 
same gear type in different lime periods and for the c.Jlcula-
tion of indices. 
Catch data and indices of catchability are listed for 
pericxls 1906-07 through l 945-46 (Tables 8a-b), and sepa-
rately for the three fisheries; soft crabs and p~lers taken by 
scrapes and dipnets (ScD, cols. 1-3. 18- J 9), hard crabs by 
trotlines (Tr, cols. 4-9, 12, J5a-d), and hard crabs by winter 
dredges(Dr,cols. lO-ll, 13, 16-17). 
Assignment of data to each time period varies with 
each of the fisheries. and therefore, must be viewed 
cautiously. It should be apparent that catch compiled un a 
calendar year basis consists of two year classes: a spring 
and early summer catch derived from an older year class, 
and a late summer/fall/winter and subsequent spring catch 
to a one-year younger year class. Complete separation of 
the two age groups during field monitoring surveys would 
be nearly impossible because growth data reveal large 
differences in size between individuals of the same a~e 
during the ~econd spring and summer of life. There ;.e two 
choices: either ignore age differences, or arbitrarily di~·ide 
the data set by months based on general knowledge of the 
fishery. 
While differences between spring and summer catch 
and indices are evident in the brief Virginia scrape series 
(Sc VA) listed for 1942-43 to 1945-46, they are incorrectly 
shown in Tables 8a-b, cols. 18-19, because of the physical 
problem of presentation. The indices listed in col. 18 
represent May catches and should be attributed to the yeJ.r 
classes 1940-43, not to 1941-44, while the indices in col. 19, 
which represent the June through September data, are 
properly referred to year cl:i.sses 1941-44. 
Recalculation of the mean indices for those five 
periods shows changes in decreases from Oto 24%, and 
one 18% increase from the mean index shown in Table Sb. 
However, the magnitudes of those indices are 100 small to 
justify manipulating the table to show two different year 
classes as sources of the catch and indices. 
Scrape/dipnet (ScD) data for the first period tabulated, 
1919-20, were collecte.d. from April or May through Septem-
ber and consist of the 1917 and predominancJy 1918 year 
classes. Approximate calendar year trotline (fr Yr) records 
from May through October in Maryland, and for April 
through November in Virginia. are comprised of the same 
year classes, 1917 and 1918, as the ScD group. 
Fall trotline (Tr A) data cover the last six weeks of the 
1919 fishing season in Maryland and the last 13 weeks in 
Vuginia. consisting almost wholly of the 1918 year class. 
Fall/spring (TrFS) data cover fa\11919 plus the first nine 
weeks in spring 1920in Maryland, as well as 14 weeks in 
Vuginia, consisting almost wholly of the 1918 yea.r class. 
Dredge data(Dr) represen1 the catch from December I, 1919 
through March 31, 1920, and almost wholly consist of the 
1918yearclass. 
Catch and indices of catchability (Tables Sa-b) were 
derived by several methods, depending on the source and 
composition of the data. As one example, Pe.tr:Son's (1948) 
dredge indices (Table Sa, coL 14) were comparisons 
between the 14-year mean daily catch for each week of the 
year of record, obtained from all the vessels for which daily 
catches were available, and the mean daily catch of two 
vessels that dredged for the 14 years. The latter was 
designated as a "norm of seasonal availability" 
(mislabeled-should be "catchability,") and the ratio was 
adjusted by total days of fishing (Pearson. 1948, his Tables 
10.11). 
Understandably, no single year could be designated as 
a Base Year. For those gears, when only indices and no 
original data were reported, columns are headed Tndex, and 
the Base YeJ.r was assi;;,;1cd by the author (Pearson, 1948; 
Van Engel, 1951; Tables 8a-b,cols.3, 14, 16-19). 
Application of that method to various combinations 
of 14-year or 20-year norms of catchabiiity of two vessels or 
all vessels, and the 14- or 20.year catch of all vessels from 
1931-32 to 194445 or from 1931-32 to 1950.51, produced 
indices of catchabi!ity strikingly similar and sometimes 
almos! identical 10 those found by Pearson. One set, using 
the 20.year norm and the 20-year catch for all boats (Van 
Engel. 1951) is shown in Tables Sa-b, col. 16. 
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The difficulty in computing the inde:,; in th:it manner 
becomes apparen1 if indices are computed as each new 
year's data become available, for it is then necessary to 
recalculate the "nonn" and the index for eJch earlier year. 
Secondly, when the study covers a lengthy period, it may 
be impossible to find a group of vessels whose composi-
tion was unchanged to comprise the ba:;is of the "norm." 
Since each index is simply the ratio of the mean catch 
of one year to a nonn, it is a relative index of catchabiliry 
that can be compared with the indices of :ii! other years. 
Therefore, selecting the mean daily catch of any year as the 
norm would result in a set of indices. Consequently, the 
catch of three boats operating in the winter of 1931-32 was 
chosen as the norm for a new set of computations using 
Pearson's method of analysis (Tables Sa-b, col. 17), but by 
necessity designating 1931-32 as the Base Ye:ir with a value 
of 1.00. It is apparent that the ratios of each year to a norm 
remain the same, but the magnitude differs by one-half 
when the catch of three boats operating in 1931-32 is used 
as a norm (Table Sb, cols. 16-17). 
Similar calculations were made for Virginia spring 
(May) and summer (June through September) soft crab 
scrape catches for the period 1941-1953 (only 1941-1945 
shown in Tables Sa-b, cols. 18-19), using year class 1953, 
catch in 1953-54, as the Base Year with a valueof0.768. 
Pearson used another method of analysis for immature 
crabs (soft and peeler crabs) (1948, his Tables 5, 7). Instead 
of using the records of one or more sets of watermen to 
establish a single "norm of seasonal availability 
(catehabili1y)," the ratios of the average daily catch by 2-
week. periods in each pair of successive years from 1936-44 
were calculated. using logarithms for convenience. He theJJ 
converted ratios to indices by comparing them to an 
arbitrarily chosen Base Year value of 1.00 (Tables Sa-b, 
col. 3). 
Another method of computation was used when only 
annual or seasonal means of catch per day or per week was 
reported (Churchill, [1917]; Sette and Fiedler, 1925; Pearson, 
1945.1948; Cronin, 1944;Mary\andDept. Res. Educ., 1955). 
Means of successive years were used 10 calculate a series 
of ratios thal were then related to a Base Year to obtain an 
index of relative catchability (cols. 1, 2, 4-13, 15). The value 
of the base year, LOO, does not imply that all geu have the 
same efficiency. 
Churchill ([ 1917). 19 l -, ._,! rd erred to r~cords of the daily 
catch of each crabber kept by a Hampton, VirginiJ firm from 
1878, from which he extracted the mean daily catch for eJch 
week: he reported only the means for 1907 through 1917. 
Churchil!'s graph for 1917 ( 1919b, his Fig. 1) shov.- s a much-
reduced catch from July through early September, which he 
first attributed to a cessation of operations by the dealer as 
a result of1he sponge crab ban imposed in 1916. 
However,aneven smaller catch from mid-August 
through September 1910 was reported by Churchill (1919b, 
his Fig. 2) and by Selle and ficdler ( 1925, their Fig, 8). In 
the graph for 1910 presented by Churchill ( 1919b) and by 
Sette and Fiedler ( 1925). some weeks in August and 
September arc noticeably missing and unexplained, 
suggesting !hat data were either not obtained from dealers, 
or were purposely omilled by Churchill. Unfonunatcly, the 
original catch d,l!a .ire not av.iilable for study. 
A long-lasting summer decline in the Virginia trot line 
catch, from mid-June through September for some years 
from 1919-1925, is evident from data presented by Sette .ind 
Fiedler (1925, theirTable5. Fig. 6).and a shoner season in 
Maryland, from early July through mid-September (their 
Table 4 and Fig. 5). Those authors finally concluded there 
was a normal seasonal decline in every year. How much, if 
any, of a decline in summer catch was due to the sponge 
crab ban cannot be detennined from existing published 
data. 
Churchill ( l 9 l 9b) explained that the summer dedme m 
catch could have been caused by one of two reasons: ( 1) 
most of the crabs had been caught previously; or (2) large 
numbers of adult females died after spawning. Among 
adult females taken from the winter dredge catch between 
December 24, 1924and March 26, 1925 among equal 
numbers examined at one to two week intervals. all had 
sperm in the seminal receptacles and "immature eggs," i.e-, 
ova, in the ovaries (Sette and Fiedler, 1925). 
The presence of empty egg cases on the swimmeretes 
of 32.6 % of the females should nol be considered an 
estimate of the total thal had spawned the previous 
summer, since empty egg cases disintegrate over winter. 
The number with empty egg cases reported by Sette and 
Fiedler seems excessively high. based on more recent 
studies with larger sample numbers. 
Over many years, I have frequently examined females 
caught in the wm1er dredge fishery. These examinations 
indicated that only an average of 5% of the females had 
spawned previously (between January 1953 and March 
1955, only 2.6% of adult females had spawned each oft he 
previous summers, Van Enge!, unpubl. data). Large, red 
nemenean worms. Carcinonemertes carcinophi!a, on adult 
female blue crab gills are better indicators of spawning 
history (Van Engel and Ladd, 1954). 
Other explanations for the summer slump in catch arc 
equally defensible. Females may move to maccessible 
are.1s tha1 are not fi~hed by trotlmes as intenSi\'e]y in 
summer as they are m spring and fall. As we!!, trotlines 
fished in summer are set only a few hours a day, primarily in 
the morning and late afternoon. since crabs drop off the 
lines at midday to avoid direct, overhead sunlight. Reduc-
tion in trotline catch would also be expected any time some 
adult kma!es mo"e to deeper waters of the Bay and 01hers 
move to the ocean and ei1h~r die or return to the Bay as 
··sel-run .. crabs the follov.- mg spring (Van Engel. l 958 ). 
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Reductions in late summer and fall catch have not. 
however, occurred in recent years, despite the existence of 
a summer sanctuary in the southern end of the Bay. Most 
crabs hatched the previous year mature between late July 
and early October, and the Virginia crnb pot catch has been 
highest in July and Augusl. Pots were invented in the late 
1920s, but were not mtroduced until the late 1930s. Not 
extensively used until the early 1940s. they are fished 24 
hours a day and are most effective between sunset and 
sunrise (Van Engel. 1%2). The extraordinary effectiveness 
of crab pots, when added 10 the catch by trotlines, presents 
an altogether different picture of the ca1chability of crnbs 
throughout the year, as demonstrated in Fig. 2, showing the 
monthly percentage of annual landings from 1960-87. 
Almost 50% of landings in Maryland have occurred in 
July and August, and 25% in Virginio. A significant 
difference in the seasonal hard crab c:nch distributions in 
Maryland and Virginiareponed by Churchil1 ! l9 l 7], Selle 
and Fiedler (1925), Cronin ( 1982). and those of J 960-1987, 
invi1es speculation for cause. Either the seasonal differ· 
ences in catch and landings occurring by state and gear 
between 1919 and 1987 demonstrate incre.ised fishing 
intensity that accompanying gear changes needed to 
satisfy market demands. or there has been a significant 
change in the seasonal cycle of abundance as a response 
to environmental changes, or both. 
The mean weekly bi-state trot!ine catch from 1919-25 
(Tables 8a-b, col. 5) when reported by Sette and Fiedler 
( 1925, their Table I) probably did not exclude July and 
Augus1, for the mean catch for each year is almost identical 
to the sums of 1he weeks shown in their Tables 4-5, in 
which July and August's catches are given. Since the bi-
state catch actually consisted of two year classes, an early 
spring older year class and a fall younger one, assignment 
of an index of catchability to the bi-state catch is inaccu-
rate. 
Catch and indices of the Maryland and Virginia fall 
1ro1line catch for 1919-24 (Tables 8a"b, cols. 7a-b) were 
computed from data listed in Selle and Fiedler 's Tables 4-5, 
covering six weeks in Maryland and 13 weeks in Virginia. 
The fall/spring catch and indices (cols. 8, 9) are weighted 
means estimated from two successive calendar years from 
Seue and Fiedler's Tables 4-5. The fall catches are summa-
rized as stated above, and the following spring catches are 
summa1 i1ed over nine weeks in May in Maryland and 14 
weeks in Virgima. The fall and fall/spring trot!ine catches 
would naturally exclude the summer months July and 
Augus1. 
Virginia's December through March dredge boat 
catches(col. 10),reponed by Churchill ([1917], 1919b) and 
restated by Sette and Fiedler ( 1925) for the year ending, 
have been rearranged in Tables 8a-b for year beginning, so 
that the year class of origin can be shown. The winter 
catch should be derived almost wholly (95%) from 1he same 
)ear class as the scrape/dipnet. fall trnt!ine, and foll/spring 
trotline catches. 
Winter dredge boat data for 1907· 11 and 1914-17 were 
extracted by Churchill ([ 1917]. 19 I 9b) from records of the 
Hampton, Virginia firm that provided the trot line data. and 
probably covered the 17 weeks from December I through 
March 31. Although the open season for dredging 
extended from November 1 through April 30 in most of the 
early yea.rs, normally boats did not dredge before December 
1, or after March 31. 
Sette and Fiedler ( J 925) also reported the dredge catch 
for winters of 1916-17 through 1924-25 (col. 11 ). Indices for 
later years. !925-26 through 1945-46 (cols. 14. 16). were 
those calculated by Pearson ( 1948) and Yan Engel ( 1951). 
Marylanci'sfall trotlinedatafrom 1925-26 through 1944-
45 were originally shown by Pearson (1945, his Fig. 2) as 
percent deviations from a long-term mean of daily catch, 
290 pounds, by Tilghman Island watermen. Data were 
translated into catch, and indices were cakulated from a 
series of ratios (col. 6) as described above. Pearson's 
description of the catch from Maryland did not designate 
the months when catch was made; however, a reasonable 
estimate would place the period over seven weeks, from 
September through October. 
An extensive and intensive study of trotline catches al 
several sites in Maryland by Cronin (1944, 1949, 1982) was 
derived from c1 abbing house records. Graphs of average 
daily trotline catch byTilghman Islan::l watermen, 1925-48 
(Cronin, 1949), 1925·54(MarylandDept. Res. Educ., 1955), 
and 1925-59 (Cronin, 1982) show both seasonal and annual 
changes in the average daily catch. 
Since Pearson ·s ( 1945) and Cronin's ( 1949) graphs were 
derived from Tilghman Island records, it would not be 
surprising if trends in catch from 1925-44 from both sources 
were similar, even though Pearson's figure presented the 
annual fall catch data, while Cronin's data represented the 
calendar year catch. 
Although average catch per day or week and effort 
data from 1925-44 were not reponed by Cronin ( 1949), the 
average daily catch per week from 1936-43 for Tilghman 
Island and St. Michael's, Maryland were listed separately, 
but without effort days. Data for the two sites combined, 
including effort da)S, were found in a manuscript of 
Cronin's (1944). 
For rs:Jmns unexplained, average daily catch per week 
for 1936-43 e~timated by Cronin (1944) differed from 
estimates of the catch that I obtained from any of Cronin's 
1949 graphs. However, trends of the indices of abundance 
calculated for the calendar year using the fall and fall/spring 
data of 1936-43, and !he catch/effon data from Tilghman 
and St. Michael's, are remarkably similar to those ~ecn in 
the indices obtained from Pear.mn 's 1945 and Cronin's 1944 
data (Table Sb. cob 6. 15c-d). 
Differences between annual and seasonal indices (cob. 
6, 15a-b, 1~) are ascribed pnmarily to representation of two 
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year classes man annual index and only one year dass in a 
seasonal index Fortunately, from a graph of Tilghman 
Island's trofline catch per unit etfon. purportedly from the 
Maryland Department ofR6eJrch Jnd Edu.:at!On ( 1955). I 
was able to calculate indices of relative abundance in the 
same manner as indices were caku!Jtcd from Pearson ·s 
graph ( 1945), demonstrating s1m1 lar trends in the catch 
(Tables 8a-b,cols. 6, 12). 
Pearson ( 1948) described another set of data, an index 
of catchability of adult females, or "spawners." obiained by 
trotline m the southern end of the V1rgi01a p,.1ruon of the 
bay from June I to September 15 of 1942-1945. \'-h1ch is no! 
shown in Tables 8a-b for lack of space. 
Associating the magmmdc of the catch with the 
progeny of a particular spawning stock to the effects of 
either adverse or favorable environmental conditions, the 
effects of changes in fishing effort due to laws and regula-
tions on gear, and seasonal or size limitations, cannot be 
made without a thorough understanding of the life cycle of 
the blue crab as it occurs in the Chesapeake Bay regmn. 
To briefly review: zoeae hatch in the high salinity 
waters of the southern end of the Bay with peaks in July 
and August, and some or many are transponed on ebb 
tides to the adjacent continent.al shelf w;:iters. Development 
to the megalopa! stage occurs in the Bay or the adjacent 
continent.al shelf waters through late summer and early foll, 
and the megalopae art: Lr an sported from rhe shelf back to 
the Bay in fall. Megalopae subsequently metamorphose 
within the Bay and 11s tributaries to juvenile srnges, and 
continue their migration inw lower salinity regions of the 
tnbutaries of the southern and northern ends of the Bay. 
In the year of the hatch.a maximum width of60 mm 
(approximately 2.3 in) is attained by Juveniles by late 
October, too small a size and too late in the year to enter the 
peeler fishery. Growth resumes the next spring in late April 
or early May, and legal-size peelers{~ 75 mm) enter the 
peeler fishery by mid-May or mid-June. 
The intemive peeler fishery that begin., each year in 
Ja1e April or by mid·May focuses on the largest peelers, 
which are the progeny of an older year class that hatched 
two years earlier; m later months it concentrate; on the 
juveniles of the younger year class. The peekr catch 
substantially decreases in late August or early Septemher 
after the major po11ion of the younger year cbss mamres, 
and the fishery loc•1ally ceases by mid-October. 
The catch of soft and peeler crabs after mid-summer. 
i.e., between June and September, in the year after hatch 
should reflect the strength of the youngest year class, and 
could be used as a predictor of the strength of the hard 
crab trotlrne and winter dredge fisheries that wt!! occur from 
the succeeding fall through spring. 
Unfortunately, state and federal surveys of the soft 
and peeler fisheries continue to be ill-devised. ;rnd grossly 
underestimate catch and landings. Still uncounted are the 
crabs held for shedding. whether green crabs or peelers. 
that die before they moll. These percentages range from 30 
to 90% of the catch (Van Engel, pers. obs.). 
The persistent canvass and reporting of hard crab 
fisheries on a calendar year basis fails to recognize that the 
catch/landings are a mixture of at least two year classes and 
cannot be used to estimate the strength of individual year 
classes. The introduction of federal monthly reports in 
1960 provided the means of separating landings with a 
reasonable degree of accuracy into separate year classes. 
Growth to adult stages occurs in lower salinny regions 
of the tributaries and in the Upper Bay. A large pomon of 
the hatch attains adult size and sexual maturity in about 
14 momhs. in late August or in September of the ye.1r 
following the hatch. becoming a major portion of the hard 
crab fisheries in the fall, winter, and spring. They contrib-
ute to the spawning stock from May through August of the 
third summer. and remain a very small part. probably less 
than 5%, of the succeeding fall, winter, and spring hard crab 
catch (Fig, 3). 
It is unknown whether any survivors would become 
early summer spawners in the fourth year, but their number 
must be minuscule. Large, red nemerteans encapsulated 
between the gi!l plates of about 5% of the adult females in 
the winter and spring indicate a previous spawning. history. 
In comrast, small, almost colorless nemerteans are evidence 
chat the female had not extruded eggs, and represent a 
younger age group (year class). Juvenile nemerteans 
migrate from the gill plates to an extruded sponge. where 
they feed on the eggs, mature. mate, lay their own eggs that 
produce infective larvae, and as adult worms migrate to the 
gill ..:hamber where they encapsulate. The timings of 
migration of nemerteans from the gills to the sponge and 
return canno1 be coincidence, and probably have either a 
water-home or blood borne honnone as a clue. 
A modified cycle of growth is followed by that portion 
of the year class derived from a Jute summer hatch, whose 
magnitude probably varies every year with chang.ing 
environmental conditions. Mean width of juveniles derived 
from the late hatch ranges from 10-JOmm by late October in 
the year of the hatch; legal size(~ 75 mm for commercial 
use) is not attained until July or later the second summer, 
and many do not mature until the spring of1he third ye:u at 
anageof21 (,rmoremonth, 
When they enter the hard crab fisheries and spawn in 
late summer of the third year. they would siill be members of 
the year class that matured the previous fall, but would 
possibly be indistinguishable from those one year younger. 
Estimates of the potential strength of the spawning stock 
should be made late enough in the spring or early summer 
to include the late-maturing females. 
When trawl nels were deployed in lhe York River 
monthly from mid-September through mid-November from 
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1955 through 1982 (the last year the data were reviewed), 
40-80 % of the carch in September comisted of 15-35 mm 
wide young-of-the-ye:ir. Changes in the bag mesh over 
time appeared to have no effect on the size range or 
percentage frequency of sizes of crabs caught: 3/4 inch 
mesh was used from 1955-60, 1-'lt inches from 1961-63, and 
1-1/, inches from 1964-72. A Vi inch liner was added in 1973. 
Young-of-the-year were not caught until mid-October in the 
following 11 years: 1956.1958-1964, 1971, 1974and 1979. 
Growth studies of zoeae and megalopae approximate 
the rates of deve!opmenl necessary to explain the late 
summer to mid-fall appearance in the year of the hatch of 
10-15 mm wide juveniles in the York Ri~er, but fail to 
approach !he larger range of25-40 mm crabs observed and 
commonly collected at that time by !raw! nets. Zocae 
progress through seven stages to megalopae in about one 
month (Costlow and Bookhout, 1959). Metamorphosis from 
megalopa to- the first crab stage takes two and a half to four 
days at salinit1esof5-30 ppt and ambient SWTs (65-75°F). 
Total time to grow from the zoea toa 10-mm wid1h ~tlge 
(6th instar) at various salinities is approximately 68 days 
(unweighted). Growth to 15 mm (7th instar) occurs in 95 
days, to25 mm (11th imiar) in 176 days, 35 mm ( 13th ins1ar) 
in 217 days,and40 mm (14th instar) in 261 days(Van Engel, 
unpubl. data). Assuming similar growth rates, after h:itch-
ing as zoeae on June I, crabs would r!ttain JO-mm on 
August 7, 15 mm on September 3, 25 mm on November 22, 
30mmonJanuary 3,and40mmonFebruary 16. The last 
three growth rates :ire unreasonable. 
lt must be concluded that both diet and the chemical 
and physical ch:iractenstJcs of the water used in the above 
studies were inadequate for crabs held in confinement 
through successive molts, and the crabs were unable to 
sustain faster growth rates. As well, since massive egg 
extrusion and hatching is not likely to occur before June 15, 
and may happen :is late as July 15, even faster growth rates 
must be a(.:hieved by means I was unable to duplicate. 
The indices of catch:ibility (Tables Sa-b) are remarkably 
consistent in indicating trends, even though they describe 
the catch by different gears, in different spans of ye:irs, and 
were col!rcted by different investigators. Indices represent 
the contribution~ of year classes to the various fisheries, 
beginning one year after the hatch for all fisheries: scrapes 
and dipnets, yearly trot!ines, fall trot!ines, winter dredges. 
and the combined fall and spring trot!inrs preceding and 
following the intervening winter dredges. 
Not all indices represent estimates of the strength of 
single year dasses. Trotline indices derived by combining 
data from Virginia and Maryland (Table Sb, col. 5) probably 
present false estimates of stock size. since each state's 
fishing practices, gear, seasons, and relative distribu11on of 
the ~tock were obviously different (Churchill [ 1917]; Sette 
and Fiedler, 1925). Further, in each yearly trotline c::itch 
(Table .Sa, cols. 4, 7c-d, 12, 15a-b ), proportions of spring 
and foll catch are combined for annual estimates (Table Sb. 
cols. 4, 7c-d, 11, 15a-b), failing to recognize that each 
season was supported by different. though successive, 
year classes. 
A scan and a test graph af the trot line indices for 1919-
:!0 thrnugh 1924-25 (Table Sb, cols. 7 a-9) can demonstrate 
that the Virginia and Maryland catches were significantly 
different and showed different trends. The only seasonal 
data on sizes of crabs caught in the scrape and dipnet for 
1942-43 through 1945-46 (Tables 8a-b. cols. 18-19) show 
that differences between May data for the older year class 
peelers, and June through September for the younger year 
class, do exist. A more extensive series of indices from 
1942-43 through ! 953-54 (Van Engel, unpubl.). not sh,Jwn 
here, lists differences between the two age groups and 
differences between years. 
Can a case be developed for any cause and effect 
between aquatic and atmospheric environmental data, 
pennissiveness or restrictions on fishing effon, and catch 
indices and landings of blue crabs? So far, there are too 
few data to test for any relationship between catch indices 
and landings between year classes 1905 to 1915 (Tables l, 
Sb). However, the correlation between indices and landings 
forthe 21 year classes from 1907 to 1943 (Tables I- 2, 8b) is 
0.490 (r'), t = 5.98.d.f.= 19, p <0.001 (Tables 1-2. 7, 8b). 
Numbers of fishing licenses are inadequate indicators 
of effort unless they are accompanied by numbers of units 
of gear, length of time gear arc deployed each day, number 
of doys of fishing, and locations of set. Sc::rner diagrams of 
the relationships between either Virginia total crabhers' 
licenses or combined Virginia and Maryland trotlines. and 
either total landings or catch ind tees. show no discemab!c 
trends (Tables 1-5, Sb, 14-16). 
Are there any relationships between catch indices, 
landings, and environmental data? It might be conjectured 
that the initial size of the year class is detenmned sequen-
tially by the size of the spawning stock; preparation of the 
reproductive system by favorable SWTs or ~ome other 
exogenous factors for the production of ova. egg extrusion 
and hatching; high salinity where eggs wi!l hatch; availabil-
ity of food for zoeae, megalopae. and subsequent stages; 
magnitude of predation and disease on these early stages; 
degree of transpon of zoeae to the contineni:il shelf; and 
transport of megalopae from the continental shelf to the 
Bay. 
Only a few parasztes or diseases affecting extruded 
eggs of the adult female blue crab are now known, such as 
the fungus Lagenidwm ca/linecte:s (Couch. 1942; Sandoz. 
Rogers and Newcombe, 1944) and the nemenean 
Carci11011emene:s carcinophila (Van Engel, J 987). 
Change in any of those variables cou!d diminish or 
enhance the success of the year class. This initial phase 
encompasses a time period ranging from two or three 
months (mid-June to mid-September) to six months (May-
25 
October). Comp:uable ,ituat1ons a!fedmg the success of 
land crops are well l,.m.1v.n ;;nJ frequem!y di::monstratetl. 
For devek,pment and surv1vJI ,lf JU\eniles m the adult 
(sexually mamre) stage. factl1rs srn:h a~ SWT. salinity. and 
food must be favorable. and pred.11100 .md di,ease must be 
minimal. Estimates of survival !rorn q:g to adult. and a 
listing of f,1uling: organi~ms, pMa~nes. dise:J~e, and 
predators were summari1.ed by Van Engel 119871 
Appropriate environn1e111al data anal y:.:l:'.d for their 
effects on <.:atch indices and landing, consisted of the 
fol101>. ing: departures of mean !\.by ;,t.ite air temperatures 
from the long term means from 189! to 1940 (TJ: May 
cooling degree days (COD) at Norfoll,.. departures of SWTs 
in May and June at 8alt1morc (Bl and Windmill Point (W) 
from long term means. all m the }ear of the hatch; and river 
discharges from the Susquehanna (.S.1. Po!Omac 1P), and 
James (J) ri,·ers for summer/fall (SU) 1n che year of the hatch 
and the following spring (SP) (Table I SJ. 
Stingray Point Lighthouse data are provided in the 
absence of Windmill Point repons. Landings d.i.ta were 
extracted frnm Tabks I and 7. Missing are factors that 
might be rehted to transport of Z(>eae and megalopae to 
and from the contmental she Ii and their survi\·ai. 
The difficulties in examining the relationships between 
catch indices, landings. and env1ronmen1al data for 1904-43 
are compounded by the differing qualities of the data: some 
variables. e.g., discharges, are considered !o be too 
subjectively compiled; landings dala are available for only 
six calendar years from 1905 1hwugh l CJ18. :\1oreover, their 
accuracy is quemonable in hgh! ufv.hat is l...nown of 
censusing methods, that geo 0·r:1phical and gear coverage 
were incomplete and dealer and/or fi,hermen reports were 
mostly verbal. 
Mean yearclass catch inJice, for 1905-19 J-t 1916-17, 
and 1925-1929 are either missi~g: or arc based on only one 
or two sets of data. making them le~s Jc..:urate estimates of 
the catch ability of the year c Ja,;;. \\ h ile in all other years. 
three to nine sets of indices are ava1JJ.Me. Addition:illy, the 
method of computing some ind ice~ by yearly ratios fails to 
consider seasonal variations. \1 hich \\ uuld ha,,e been more 
accurately expressed by the l,~ganthmic methods carried 
out by Pearson (1948): however. since l'ffort d:,u were not 
available or were of questiunable ::iccm:icy, ,he bner 
method could not be used. 
Visual analysis of Table IS~·- :;as t; .. ,, then~ rs no 
single variable or combination of thc:rn to e.\plain the range 
of catch indices. That conc!LJ.\hm 1s not s:msf:,,mg. 
considering strong evidence pre~e~:ed c:ar!,~r th:it the 
water supply cycle hJs a maJ0r affe..-:t on the geog~aphica! 
distnbution of the various life h1swry .,iages ,rnd on the 
temperature, s..1hru1y, and o.\ygen ccmcentratwns. As well. 
spring SWTs must effect the pr~par~t10n oft'.le female 
reproductive system for eH·ntual egg e~tr1"s10:1. Jnd 
regulate embry0roic dtvelopmrnt. hatd11ng. :.er.cl the growth 
ofzoeae. Obviously ignored are the mechanisms for 
transport of early life history stages to and from the 
continemal shelf. 
Federal and State Reports or Landings, and 
Results of Independent lnvestigations 
Landings and catch increased steadily from I 880 
through 1907 (Tables 1-2; Baker et a!., 1909). While total 
Bay landings continui.::d to rise through 1915 (Table I). 
mean weekly trot line c.1tch declini.::d slowly and erratically 
from 1907 to 1911 (Tables 8:i-b, col. 4). and the winter 
dredge catch plummeted begmning with year class 1907 
(col. 10). 
Assuming that the 1880 blue crab stock in the Chesa-
peake Bay was in a primitive staie. previou!.ly minimally 
exploited, the gradual rncrease in landings and mean catch 
~ver the next 27 years through 1907 was prob:ibly due to 
rncre:ised fishing intensity rnthcr than an increase in stock 
size. Fluctuating levels of stock size would not be 
discemab!e from available dat:i through 1907 _ 
Add1tional!y. levels of fishing effort are unknown. 
Although crabbers' licenses for ~crapes, nets, and like 
devices were issued in 1898 and 1900 in Virginia, different 
fees for specific gears were not set until 1910 (Table 4). 
General licenses to use any gear were available in Maryland 
from 1882. but fees were r:uely required until l 916 
(fable 17). 
Discussion of factors that might ha Ye influenced rates 
of hatching, growth. ::ind mortality between 1880 and 1907 
has limited practical value. considering that only eight 
federal canvasses were made in those :s years, and most 
reported landings were small (Tables I "2). Rare comments 
by state commissioners provide information about the 
presumed effects of severe local weather on catch; how-
ever. most of those changes more likely reflected fluctua-
tions in the intensity of fishing effort (Tables 2-4). 
Roberts ( 1905) .:mrihuted a small catch of crabs in 
Mar)'land in 1902 to the -~eve re wmter of 1901-02 (Table 9). 
Roberts did not report at what time of the year the scarcity 
occurred. or whether soft ;md peeler crabs. hard crabs, or 
both were affected. Ne:ir-rcrnrd nver discharges from 1he 
Susquehanna and Potomac rivers in March 1902 (Tice. 
1968) and the effects of a hurric:i.ne in the Che~apeake Bay. 
with date and location unknown {EPA. 1983). may have 
ti "'"~ported significant amounts of sediment into the Bay 
that produced sufficient turbidity to reduce radiation to 
SAV, or smothered SAY m layers of silt or sand. Both flood 
and storm may have re~ulted in mortalities of some portions 
of the stock, at leas! its distribution, and may have had a 
significant impact on fishing effon:. 
The midsummer/foll discharge in 1901 was the 10th 
larges! on record a[ Harrisburg. fifth at Point of Rocks. and 
foun:h nt Caners, ille (Table~ 12-13) Low air temperatures 
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(51 CDD) and SWTs in May ]90l would have produced an 
environment unfavorable for early ovarian deYelopmenf, 
haich, and survival of early crab stages of the !901 year 
class. 
While the catch of hard crabs and the largest peelers 
from April through June 1902 would ha Ye been derived 
from the 1900 year class, most soft and peeler cr:ibs caught 
beginning in July, and hard crabs caught from September 
through November, would ha Ye been derived from the 1901 
year class. 
Since no catch inchces and landings data were ob-
tained for J 902, no information for that year is included in 
Table I&. Environmental data are used to specuta1e on their 
possible effects on the l900 and 1901 year classes (Tables 
9- lO. ! 2-13). The 1900 summer/fall (July-October) and the 
1901 spring (March.May) di~charges from the three major 
rivers would have been favorable for the hatching, growth. 
and de~·elopment into juveniles of zoeae and megalopae 
(Tables 12- ! 3). Ovarian development and egg extrusion 
would probably have been delayed by cold SWTs in May 
1900. 
Cold air in May 1901 (51 CDD, the second lowest 
between 1897 and 1939), and excess rninfall would have 
delayed growth of juvenile crab.~ in spnng J 901, however, 
SWT at Stingray Point in May was only slightly below 
normal (Table 9). Additionally. a large number of adults of 
!he 1900 year class cotJld have died, the stock possibly 
decimated, the following winter as a result of the J 901-02 
storm. Mean monthly SWTs at Windmill Point from 
January through April 1902 were much below normal, and in 
February 1902 hi! the !owe~t point between 1882-1922. In 
1901-02. mmimumairtemperatures in Maryland from 
NO\'cmber through February were 4. -15. -7, and - I 7°F 
respectively (U.S. WeaiherBureau, 1901, 1902). 
Whatever was produced might have been substantia!ly 
reduced by the severe winter of 1901-02. However, high 
river flow~. warm air and SWTs, and low rainfall in the 
spring of 1902 would have encouraged growth and devel-
opment of the juvenile survivors of the 190 I year class 
(Table.~ 9- iO, l 2- 13 ). 
The increase in landings by all gear in 1904 (Tables 1-2) 
would have been supported by two year classes, 1902 and 
1903. The 1902 year class contributed to the winter dredoe 
fishery of January through March 1904. the spring soft a~d 
peeler ,.,tch of the late maturing females, and the spring 
and early summer trot line catches. It should be noted that 
the December 1903 dredge catch of year class 1902 would 
have been tallied with calendar year l 903 in federal landings 
reports. 
The 1903 year class would have contributed to the 
summer and early fall 1904 scrape/dipnet fisheries, the fall 
!ratline catch, and the December 1904 dredge catch, the 
latter reported as part of the 1904 landings. 
Sim:c l1cen~es issued in Virginia between 1900 ;md 1910 
were not gear specific (Table 4) and the number of licenses 
remained nearly constant. changes in gear usJge cannot be 
determined, nor can fishing effort expbrn the increase in 
landings (Tables 3-4). 
In 1902-03. summer river discharge (July-October 1902) 
from the Susquehanna was one of the five historical highs 
(Table 12), which would have been unfavorable for produc-
tion of an average 1902 year class. The summer discharges 
from the Potomac and James were below aver:i.ge, which 
would have encouraged development of a large year class. 
Spring 1903 (March-May)discharge from all rivers was 
high. providing high quality Bay and river environments 
(Table 12). Spring mid-bay SWTs were cool (Table 9). 
Environmental events in 1903-04 were harsh. with high 
summer and low spring discharges and ]ow spring SWTs. 
which would have delayed ovarian and zoeal development 
of the 1903 year class (Tables 9, 12-13 ). Susquehanna River 
discharge in the summer of 1903 was another one of the five 
historical highs. Mid-Bay SWTs from December 1903 
through April 1904 wereabnonnally low, probably echoing 
the March J 904 storm discharge. 
An alternate approach to assessing the status of the 
blue crab stock was initiated by Churchill [1917], who 
estimated a mean catch per day by Virginia trotlines and by 
Virginia winter dredges. Those data were recalculated as 
mean catch per week by Sette and Fiedler ( 1925); I then 
recalculated the data as indices of catchabiliry (Table Sb. 
cols. 4. 10). Mean trotlinecatch declined slowly from 1907-
08 through 1915-16. Estimates of mean catch per man were 
either not recorded by Churchill, or ignored by Sette and 
Fiedler. 
It is apparent that Churchill [ 19 ! 7 J and Sette and 
Fiedler ( 1925) understood the basic life cycle of a year 
class. Sette and Fiedler described the contribution of a year 
class to the catch by different gears in different seasons as 
"the complete history of this particular crop," and pre-
sented the sequence of the Maryland summer scrape/ 
dipnet and fall/spring trotline data with 1he Virgini.1 dredge 
boat data in their Table 7 and Fig. 9. 
However, when they reported trotline data from bo1h 
states for 1918-25, and soft and peeler catch for 1922-24 
(their Tables J, 3-7), the dala were presented by calendar 
years without separating the May-June older age group 
from the September-November younger age group(Tables 
8a-b, col. 4). As well, they did not cite the daies for the 
beginning and end of each season. In order to reconstruct 
the two seasons, the dates were approximated. enabling me 
to calculate catch and indices of catchabi lity (Tables Sa-b. 
cols. 1,5, 7a-9and II). 
Churchill [1917] noted that the 19(]7- l 7 Virginia trotlinc 
catch data were probably nut representative of the total 
Virginia tro1line catch, since his records were obtained from 
cr:ibbers who hauled their lines by hand. a.nd whose catch 
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would be smaller than that of cra.bbers trJ\ersing the-ir lines 
with engine or sail power. Also, despite in.:rea.,es 1n 
trotline length. which would have .ti lowed a brger c;1tch 
without substant1.illy increasing fishing time. a downw.ird 
trend in the catch occurred dmin_g tho),.e J l years. 
In graph.~ of tro1Jine and dredge c:i.t,:h indices and bi-
state landings for 1906-07 through 1915-16. a few pe;iks and 
minima are evident (Fig. 4 ). As stated earlier. iro few data 
for that period are available to examine the st;llistic.i 1 
relationship between catch and landings. La!er rewrds of 
Sette and Fiedler{ 1925) show that catch wa.s rm.rledly 
different in Virginia and Maryland. 
Also, as stated before, since spring and fall catches 
were derived from two separ.ite, .successive yc:ir classes of 
crabs, discussion of factors that influence yearcl:iss 
strength is unrelated 10 the magnitude of any annual index. 
For example, the winter dredge ca1ch of J 906-07 and the 
1907 spring and early summer trotline catches would have 
been composed mainly of crabs of the 1905 year class. 
while the 1907 fall trolline, the winter 1907-08 dredge, and 
1908 spring and early summer trotline catches would have 
been primarily supponed by the 1906 year class. 
The decline in the catch from 1906-07 to ;9J5-l6 
(Tables Sa-b, cols. 4, 10) may not have been representative 
of fishing success throughout the Bay, since it consisted of 
only those catches from Virg1ma dredges and tro!lines: (I) 
Virginia had smaller landings than Mary land most years 
through 19 J 5, except 1908 (Tables l-2); (:2) the canvass may 
have been skewed toward either the most or least success-
ful, but not the average watennan; (3) catch indices may not 
represent yearclass abundance, since they sometimes 
include the mixture of two year classes·, (4) the spawning 
stock could ha\·e been reduced by intensified summer 
trotline fishing for s1xmge crabs, and by winter dredges to 
suppon the Virginia canning industry, the latter evidenced 
by the increase in dredge vessels from 1904 to 1915 (Tables 
3-4); (5) overharvcsting immature crabs throughout the Bay, 
panly to suppon the soft crab fishery, would have reduced 
the potential supply of large crabs. Over harvesting. 
however, was characterized by the dehberaie capture of any 
size crab for sale to the public and restaur:mts for crab 
soups. or to crab meat picking houses (Earle. 1916 ). 
No minimum-width cull !a" ex1stffi m the Bay until 
1912. when Virginia set a minimum of3.5 inches on hard 
crabs other than peelers. A minimur:'. \\ idth of) ir.ches for 
hard crabs was nm enacted byenher sute until 1916, and a 
3-inch minimum on soft crabs was set in ~br} !and 111 J 917 
and in Virginia in 1922. 
Although commissioners of bpth states referred 10 a 
'"scarcity" of crab~ from 1912 through J 9 J 6. an:ihuting it co 
the cap1ure of ~ponge crabs and n(ll to \\inter dredging 
(Earle. 1916. 1918; Parsons et al., 1915, 19 J6, Kemp et al .. 
1917b), the trmline catch reported bJ Churchill w:i.s still 
rcl:itively large through 19 13-14 when compared with 
catches in later years. Virgini:1 rrotline catches increased 
subsLlnti:il\y in 1912-13 and 1913-14 over those in ! 911-12. 
supported by three successive year classes: 1910, 1911 and 
1912 (Tables Sa-b,col. 4). Dredge catch data were not 
obtained from 1911-12 through 1913- l4, but in 1914-15 had 
plummeted below 1910--ll values(col. JO). 
Since Churchill's detailed lro!line c:atch records do not 
to my knowledge exist. ii is not known what ponion was 
c.:iught in spring 1912, derived from the 1910 year class, and 
what portion was caught in the fall. derived from the 1911 
year class. More imporuntly, stock size and the magnitude 
of the catch from 1912 through 1915. as described by the 
commissioners and even those by Churchill [ 1917] and 
Sette and Fiedler ( 1925). may be questionable if the results 
of a special federal survey in 1915 arc 10 be believed. 
Responding to repons that the catch had greatly 
decreased in 1914 and in the spring and summer of 1915, in 
late 1915 the Division of Statistics of the U.S. Bureau of 
Fisheries canvassed the Bay crab industry for that year. 
The yield and value were reported as larger than the 
preceding cam ass of 1908 for Maryland, but not for 
Virginia (Tables 1-2). The surveyors concluded that 
maximum landings and value had been reached sometime 
between 1908 and 1915 (U.S. BureauofFisheries, 1916), 
probably about 1912(Redfic:ld, 1917; H. M. Smith. 1917). 
Smith stated that the estimate that maximum catch had 
probably been reached about 1912 was based on "informa-
tion at hand.'' Churchill's [1917) trotline data may have 
been available to the surveyors in 1915, which would have 
shown that the 1911 and 1912 mean catch greatly exceeded 
the mean in 1915. Churchill's[l917] trotlinedatawere 
available to and reported by Sene and Fiedler ( 1925). 
Contrary to the repons by state commissioners of poor 
trotline ct11ches in the spring and early swnmer of 1915. the 
surveyors reponed bi-state Bay landings of over 50 M 
pounds, exceeding all landings both previously reported 
and in nine of the following 16 years through 1940 (Tables 
I, 7), The conclusion of the Division of Statistics that 
maximum landings and value between 1908 and 1915 h:id 
been re:iched about 1912 is contrary to commissiom:rs' 
reports of a decline in the mean trotline catch, but is in 
agreement with Churchill's finding for 1912. 
Surveyors' reports for landings in 1915, on the other 
h:ind, disagree wilh both the commissioners· and 
Churchilt's statements. Effort data cannot explain the 
differences: numbers of Virginia licenses were relatively 
unchanged until 1912 and were substantially fewer from 
1912-1915. But some were not required in those years 
(Table 4). Except for scrnpes, no licenses were required in 
Maryl:mduntil 1916. 
Environmental data favorable to strong yearclass 
development are difficult to assess. Judged by c1tch 
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indices. three intermediate-sized year classes originated in 
successive yearcla.ss years from 1905-07 (Table Sb, me:in 
indices), and possibly three more: 1909, 1911, and 1912, if 
yearly trotline catch indices are considered (Table Sb, col. 
4). However, there is no consistent combination of environ-
mental variables associated with any magnitude of catch 
indices for yearclass years 1905-15 (Table 18). 
Departures of Virginia and Maryland air temperatures 
from the long term mean in May 1907 were -).3°and-4.5°F, 
among the six lowest between 1891-1940 (Table 10); these 
were reflected in a large SWT deficit at Windmill Point. 
which continued into June. One would expect that the 
continued low SWT would have depressed the feeding rate 
and delayed the growth of juvenile crabs in May and June 
as well as reducing the spring 1907 trotline catch; unfortu-
nately, detailed catch data are not available to determine 
what occurred. 
Depressed temperature;; should have delayed both the 
development of the female reproductive system and egg 
extrusion. Whether that would have delayed or reduced 
the egg-hatching rate of the 1907 year class to produce a 
smaller year class can only be speculated from the decrease 
in the Virginia trotline and winter dredge catch indices for 
1908-09. Uncertainty about the size of either the 1906 or 
1907 year class stems from the observation that the trotline 
index for 1908-09 covers the whole of 1908, which includes 
the spring and early summer catch of the year class of 1906, 
and the fa![ catch of year class 1907 (Tables 8a-b, cols. 4, 
IO). 
Absence of or inverse relationships between catch and 
environmental data from 1906-07 through 1915-16 may have 
occurred for any or all of several reasons related to the 
collection of catch data: selecting the wrong combinations 
of months to represent effective river discharges and 
placing too much emphasis on all three rivers, when 
possibly only one, such as the James River, may be the 
most important. 
Pearson ( 1948) found high negative correlations 
between the James River mean monthly discharge for June 
(-0.711 r). August ( -0.672), and May (-0.509) as measured at 
Cartersville, and the winter dredge catch one and one-half 
years later for data from 1930-44. By choosing May and 
June discharges (incorrectly. in my opinion) and assuming 
they were the months of heavy spawning, the correlation 
with the catch was -0.756 (r); however, no confidence value 
wa.s given. 
In Pea.rson ·s Fig. 6, at least two extremely low and two 
extremely high discharges have obviously had a major 
effect on the placement of the regression. and probably on 
th.e correlation, suggesting that data from some of lhe 
lowest and highest discharges should be used in the 
correlation analysis rather than either total discharges or 
those lower than and higher than the means. In any data 
set of two variables to be analyzed for possible correlation, 
where other vari:l.bles !.hat might have an effect are nol 
included, intennediare values of one or both variables can 
decrease the coefficient and its significance. 
fames River outflow may have a significant effect on 
the water quality in that pan of the Bay where hatching and 
early feeding of zoeae is concentrated. Low summer/fall 
discharges in l9 l l-12 and 19 L2- I 3 may have been the bases 
for development of the 1911 and 1912 year classes (Tables 
12-13), which suppor1ed the catch for the two years starting 
in the fa!! of 1912 and the fall of 19 IJ (Tables 8a-b, col. 4). 
Fluc1ua1ing cnvironmenttl.l conditions in May from 
1908-11 may have promoted and then diminished yearclass 
strength. The May 1911 air temperature departure of +3.4'F 
and +5J)'F in Virginia and Maryland (Table 10) 3.nd a +7. I•F 
S\VI' at Windmill Point (Table 9) should have been factors 
promoting early egg e:i::trusion and early hatching and 
growth of zoeae of the 1911 year class. However. the stonn 
of January 5 through February 16, 1912, was the most 
severe in diuat.ion and intensity on record to that date. II 
caused the fonnation of large quantities of ice in the Bay 
and tribu1aries (U.S. Weather Bureau. 1912. 1913). probably 
stopped commercial dredging in Virginia, and apparent I y 
prevented monitoring of the Windmill Point SWT for those 
two months. 
While no ill effect on the 1912-13 trotline catch was 
apparent (Tables 8a-b, col. 4), high mortality on adult 
females may hnve occurred, reducing the 1912 spawning 
population. While severe winter stonns cause high 
mortality among adult females in the middle portions of the 
bay between the mouth of the Potomac River and Wolf 
Trap Light. it is not known whether a severe winter storm 
affects juveniles and adults similarly or differentially. 
Adult females do not tolerate low salinit.ies at low tempcra-
rures. No effects of those low temperatures and the ice on 
catch, crab stocks, or fishing effort were reported by 
commissioners. 
Since most of the suspended silt and clay discharged 
from the Susquehanna River would nonnally have been 
deposited in the upper 20-30 km of the Bay, less sediment 
would have been deposited in the upper pan of the Bay 
following the completion of the Holtwood dam in 1910. 
Sediments would only be carried farther down the Bay 
when there were extremely large volumes of flow. 
Episodic floods of the Susquehanna River in March 
l :. i3 and 1914 {Table 14) may have had unknown effects on 
the existent stocks and for the development of new year 
classes. Two floods in March and June 1916 may have 
affected year class development and fishing effort. 
It is probable that the scarcity of crabs in the spring 
and e::irly summer of 1915, continuing the reported decline 
in catch (Earle, l916;Parsoru et al., 1916), prompted the 
passage by Virginia and Maryland of 5-inch minimum-width 
cull l::iws in 1916, an increase from the 3.5 inch rule. An 
additional advantage of the 5-inch rule on hard crabs was 
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to permit 3.5-inch crabs 10 shed ::in additional one or more 
times, increasing their weight before harvest (P:usons et al., 
1916). 
The 1916cull law torelense small crabs in the summer 
of 1916 (1915 year clnss) was e.,pected to allow them to 
reach maturity in lace summer Jnd fall. contributing to the 
catch in the fall of 1916 and spring of 1917. A small 
increase in the 1916 fall trotline c.:i.tch in Virginia did occur 
(Parsons et al, 1917). 
A scarcity of 5-inch hard cr:i.bs was reported in the 
spring of 1917 by Maryland watermen, who declared that 
the number of legal-size crabs was 100 few for their de-
mands. They pleaded hardship and requested a sensona! 
reduction in the size limitation to four inches in :0,.1ay and 
June and 4.5 inches in July; however. no legisfa.tive action 
was taken (Earle, 1918). In contrast, no sc.:i.rcity occWTed in 
Virginia in the spring of 1917 and Virginia commissioners 
(Parsons et al., 1918) reported that the industry was 
"prosperous." A difference between the sta:es in estimated 
abundance has often been reported. But despite the 
reference to a "prosperous"" industry and a small incri:;i.se in 
the trotline and dredge catches in Virginia, catches were still 
very much lower than those reported for 1907 and 1908 
(Tables 8a-b, cols. 4, 10-11). 
The reaction of watennen to a low catch was often 
repeated in later years in the Chesapeake Bay. Temporary 
shortages were given too much weight as a request for 
regulatory action, or the event was misperceived as a sign 
of impending collapse of the fishery, with simil.:i.r denials 
and inactivity by governing bodies. It is probable that the 
worsening weather in the spring of 1917 brought about a 
delay in crab growth and a decrease in crab availability and 
catchability rates. May 1917 mean air temperatures were 
the lowest on record between 1891-1940, with departures of 
-5.CfF and -5.3°F. Baltimore and Windmill Point S\VI's were 
below 60"F (Tables 9-10). 
When each state enacted its cull law in 1916. i[ also 
estt1.blished a closed season on sponge crabs, females with 
extruded eggs, which Maryland further extended geo-
gr:iphically in 1917 (Commonwe:ilth of Virginia, 1916; 
Sessions, 1916, I917;Parsonset a!., 1916; Kemp et al.. 
1917a, 1917b). While the immediate planned effect of the 
latter ban was to set aside the breeding portion of the 
stock. theoretically there was greater potential for a long-
term incre.,,.:. in total stock size. For example, zoeae 
hatched in mid-summer 1916 would have become adult 
crabs in late August or September of 1917, contributing to 
the fall 1917 and spring and summer 1918 trotline fisheries 
nnd the dredge catch of 19 J 7-19 lS. H0we\·er. U-,ose crabs 
originating from a 13.te hatch in 1916 might not have matured 
until the spring of 1918. 
In fact, more small crabs than had bee:i see~. for years 
wasreportecl in!vfary!and in the summer of i917 (Commis-
sion of Fisheries of Virginia, 1917). ThJt ir.crease was 
follo-...ed by a larger fall trot line catch m Virginia and 
~farytand, with the mean daily trmline catch at three 
Virginia and one Maryland dealerships reportedly rising 35-
50% o,..er that of 19 l 6 (Churchill, [ 1917], U. S. Bureau of 
Fisherie~. 1917). 
This reflected only panially the increase in the com-
bined st.:ites' inde;,; for 1917-18 (Tables 8a-b. col. 4 ), but not 
the winter dredge catch (cols. 10-11). Those increases may 
have re~uhed from the cull law, effectmg releases in 1917 of 
sm.:i!l crabs hatched in !916, or more females spawning in 
1916 (or bo1h), or other unknown factors. 
Although Virginia crabbers' licenses, principally 
trotlines. more than doubled from 1916 to 1917 (Table 4), the 
reported change in effort should be credited to a change in 
inrerpretat"1on of the licensmg la11as. When d"1fferent fees for 
specific gears were set in 1910 (Commonwealth of Virginia, 
1910), the Commission of Fisheries ( 1911) interpreted the 
la"" to mean that no trotline license was required unless the 
catch was to be used for picking or canning crabs. 
Evenlually. Virginia commissiom:rs (Parsons et al., 
1916) recommended that all persons taking crabs for profit 
be ta;,;ed. Although commission minutes do not relate any 
action by the commissioners, a ta;,; mus! have been im-
posed, probably between October I. 1916 and September 
30. 19 J 7, the fiscal year of the Virginia commissioners' 
report. Taxing e;,;isting trothnes should not have affected 
actual fishing effort. only the number of units reported. 
General Assembly legislation in 1918 omitted all references 
to how the catch was to be used (Commonwealth of 
Virginia, 19 ! 8). thus acce.ding to the Virginia Commission's 
request and action. 
The coldest winter on record in the Chesapeake Bay 
region was that of December I, 1917 through January 31, 
1918, with minimum air temperaturesof-27°F in December 
and -22°F m January in Virginia, and low or freezing SWTs 
at Baltimore and Windmill Point (Table 9). Ice closed the 
Upper Bay to steam navigation as far south as the mouth of 
the Potomac River from December 29 through January. 
Early in 1918 lhere wa, a bay-wide ;carcity of crabs 
fi\'e inches wide and brger. The cold was followed by a 
fast warming trend: + 4.5 departure of mean air temperature 
in \fay was almost a record m Virginia, and+ 5.1 was a 
record in Maryland (Tables IO, 17), while S\VTs were above 
average (Table9). 
Mo~t w.itermen l'Xf1CCted that thr-,,· would be a 
contmued scarcI!y. s1m:e the severe winter had reduce.cl the 
spring catch. Surprisingly, there was a great supply of large 
crabs "from the middle of the season on·· ( 1918) in Mary-
land (Kemp et al., 1919). Mean dredge ca1ches for the 
winters of 1917-1918 and 19 J S-1919 were larger than any 
reponed since l 9 l l-1912. (Tables 8a·b, cols. JO, 11 ). 
Although an oft heard comment among Chesapeake 
Bay- watermen, commissioners, and Ba;,-· scientists is that 
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severe winter slorms cause high mortality of crabs. the 
1917-18 storm appears to have been an e;,;ception_ The only 
plausible explanation for the large supply of crabs "from the 
middle of the season on" is that those crabs were derived 
from juveniles of the !917 year class that had survived the 
winter. Utile is known or has been reported on the differen-
tial mortality or survival of juveniles in winter stonns. 
Catch data on several crab fisheries were obtained by 
Sette and Fiedler ( 1925), whu reported the mean number of 
crnbs caught per week for the summer soft and peeler catch 
by Maryland scrapes and dipnets from May L through 
October 31, L919-24. They reponed in pounds the bi-state 
hard crab trot!ine catch for Virginia (April I-November 30, 
1919-25) and Maryland (May I-October 31, 1919-25). the 
fall/spring Maryland trot line catch ( 1919-25). and the 
Virginiawinterdredgecatch(December !,April!, 1916-25) 
(partly from Churchill. [ 1917]) (Tables Sa-b). To ease 
interpretation of success of fishing, I converted catch to 
indices of catchability by calculating a series of ratios that 
were then related to a Base Year. 
The Base Year for each type of fishery, e.g., scrape/ 
dipnet and trotline and dredge. was one with an identical or 
similar catch in pounds made in the same type of fishery. 
Either the same catch index was elected, or it was adjusted 
for the proportional increase or decrease in the actual 
pounds caught in the two years, restricting the selections 
to indices ~pecitic to each gear type. When the difference 
was small. however, no adjustment was made. The base 
index for the 1919-20 fall/spring trothnes for Maryland and 
Virginia was 0.36, previously calculated for 1he 1916-17 
Virgima trotline catch, but not adjusted for the difference 
between the 783 pounds in 1916-17, and 825 and 837 
pound~ in 19 J 9-20, an oversight (Tables Sa-b, cols 4, 8-9). 
The inde;,; for Maryland's yearly catch was OAS (col. 7c), 
adjusted from the inde;,; of0.43 for 1917-18 (col. 4); the index 
for Virginia's yearly catch was 0.60 (col. 7d), adjusted from 
the 0.51 inde;,; for 1914-15 (col. 4). An identical procedure 
was followed in calculating all other indices, but no details 
of those calculations or ad1us1ments will be cited. 
Smee Sene and Fiedler had not separately tabulated 
the Virginia or Maryland foll trodine catches or the Virginia 
fall/spring data, I extracted those data from their Tables 4-5 
and calculated indices for !hose fisheries (Tables 8a-b, cols. 
7a-b, 9). My selection of beginning and endmg dates for 
the fall and fall/spring trl1tline fisheries must have been 
close to those used by Sette and Fiedler, since the extracted 
mean catches in pounds for the Maryland fall/spring 
season in all years were e;,;actly or nearly the same as those 
reported in their Table 7. 
The J 9 l 9 Maryland spring/fall trotline season was 
described as ··prosperous" (Vickers, 1920). Since all yearly, 
i.e., spring through fall, catches are comprised of two year 
classes, their indices do not estimate yearclass catchabil11y; 
fall and fall/spring indices are better measures of the year 
class. r\lso. separating Virginia ·s catch from r-.1::uyl•md's 
may pennit a more accurate description of the S\ICcess of 
fishing in each state. However. differences in indices from 
the fall of 1919 through the fall of 1925 may reflect either 
real differences in the distribution of the stock throughout 
the Bay, differences in the intensity of fishing effort, or 
inequalities in census me1hods. Nevertheless, the 1922-23 
year class is consistently estimated as strong in all fisheries 
in that period, and 1924-25 the weakest. 
No adverse effects of runoff, SWT, or fishing pressure 
:ire known that would have affected the 1918 or 1919 
spawning stock or their progeny (Table 18). The numbers 
of Virginia crabbers and dredgers were lower than previ-
ously. and since the ban on sponge crabs in July and 
August in Virginia was still in effect, landings in those 
months would have been smaller than reported in earlier 
years. Maryland effort in 1919 had incre:ised, which 
probably accounted for much of that state ·s yearly increase 
in catch. 
Total landings by all gears in 1920 (Tables 1-2) declined 
toa low reminiscent of 1901, and were more acutely 
apparent in Maryland. Mean weekly catch was lower in 
several faheries in 1920-21: the combined Virginia/Mary-
land ye:irly trotline catch. Maryland fall and fall/spring 
trotlines. and Virginia dredges (Table 8a, cols. 5, 7a-9, 11 ). 
Severe cold in May 19::W with air departures of-4.2° 
and-4.1°F in Virginia and Maryland (Table 10), and SWT 
depanures of .3.3 and-4.2°F (the latter freezing) at Baltimore 
and Windmill Point (Table 9) may have slowed movement, 
feeding and growth of crabs, and catch. Runoff in 1918-19 
and 1919-20 (Tables 12-13, 17) should have been favorable 
for strong development of the 1918 and 1919 year classes, 
but that is not reflected in the indices for I 9 J 9-20 and 1920· 
21 (Table8b). 
Pearson (1942) proposed that the decline in hard crnb 
landings in 1920 might be attributed to the loss of spawning 
stock in 1918. However, while the spring portion of the 
trotlinecatch from April through the end of June 1920 
would have been derived from the 1918 spawning, the 
subsequent fall catch would have been derived from the 
1919 year class (see, for example, Sene and Fiedler, 1925, 
their Tables 4-6). 
An episodic flood of lhe Susquehanna River in March 
1920, and floods of the Susquehanna, Potomac, and James 
rivers in April and May 1924, may have affected stocks or 
development of new year classes. Landings were lower in 
the census years 1920, 1924, and 1925 than in 19 l Sand 1916 
(Tables 1-2, 7;Fig. 4; Vickers et at, 1920, 1921, 1922; 
\foryland Department of Tidewater Fisheries. 1942). Mean 
catch in Maryland and Virginia was similarly low in the 
same census years e~cept in 1922-23 by all gear (Tables 8a-
b. cols. I. 5-6. 7a-9, ll-12. 16). 
The short rise and subsequent fall of catch between 
1920 and 1925 may have been effected by different levels of 
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fish mg effort and/or abioti1.: fadon uf 1he o:nv1ronment. 
Maryland cat..:hes in 1922 and 192> v.,ere repuned "'profit-
able" and ··very good·- {Vid.ers et al . l 923, V1ders. J 92~1. 
but M:iryl:md·s comrnis~1oners made n,i rderencc 10 
seasonal differen..:es 1n the catch in !heir cikndar year 
reports. It is evident from Selle and hedkr ( 1925. their 
Tables J.6) that the bes1 catches were made m the SlTapc/ 
dipnet, fall and fall/spring trotline, and winter drrdgi: 
fisheries from the summer of 1922 through the folk,wing 
winter and spring (Tables 8::i-b), all of which were supported 
by the 1921 year class. Weekly scr.'.lpe :ind d1pnet c.'.ltch 
from 1919 through 192 l was not provided by Sette .'.lnd 
Fiedler(l925). 
Sette and Fiedler dcnved their rei.:ognition o( a year 
class from the close relationship between the various gear 
catches from the summer of I 922 through the spnng of 
1923. They further concluded that since the catch levels 10 
Virginia and Maryland were closely rela1ed, the factors 
affecting abundance (and/or availabilit)'?) mu~t be the s:ime 
or similar in all arc.'.ls and fisheries. However. it must now be 
recognized that factors affecting abundance at vanous 
stages of the life cycle of the blue crab and fal·tors deter-
mining catch are not the same throughout Bay w;iters. This 
is because there are differences between the states in levels 
and types of fishing effort, management regulations. and 
the spatial and seasonal distributions of crabs. the latter 
being largely detennined by differences in sahnity, dis-
solved oxygen, temperature, and bottom habitat. 
Legislation established Bay-wide in 1916 protecting 
sponge crabs in all waters in July and August was amended 
and extended by Virginia in 1922 (Commvnweallhof 
Virginia, 1922). This amendment extending the dates from 
June 15 through August 31 remained unch:mged until early 
1926. The additional 15 days ofpro!ection was though! to 
provide a slightly larger breeding stock in June of 1922. but 
in most years sponge crabs are not in abundance until July 
and August. The decline in catchability in the follo\\-mg 
years. from 1923 to 1926. suggests chat the 15-day exten-
sion made no dtfforence, or that other factors interfered 
with the development of the year classes, or both 
Did abiotie factors of the environment affect 1he 
development of the year classes from 1920 through 1925 ~ 
Seasonal discharges from all three rivers w~re favorable for 
development of lhe 192 l, 1922, 1923. and 1925 ) ear dasses 
(Tables 12-13), and definitely unfavorable for the 1920 and 
1924 year classes. Only the 1921 and ]9.22 )ear classes 
supported successful fisheries. The m:i.gnirnde of the 
seasonal river discharges (July through October. March 
through ~ay) was similar to the magnitude of the seasonal 
precipitation deficits over the six-year re nod 1Tab!es l l · 13 )-
The extremely low valuesof24 COD for ~lay 19.'.:0 ;ind 
60CDD in May 1924 as well as large deficits m S\VTs for 
May and June 1920 at Balumore and Windmill PL>int. and 
1924 at Windmill Pomt l Tables 9-10. JS.11 ndi,::ite that 
conditions were too cold those years for matur.ition of the 
reprodw.:tive organs prior to egg e:r.trus1on and embryonic 
development after extrusion of the year classes. A contra-
indicator to the likrlihood of success of the 192 l year class 
was the low value of59 CDD m May 1921 (Table IS), the 
second smallest number in the 13 years from 1897- 1909. nnd 
the second sm.1\lest in the 26 years from 1914-1939 (Table 
10). It is possible that the daily air temperatures were 
incorrectly reported by the U.S. Weather Bureau, which is 
suggested by the observation that SVvT departures from 
the May mean for 1921 weresmal! (-0.8 and -I .3)(Tabk: 9). 
The "severe" cold spell of January through February 
1922 (period 192 l-22 in Table 9), so cited by the U.S. 
Weather Bureau (1922), w:is milder than those that occurred 
previously in 1919-20 and !ater in 1925-26. Although the 
cold may have reduced the spring 1922 trotline catch (Sette 
and Fiedler. 1925. their Tables 4-6), sufficienl stock must 
have been available and environmental factors must have 
been very favor:ible for 1he rest of the year to sustain an 
excellent 1922-23 commerci.11 catch by all geM. 
There were many cooling degree days in May 1922. 
Combined with low summer river discharges, this could 
have encouraged early egg extrusion. hatching. and 
survival of zoeae of the 1922 year class (Tables 10. 18). 
Warm SWTs in spring 1922 would also have eased food 
sources. aided rapid grow1h of juveniles of the 1921 
hatch. and ccmtributed to the large catches made in 1922 
(Table 18). 
Ah hough the small spring 1923 river discharges would 
have been unfavorable for juvenile development the l 922 
year class must be considered successful, since cn.1ch in 
1923- J 924, excepting the fall/spring Virginia trot line catch, 
was larger than that of all years e;,;cept 1922-23. 
A 28% increase in Virginia hard crab landings from 
1924 to 1925 (Tables 2. 7) is echoed by an increase in the 
Virginia fall trot line index (Table Sb, col. 7b). Contrary to 
landings reports. Virgioia ·s winter dredge c:itch and 
Maryland's fall trmline catch declined substantially 
(Tahles 2. 7; 8a-b, cols. 6, 16). The smaH c:itch reported by 
Maryland commi;s1oners in July 1924 had not improved by 
J 925 (Earle. !925, 19'.':6). Virginia's fall trotlinc increases 
may ha\·e come from the survivor~ of the 1924 year class: 
more 25-50 mm wide (I to 2-inch) crabs were reported m 
June 1925 than had ever been seen before in the Potomac 
River nearBl::ikiston, Mal)·]and (now named St. Clements 
Island) nt the mouth of the St. Clements Bay, aboul 27 miles 
from the mouth of 1he Poiomac River (cited in a letter 1n files 
of the Virginia Marine Resources Commission to the C. S. 
Commissioner ofhsheries by a Maryland faherman). 
Substantially more V1rgmm licenses were issued from 
1922-25 for crabbing, for buying hard crabs, shedding 
peelers. and picking cr:ibmeat (Tables 15-16). !',;umbers of 
~fa.ry!and general "crabbers'", Jicen~es increased in J 921 
:tnd 19'.':2. but dropped markedly afts':r 1925 (Table l 7). The 
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incentives for the increase in fishing effon are unknown: no 
new size, seasonal, geographic. or economic regulations. 
except for those on sponge crabs, :ire known th:it would 
have inhibited or encouraged fishing effort, exce-pt for a 
recognition by watermen of the large size of the 1922-23 
crab crop. 
The smaller number ofVirgini.1 licenses issued in the 
fiscal year 1923-24 (Tab!e 15) must be credited toa 9-month 
reporting year: the calendar year record (Table 16) shows no 
dedinein 1924, 
It is evident from the small Mary!imd trotline catches 
from 1924 through 1927 (Table Sn, col. 6) that the 15-day 
expansion of the sponge crab ban in 1922 did not, by itself, 
result in the desired increase in fishable stock. measured by 
their catch:ibility. Also, the decline in mean weekly trot!ine 
catch paralleled the decrease in Maryland fishing effort and 
could not be blamed on a division of the available stock 
among more licensees (Table 17). Nor could it be blamed on 
the prohibition of capture and possession of sponge crabs, 
since sponge crabs are rarely found in Maryland waters. 
An increase in the number of Virginia calendar year 
licenses from 1925 through l927 (Table 16) would account 
for the increase in Virginia fall trotline landings in 1925 
(Table2) and in the mean catch (Table 8a, col. 7b). 
Conferences on crabs (and oysters and fish) were held 
frequently from 1921 through 1926 between per:,unnel of 
the U.S. Bureau of Fisheries, state government officials, 
state commissioners, biologists, and industry representa-
tives. The continu:1t1on of small c.'.ltches probably 
prompted conference agreement that a tO!al year-round ban 
on sponge crabs be imposed in Virginia in 1926 (Common-
wealth of Virginia, 1926). Immediately after passage of the 
new law, Virginia mduslry argued that passage of the total 
ban was unnecessary and ill-advised, that the winter dredge 
catch of 1925-26 had been plentiful. and 1he crab market 
glutted. Bay shore fishermen were claiming that their nets 
were choked with crabs that spring (Anonymous, 1926). 
Industry also predicted tha1 the reductloo in c:itch 
of female crabs in early spring and summer would lead to 
higher prices for crabs and crab meat, increased fishing 
pressure on male crabs, and false claims from other states 
1hat the shortage in the catch was caused by winter 
dredging in Virginia. Industry'.~ comments about 1926 
catches are not confirmed by the dredge catch of the winter 
of 1925-26 (Tahle~ 8.1 to, col. 16). No trot I me data for the 
spring of 1926 from Virginia or Maryland are available for 
review. N"o legislative changes were made then, however. 
Although no federal landings surveys were made from 
1926 through 1928 to assess the condition of the fisheries 
following the total ban on sponge crabs, a 20-year record 
( 1925-44) of fall-caught hard crabs from Maryland trotline 
watermen was reported by Pe::irson ( 1945. his Fig. 2). I 
converted Pearson's graphed yearly percentage deviations 
from the 20-year mean daily catch of290 pounds !O an 
annual mean d;ii[y c:J.tch in pounds. J.nd calculated the ratio 
ofe:ich ye;ir 's c;i1ch to the fall catch m 1925 (Tables Sa.~b, 
col. 6). 
Mean d;iily catch w;is first converted to weekly catch, 
muhiplying by 3-49 an estimate of days of fishing per week 
obtJlned from data provided by Sette and Fiedler ( 1925). 
For example, Sette and Fiedler's estim;ite of 632 pounds per 
week in 1925 was 3.-19 times my estim;ite of 181 pounds per 
d;iy. Assignment of base indices was justified since no 
other data for the period 1925-26 through 1944-45 were 
available; however, data from Cronin ( 1982) and the 
Maryland Department of Research and Education (1955) 
later duplicated the time span, although there were some 
differences in catch (Tables 8a-b, cols. 6, 12; Fig. 5). 
From other trotline data derived from watermen ·s 
records from Tilghman Island, Maryland (Cronin, 1944; 
Maryland Department of Research and Education, 1955), 
indices of the average daily catch per week for the calendar 
year (1925-44) and for the fall and fall/spring (1936-44) 
followed the trends in indices calcul:ued from Pearson's 
1925-44 data (Table Sb, cols. 6, 15a-c, 12). The bases for 
yearly tro1line catch and for the fall/spring catch for 
Tilghman and St. Michaels (15a-d), and for the Maryland 
yearly catch (col. 12) were chosen by the method earlier 
described. 
The sighting of many '"small" crabs as far upbay in 
Maryland as the Chester River in September 1926, and in 
unspecified Maryland waters in August and September 
1927 (Earle, 1927, 1928), suggests that factors favoring a 
successful hatch, survival, and growth of the young had 
occurred in those two years. There were more soft crabs 
caught in late 1927 than in many previous years, and hard 
crabs were in greater supply, (letter in files of the Virginia 
Marine Resources Commission from L R. Carson, a 
Hampton, Virginia seafood dealer to the U. S. Commissioner 
of Fisheries). 
The occurrence of ··small" crabs had been mentioned 
only twice before 1926 in the commissioner's reports or 
correspondence: at Crisfield, Maryland in April and May 
1916 (Commission of Fisheries of Virginia, 1917), and at the 
mouth of St. Clements Bay, 27 miles upriver from the mouth 
of the Potomac River in June 1925 (lener in files of the 
Virginia Marine Resources Commission from Capt. R. Lee 
Arnold, Blabston P.0.,Maryland, to the U.S. Commis-
sioner of Fisheries). 
Inferring the year of hatch from the si;e and physical 
condition of a Chesapeake Bay crab, when the time of year 
and location of capture is known. is usually easy (Yan 
Engel, 1987). But l'>hat is the actual size of a "small" crab? 
In the southern end of the Bay and in its tributaries, a crab 
hatched in laiespring or early summer may attain an 
average widthof20mm by early September (Pers. obs.). 
Truitt ( 1934) stated that 1/4 to 3/8-inch (6-9 mm) crabs 
were taken in the lower parts of Virginia rivers and the Bay 
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during late October and November. and the same size crabs 
were caught at Solomons. Maryl:md in November 1931. 
!932. and 1931 Churchill ( 1919b) repond thar from April 
I 5 to M;iy l. 1917. I 10 2-inch crabs were abundant near 
Crisfield. Maryland, and proposed that they had migrated 
there the previous summer and autumn. In recent years. J0-
60mm crabs have been collected in early November in the 
southern end of the Bay, and north to the mouth of the 
Potomac River(Pers. obs.). 
Migration upbay has often been reported to cease, 
usually near the Maryland-Virginia border. by l:lte ;\/ovem-
ber or December(Truitt. 1939; Cargo and Cronm. 1951}, 
although a few migrants may re;Kh Pocomoke and Tangier 
sounds, and occas1onally the Choptank River and Tilghman 
Island, by fall in the year of the hatch. According to Truitt 
(1939), numerolli juveniles 1/2 to I-inch ( 12.5-25 mm) wide 
do not usually occur m southern Maryland before tl1e 
following April or May, in the mouth of the Patuxent River 
before June on the west shore, or Hooper's ls\and on the 
east shore of the Bay. Also according to Truut ( 1934), 
although 3/8 to 1/2-inch crabs (9-12 5 mm) were found at 1he 
head of 1he Bay in mid-June in the year fo!lov. ing the hatch, 
!heir occurrem.:e was unprecedemed; however. greater 
numbers were found m Pocomoke and Tangier sounds. 
The Chester River is as far north of Tangier Island as 
Tangier is from the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay. bm 
before 1926, "small" crabs had ne"Yer heen reported 10 ha"Ye 
reached that river in the year of the hatch. Was their 
occurrence in September 1926 the result of the up bay 
transport or migration of juveniles represen!1ng the 1926 
year class'/ Or were the crabs derived from the older 1925 
year class that had migrated to the Cheqer on the usually 
accepted schedule'! 
Earle's lacer report ( 1928} of a number of .. small" crabs 
in Maryland in August and September of 1927 did not 
specify where they were seen. If they had been located in 
Tangier and Pocomoke sounds, they could have been part 
of the 1927 year class; however, if they had been farther 
north, they may have been representatives of an older year 
class. 
Regardless of which year clas~s were OCing repre-
sented, their rare appearance in late summer of 1926 and 
1927 would suggest either an increase in stock abundance 
or changes in environmental conditions fa\·orable for 
migration or transport, or both, and portend goc•d fisheries. 
For example: ( I) the 1925 year class would support the 
summer scrape/dipnet and fall 1rotline fisheries of l 9='-6. 
winter dredge catch of 1926-27. and the spring trotline and 
spring scrape/dipnet fishenes cf 1927; (2 l the ! 9 26 class 
would contribute to the summer scrape/di pnet and fall 
trotline fisheries of J 9::,_7, the wimer dredge cat~h of 19::,_7 .::,_s. 
and the spring trotlme and spring scrapeldtrnct fohi:ries af 
1928; (3) the 1927 year class would suppon the c;ummer 
scrape/dipnetand fall trotline foheries ol 192~. the winter 
dredge fishery of 1928-29, and the spring trotline and spring 
scrape/dipnet catch of 1929. 
Catch data do not support the supposition that either 
the 1925 or 1926 year class was large. Trmline catches in 
calendar years 1926 and 1927 and the fall of 1926 and 1927 
in Maryland were small (Table Sa, cols. 6, 12). al!hough 
markeiable crabs were reported farther upbay in l 927 than 
they had !:teen for several years (Earle, 1928). There was, 
however. a substantial increase in the Virginia winter dredge 
ca1ch in 1926-27, supported by the !925 year c!ass (Table 
8a.coL 16). Successofthe l927yearclasswasdemon-
strated by substantial increases in the Maryland [928 
calendar year and fall trot line catches (cols. 6. 12). 
Houston et a!. { 1928, 1929) reported large numbers of 
crabs in Virginia in the four fiscal years ending June 30, 
1926 through June 30, 1929. Confinnationdata are not 
available: Virginia catch data for that period and landings 
for the first three years were either not collected or had not 
be.en published. A 67% incre:ise in Virginia 1929 calend:ir 
year landings of hard crabs over those of 1925, and a 250% 
increase in Maryland was reixirted after a federal canvass 
(Table 7). 
Interestingly, when reporting on the status of the 
Virginia crab fisheries for the two years ending June 1926 
and June 1927. those same Virginia commissioners (Hous-
ton et al., 1928) commented th:it cr:ibs were "'not seen up 
the rivers, creeks and coves today," because the cr:ibs were 
being taken "at the mou1h of1he rivers, the Bay or even the 
capes" by more :iggressive fishing practices. Whether the 
incre:ised intensity of crabbing within 1he Bay resulted from 
an absence of crabs in lower s:iline river waters in Virginia. 
perhaps for some environmental re:ison, or bec:iuse there 
was an economic advantage, cannot be determined at lhis 
l:itedate. 
In 1930, m studies mvestigating possible causes of 
heavy losses of oysters m Mobjack. B:iy and the York River 
in the wmter of 1929-30. Prytherch ( 1931) described 
Mobpck Bay as having a soft, sticky mud bouom, low DO 
at the head of the b:iy, l:irge concentrations of hydrogen 
sulfide in the mud in the upper parts of the bay, and smaller 
:imounts nearer the mouth. He concluded that similar 
conditions could h:ive caused the death of oysters. 
Probable conditions contributing to the depletion of DO 
and production of hydrogen sulfide were 1he rainfall in 
October J 929, the largest on rccord at that time. and a 
heavy snowfall in November. These would h:ive increased 
sm:am tlow, causing a he:ivy discharge of sediment. and 
washing organic matter into the bay. No deficiencies of DO 
or ;1ccumulat10ns of hydrogen sulfide were reported for the 
York Ri vcr. 
There is no evidence that similar conditions existed in 
Mobj:ick Bay or any Virginia rivers on the western shore in 
19::'6 or 1927 that would have encouraged watermen to 
;11 oid the river mouths and the b:iy. However, over :it least 
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1he l:ist 40 years, oxygen deficient water has occ:isiona!ly 
flowed south along the western shore or from deeper 
waters -of the Chesapeake Bay into river mouths. 
More recent descnptions of the distribution of crabs in 
the Upper Chesapeake Bay are given by Miller ct al. ( 1975). 
who compared numbers of different crab sizes collected 
from (1) Delaware Bay sites adjacent to the eastern end of 
the Ches:ipe:ike :ind Delaware Canal, henceforth referred to 
as "Delaware Bay"; (2) the "Canal;" (3) Chesapeake Bay 
si1es :idjacent to the western end of the Canal, including the 
Elk River. and hereafter referred to :is the "Chesapeake 
Bay"; :ind (4) in Tangier Sound. 
Samplmg was conducted in March, June, August, 
September. and December 197 J, and in March. June, and 
August 1972 al all sites except Tangier Sound, where 
sampling was done only in August and December 1971 and 
June and August 1972. Crabs were tabulated as "recruit-
ment size"(smal!er than 60mm wide), "growth" stages (60-
l 19mm), and "maturc"stages (>120mm). 
Since there is a distinct difference between ichthyolo-
gists and some crustacean biologists in their use of 
"recruitment°' and "recruits," I will use chose tenns in 
quota1ion marks, or refer to crabs as "small" or by size 
r:inge. My definition of a "recruit" is one entering a 
commerci;1! fishery; therefore, crabs <60 mm are not 
"recruits," since peeler crabs are legally harvestable at the 
minimum size of 3 inches (76 mm). "Pre-recruit" would be 
an acceptable term for crabs <60 mm wide. Crabs attaining 
a width of five or more inches at the next molt would be 
··recruits" to the commercial hard crab fisheries. 
My primary interest here is in the d1stribmion and 
abundance of the crabs< 60 mm wide. Pre-recruits were 
collected in June, August. and September 197 l in Delaware 
Bay; June. August. and September 1971 and June 1972 in 
the Canal; in June, August. and September 1971 and 
August 1972 in Chesapeake Bay; and in August and 
December 1971, and June and August 1972 in Tangier 
Sound. The distributions encourage speculation about 
their origin, age. direction. and speed of travel. As stated 
earlier. assignment of year class depend, on crab size. 
month. and site of collection. 
Since salinities at the upper Delaware Bay sites from 
August through November range from 3-8 ppt (Cronin. 
1954), similar co those in Tangier Sound, and the distance 
from the i:-astern end of the Canal near Delaware City to the 
mouth of Delaware Bay is similar to that of Tangier Sound 
to the Chesapeake Bay mouth. migration rates over those 
routes would be expected to be similar. Crabs< 60 mm at 
Delaware City and in Tangier Sound probably represent the 
same year c!ass, although they originate from different 
bays. Since 10-25 mm crabs may arrive in Tangier Sound by 
late August or by mid-September in the year of the hatch. 
similar sizes might be found in the Upper Delaware Bay at 
about the same time. 
Conceivably, in subsequent weeks they would pass 
the ~hort length of the Canal westerly to the Elk River. 
Since growth to 40-60 mm is not attained in the Virginia 
portion of the Chesapeake Bay until October or November 
in the year of the h;:itch, crabs in that size range caught in 
August or September in any part of the bay are assumed to 
ha,'e been derived from a year class one ye;i.r older. 
To continue the speculation, migration from the mouth 
of the Chesape.ike Bay to the Elk River, a distance of about 
1wo and a half times chat from the bay mouth to Tangier, 
was probably not complete by June or even as late as 
September in the year of hatch, and crabs> 25 mm found at 
the mouth of the Elk River in those months should be aged 
as one year older than the year of collection. Continued 
migration of the youngest year class upbay would place 
them in the Elk River and possibly in the Canal in June the 
year after the hatch, the areas "reinhabited" in the spring, 
as Miller et al. ( 1975) scaced, which is consistent with 
Truiit's (1934) remarks. 
However, as Miller et al. ( l 975) suggestW, migration 
from the mouth of Delaware Bay to the western end of the 
Canal in the year of the hatch could place small crabs in the 
Elk River area in August and September. When collection 
dates, growth rntes, and travel distances are considered. 
possibly two year classes are represented in the size 
frequency distJibutions of "recruitment sizes," up to 59 mm, 
shown for the Upper Delaware.Canal, and Elk River areas in 
June, August, and September 1971 (Miller et aL, 1975, their 
Fig, 3). 
The occurrence of "small" crabs in Maryland's Chester 
River in September 1926 was considered unusual by Earle 
( l 927) because it was their first appearance upbay any-
where north of Tangier Sound after a lapse of many years. 
and none had ever been reponed that far north. That the 
migration to the Chester River in the year of the hatch may 
not have been unusual was demonstrated by Hines et al. 
( 1990), who collected 10..40mmcrabs (modal size25 mm) in 
the Rhode River, Maryland, from September through 
November. and similar sizes the following April, as shown 
in average size frequency distributions from 1981-1988 
(theirFig.5). 
The Rhode River mouth is about 12 nautical miles SW 
of the Chester River mouth. Not only is the distance 
between those river mouths negligible, but migration 
(transport) times could be cC1nsidered nearly identical, 
although flooding, when travel usually occurs. begins 
earlier on the eastern side than the western side of the Bay. 
Hines eta!. (1990, their fig. 3) found the mean monthly 
abundance of crabs larger in J 984, l 985, and 19S6 than in 
the other five years of the survey. When the histograms for 
July 1984 and 1985 (their Fig. 6) are compared with the 
composite for July in their Fig. 5, itis clear that the 50-100 
mm size classes in July 1984 and 1985 were denved. 
respectively. from the 1983 and 1984 year classes. 
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S1m1lar comparisons demon~tr Jte that crabs larger than 
JOO mm in July both ~ears "'ere dcri,ed from the older year 
classes of 1982 :ind 1983 Sm,:e it i~ cummon for an 
unknown number of mdiv1du:1ls to be the progeny of a late 
hatch that did not mature until the sµnn)! uf 1he third year. a 
perccntoge of the July 19.84 :and 1985 nabs in the> 100 mm 
size range m:iy have been derived frnm ye:1.r dasses 1981 
and 1982. Year class assignment is necessary when the 
effects of bio1ic and abKmc factors ,)f the environment on 
the success or failure of a year cl;:i.,s are bemg cC1nsidered. 
Season.ii river discharges Ill 1925-2& and 1926-27 were 
dissimilar. Summer flows in 1925 were among the five 
historical low~. favorable for strong yearclass development, 
but were above average in 1926, e;,;c:ept m the James River. 
Spring flows were low in all rivers in 19::!6. but high in 1927 
in two rivers, and low in the James (Tables 12-13. J 8). 
Since seasonal sprmg tlows and precipitation in 1926 
were below the means, resulting in higher salinities upriver 
and upbay, extensive juvenile crab migration to Upper Bay 
areas could have occurred; ho,.,.ever, other and smaller 
spring flows occurred in earlier years that could have been 
favorable to upbay migration or tr~•nsport. but were never 
reported(Tables 10-13). 
Air temperature and COD were lower in May 1925 lhan 
in 1926 (Table 10), butSWTs a! Haiti more in May 1925 and 
1926 were not significantly different. They were above 
60"F, but only sightly below the long-term mean (Table 9), 
suggesting that those 1emperatures were neither depress-
ing nor stimula1ing development of the reproductive 
system. To conclude, the occurrence of ··small'" crabs did 
nol guarantee a strong year class, evidenced by the small 
Maryland yearly and fall trotlmecatches in 1926 and 1927 
(Table Sa, cols. 6. 12). Since construction of the Conowmgo 
dam on the Susquehanna River did not begin until March 
1926 and was not completed umil 1928. and the Chesapeake 
and Delaware C:mal v,as not comened to an unobstructed 
waterway until 1917, no effects frC1m tho;;.e projects could 
have altered river or canal discharge in 1925 or 1926. 
The most dramatic rise and fall of catch and landings in 
any of the first 60 years of the Bay blue crab fisheries is 
documented by the ~al)·!and yearly and fall trorlme 
catches from 1928 through 1933 \Table Sa. cols. 6, 12) and 
total bay landings from 1929 through 1933 /Tab!es 2. 7: Fig. 
5). Prior to 1926. hard crabs were scarce m the Bay, ri ,ers. 
and creeks dr.:iming the ,:~stem ,i.,-,re of the BaJ north of 
the Llllle Choptank. R1n:r 11nd on the v-estern shore north of 
the Patuxent River, and crab fisheries farther up the Bay 
were nearly abandoned (Earle, 1930). The 19~9 rrngra11on of 
hard crabs extended as far north as Che5ape:::ke City on the 
Elk River, !he fanhest observed for ··n1 emy ye::irs·· (Earle. 
1930). Maryland's yearly and fall trntline ..::atches more than 
doubled from 1927 to 1928. That tre:id continued co a peak 
in 1930, but !hen began declining. lO che pre-19:28 rntch le~el 
by 1934 (hg. 5). The catch of hard cr:::bs !!lCTCl~ed by 30n, 
in 1929 over that of 1928, and by nine'} in peelers (Earle, 
1930)- Bay landings in 1929 were double those of 1925, 75% 
produced by trotlmes. 
From 1930-31 through 1933-34,landings did not fo!low 
the same trend as catches (F1g. 5). The continued, and 
sllik.ing, migration of crabs 10 the Upper Bay (Earle, ]931) 
resulted in an increase in landings of25% in 1930 over that 
of 1929 (Tables 2, 7), which was reflected in the large yearly 
and fall trotline catches in Maryland (Table 8a, cols. 6, 12; 
Fig. 5). Nearly the same high level of landings was main-
tained through 1933 (Tables 2, 7). 
Unfortunately, other than winter dredge catch reports, 
no independent surveys were made in V1rgin1a from 1927 
through 1930 that might have documented whether similar 
or different trends in catch by other gears occurred. Wmter 
dredge indices tripled from 1926--27 to 1931-32. the latter 
supported by the 1930 year class (Table Sb, cols_ 14, 16-17). 
The yearly and fall Maryland trotline catches from 1928 
through 1933 were supported by year classes l 927 through 
1932, while the dredge catches from December 1926 through 
March 1927, and the three years from December 1931· 
?,,larch 1932 through De.cember l 933-March 1934 were 
primarily derived from year classes 1925, 1930, 1931, and 
1932; no dredge data were collected from December 1927 
through March 1931. 
Since no federal census of the fisheries was made in 
1928, the success of the 1927 year class can be estimated 
only by the independent surveys of catch by Cronin (1944), 
the Maryland Department of Research and Education 
( 1955), and Pearson ( 1945). We can infer from the large 
calendar year landings that year classes 1927 through 1933 
were larger than any previously experienced. Federal 
reporting of landings by month did not begin un1i! 1960 and 
has been continued by Virginia at that frequency, allowing 
for approximation of Biological Year landings, but published 
reports from Maryland have recently ceased. 
Migration of""small" crabs into Maryland waters after 
1927 had not gone unnoticed or unreported. for many had 
been seen by November Im 1929 and 1930 (Earle, 1930, 
1931 ). although their location was unfonunately no! 
reported. Because small crabs had not been reported in 
~faryland in 1928 does no! mean they had not occurred, but 
the omission denies the opportunity of concluding that 
there were consecutive year classes penelniting Maryland 
water~ since 1927. 
The decline of Maryland yearly and fall trotline catches 
beginning in 1931 and of the Virginia dredge catch begin-
ning in the winter of 1932-33 (although the lauer moy have 
started its decline earlier) (Table 8a. cols. 6, J 2, 1-1-, l 6-17). 
and the decline in the number of Virginia licenses (Tobles 5, 
1.5-16) are inconsistt'nt with the relatively high level of 
landings persisting through 1933 (Tables 2, 7). This 
comparison emphasi7.es the uncertainty os to which data 
sets. landings or catch, represent the beuer es1tmate of the 
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reol .ivai!ab11ity of crabs, or whether either one does. Effon 
dota are !east likely co be incorrectly reJX)rtl"d by the stotes. 
ohhough their rccordi ng of only the revenue derived from 
license sa Jes has led me to errors in conversions to num-
bers (Tables 15-16). 
Following the six-year complete ban on sponge crobs 
in Virginia beginning in 1926, a reversal of the ban was 
enacted in 1932, permitting both c:ipcun:: and possession. 
from April I through June 30. This was done to satisfy a 
mounting consumer demand for crabs and crab me.it, which 
could be partly supplied by sponge crabs, and because 
.~ponge crabs were interfering with the catch of hard crabs 
by Virginia lrotline fishermen (Annstrong et ol., 1932; 
Commonwealth of Virginia, 1932; Earle, l 932a, Pearson, 
1942). Presumably sponge crab protection continued for 
the remaming months of each year, i.e., after June 30, since 
no other alterations of the 1922 and 1926 laws were made. 
Maryland lobbied in vain against the three-month open 
season (Earle, 1932a). Pearson ( 1942) stated that the low 
was changed for economic, not conservation reasons, and 
added that protection of sponge crabs in July and August 
was of questionable conservation value because "ambigu-
ous and poorly drafted laws have prevented effective 
enforcement" (Pearson, 1945, p. 4.). He did not elaborate on 
his comments. 
Maryland comm1ss1oners reported a '"bountiful" and 
"quite plentiful" supply m 1932 and 1933, which slightly 
exaggerates the catches cited by Cronin ( 1944), the Mary-
lond Department of Research and Education ( 1955 ), and 
Pearson ( 1945) (Tables 8a-b). A marked decrease followed 
in 1934 (Earle, 1932a. 1932b, l 933, l 935). Hard and soft 
crabs remained abundant in Virginia from 1930 through June 
1932. with !930catches the "largest of ony year on record'" 
(Ann strong et al., 1932; Tables 2, 7, Sa). 
An abundance of"baby" crabs was seen in Virginia in 
the spring of 1931 (Chinn et al.. 1931), which, because of the 
season of occurrence, are assumed to have been the 
progeny of the J 930 year class, since development to o 
small crab stage could not possibly have been atrained 
under the best of circumstances before late July or early 
August, and not until early September in average years. 
Although the 1933 hard crab catch in Virginia was reported 
ample. soft crabs were not in large supply (Table2; Kellam 
et al.. 1934). Undoubtedly. the destruction of boats and 
geor during the August 1933 storm nnd the necessary shift 
to other gears (Tables 5, 15-16) were responsible for a 
substantial portion of the decline of !ondings in 1934 and 
1935, and perhops in 1936 (Tables 2, 7). 
A Retrospection on Conditions Occurring 
From 1928-1934 
Three groups of factors. separately or in combination, 
that may have affected ycor closs strength and subsequent 
catch and landings from spnng 1928 through March 1934. 
are outlined in sections a) .aJ. h J .b 10 and c l-c3 following, 
and then in detail. Additionally, the accuracy with which 
any or all of the d:ita were collected, an:i.lyzed. interpreted, 
or recorded cannot be assured. 
Section a 1-aJ: levels of sul·cess in reproducrion, i.e .• 
ye:i.r class size and the total size of the crab population; 
13.ws and regulations affecting Che catch; and the distribu-
tion of the stock throughout the Bay and Its tributaries. 
Section b 1-blO: biotic and abiotic factors of 1he aquatic 
and atmospheric environments. and some socioeconomic 
factors. 
Section c 1-cJ: imensity and diversity of fishing effort. 
Factor (al): The principal contributors to catch and 
landings from 1928thruughMarch 1934werethelarge 
year classes from 1927 through 1932. It can be 
correctly argued chat the J 926 year class contributed a 
small amount to the spring and early summer 1928 
trotline landings (Tables 2, 8a, col. 12); however, that 
year class would not have been involved in the fall 
1928 trot!ineca!ch. 
(a2) What is the relalionship between sponge crab 
protection and year class strength from 1926 through 
March 1933? Following the four years ( 1922-25) during 
which sponge crabs were protected from June JS-
August 31, for the next six years, 1926 through 1931, 
capture and possession of sponge crabs were prohib-
ited throughout the year mall Virginia waters. A 
reversal of the total ban was enacted in 1932 so that 
catch and po~session were pcrmined for three months 
each spring (through June 30) to satisfy mouming 
consumer demands for crabs and crab meat, and 
because sponge crabs were interfering with the catch 
of hard crabs by Virginia trutline fishermen (Armstrong 
etal .• 1932;Commonwealth ofVrrgirria, 1932; Earle, 
1932a,Pearson, 1942). 
Presumably sponge crab protection continued the 
remaining months of each year, i.e., after June JO, 1932, 
since no other alterations of the 1922 and 1926 Jaws 
were made. Maryland lobbied in vain against the 
three-month open season (Earle, 1932a). As previously 
noted, Pearson (1942) stated his objections to the new 
law. 
Since, in recent years, the number of sponge crabs 
has usually been low until middle 0r late June. and 
assuming that the same condition existed in the early 
1930's, the impact of the open season on reproductive 
po1en1ial of a J 932 ye;u class was probably minima!. In 
substance, the total ban from 1926 through 1931, if 
enforced, could have permitted protl":Ction of a large 
biood stock, which. given other favorable biutic and 
abiotic conditions, could have produced several 
successful year classl":s of crabs. 
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(a3) Relatively large indices of fishing success. which 
correctly or not are assumed to be highly correlated 
with yearclass strength, are shown for Marybnd yearly 
and fall trot line catches from 1928 through 1931 ( J 9:28-
29 through 1931-32, Tables 8a-b, cols. 6, 12), and 
Virginia dredge catches frum 193 l-3:2 through !933-34 
(cols. 14, 16). That they show markedly similar trends 
adds to their credibility as representing. a common Bay 
stock, probably accompanied by similar levels of 
fishing effort and catchability in both states. Dredge 
data are not available for the earlier )ears. and ~crape/ 
dipnet data are not av allable for any of those years. 
(bl) Whether submerged aquatic vege1at1on (SAY), 
particularly eelgrass (Zostera marina), as well as 
marshes and unvegetated sand/mud flats in Chesa-
pe.:ike Bay and its tributaries are required to m.:iintain a 
healthy blue crnb population is still being investigated, 
but they are generally considered important habitats 
for growth and development of different life history 
stages. However, they may not be of equal value. 
Occupancy, biomass, and se.::ondary production of 
juvenile crabs on an unvegetated sand bottom from 
October 1980 through June 1981 at a site on the north 
side of the York River mouth was one order of magni-
tude lower than on an adjacent v,:getated bed (Penry, 
1982). 
Decimation of eelgrass m the Bay in 1931-32 was 
originally only verbally described (Kemp et al.. 1983 ). 
Its ge.ographic limits in 1937 were determined when 
aerial photographs wereexaminl":d (Onh and Moore, 
I 9S4) and comparerl with ane.cdotal infonnation from 
1931-32. Where eelgrass, the dominant species, had 
formerly been dense, only patches or less dense areas 
remained in 1937, but some recovery apparently had 
occ:urred in the intervening five lO six years. lfa) 
landings began to decline in 1932. and by 1934 were 
only 62% of 1931 landings; not until 1947 were 1931 
levels attained. 
Landings per unit of eff0r1 (CPUE) by Virginia 
units of trotlines. hard crab scrapes, winter dredges, 
and number of vessels and boats dropped in 1934. 
Maryland trotlines and hard crab scrapes dropped in 
1934 also; howe\·er, CPCE of ~l,ft and peeler scrapes 
increased (Van Engel and Harris, 1983 ). 
While the almost immediate J.c::line in landings in 
1932 atlests to the dependence of blue crabs on S.-\V, 
the I ater fall might also be attributed to the hiswric 
storm of Augus1 23, 1933. Boats. gear. docking 
facilities, and proces~ing pl.ants were de~troved in the 
stonn (Daily Press. l 984). sub~tantially reducing 
fishing l":ffort that year, with no reco\'ery by 193-1 :md 
slow replacement in later )ears. 
The storm cau~d the shifting of honoms, 
undoubted]) resulting in the d1spiacement of the stock 
10 are3s usually unfished. A long time elapsed before 
successful fishing resumed. It is possible that the 
storm destroyed most of the 1933 ye:u class. then 
pres em as zoeae, megalopae and small juveniles. as 
well a.s much of the 1932 year class present as juveniles 
or adults, resulting in very small catches in 1933 and 
1934. Under those circumst.:mces, it is difficult to 
perceive landings volumes as large as those reported. 
Possible effects of that storm on SAV have not been 
reported, to my knowledge. 
A major decimation of SAV was reported in 1972, 
presumed to have been an effect of Tropical Storm 
Agnes (Chesape!!.keBay Research Council. 1973). but 
nlso attributed to a decline that had slowly developed 
since themid-l960's (Kemp et al.. 1983; Orth and 
Moore, 1984). The June 19-23 storm Wl1S first reported 
to hnve had no noticeable effect on crab survival, but 
there wns an abrupt translocation of crabs downstream 
that lasted about 1wo weeks. 
Following an abrupt decrease in total Bay landings 
in 1973, landings from 1973 through 1980never 
attained the pre-1972 levels (Van Engel and Harris, 
1983). While the Joss of?.ostua beds on which crabs 
are dependent has been considered the principal factor 
effecting the decline, other compounding factors such 
as siltation covering food supplies or the mortality of 
breeding stock, juveniles, and larvae may have been 
partly responsible. The choice of alternate habit.:its 
such as marshes has not been confirmed. 
Storm losses of gear and changes in preference for 
gear types, some of which began in 1970, further 
obscure causes of changes in Bay landings. Later 
consequences of the storm or gear ch3nges cannot be 
determined from available records. 
(b2) Documentation of a biotic factors in the aquatic 
environment and of climate variables in the mid-1920s 
and early 1930s is limited. Severe winter storms over 
the bay were rare, occurring only in November !929. 
Mean statewide Virginia and Maryland air temperatures 
and SWTs in May and June at Baltimore remained 
abo~·e 60'F (16'C) in all years. although in some years 
they were slightly below the long tenn m~ns (Tables 
9-IO). 
Egg e;i:;trusion may have been normal but not early 
in most years.and hatching rates slow until mid-June, 
after which hatching could have occurred in 10-14 
days. Although It was suggested that very cold 
weather during the last IO days in April 1931 c:i.used 
the delay in the usual spring soft and peeler catch in 
Tangier Sound by retarding the development of crabs 
(Conservation Department of Maryland. 1931 ), there 
was no departure ofSWTs from the April me.:in at 
Baltimore, and only a sm.all departure in fone (Table 9). 
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(b3) Cooling degree days (CDD) during May in the year of 
the hatch had the highest single correlation. 0.59% (r2). 
with subsequent hard crab landings. and were used in 
a multiple corre!a1ion analysis that explained 86% (r2) of 
the variation in commercial hard crab landings one and 
a half years later, from 1964 through 1975 (Van Engel 
and Harris. 1979). It was assumed that the results of 
the study were applicable to other time periods, At the 
time of the study, sources of SWT data had not been 
localed, and CDD were used as a surrogate. 
In !he yearclass years 1926-34, the relationship 
between CDD and swr at Baltimore appears curvilin-
ear (no regression was computed). Over that period, 
there are similar trends in CDD, swr, and the indices 
of catchability in the same year for most. but not all 
years-not one .ind one half ye:irs later as demon-
strated in the multiple correlation analysis. A major 
departure occurred in 1933 when there was an inverse 
relationship between catch indices and COD, which 
continued thrtmgh 1934. The large, positive depar-
tures ofCDD and SWTs in 1933 could have been 
favorable for the production of a very large 1933 year 
class. 
(b4) Severe drought in the Bay area occurred from early 
1925 through mid-1926and in I930(Earle. 193i;Tab!e 
11). May precipitation in the region in six of the years 
between 1923 and 1930 (Table 10) was less than the 5Q.. 
year(J891- !940) Virginia long-tenn mean of).71 inches, 
with four of those in consecutive years 1925-28. In 
seven years. Maryland had Jess than the 46-year mean 
of 3.50 inches; the six years from 1925"30 were con-
secutive. The latter rainfall deficit. accompanied by 
small discharges. occurred from March through May 
from all three rivers in only four years-1923, 1925. 
1926 and 1930--but was reflected a.slow discharge 
only from the James River in 1927 and 1928 (Tables 12-
13). 
Those small spring lows would not have been 
favorable to the development of juvenile stages of year 
classes 1924-27, 1929-31 and 1933. The extreme 
deficiency of rainfall in 1925. l 3 inches below nonnal in 
VtI"ginia (February-September, incl.), 6.96 inches below 
normal in Maryland (March-September), documented 
the driest growing season on record to that da1e (U.S. 
WeatherBur~-,.u. 1925). Mim:h-May dbch::irges from 
the Susquehanna and James rivers in 1925 were among 
the five historical lows (Tables 12-13). 
(b5) Theoretically, a very large body of warm, high-
salinity water from mid-June through August in the 
southern end of the Bay where water from all the rivers 
and the Upper Bay converge, would be conducive to 
hatching and growth of zoeae and their metamorphosis 
to megalopae. Low flow through October would also 
increase the probability of retention of those stages 
within the Bay. In winier and spring, sin,;;e juveniles 
are found in the low salinity portions of each of the 
rivers and in the Upper Bay, the degree ;;ind quality of 
support of juveniles would vary widely as a resul! of 
their differing watersheds. 
The frequen,;;y with which low summer tlow is 
associated with large yearclass su,;;cess. whether or 
not it is followed by a high spring flow, suggests that 
low summer tlow is the more important factor; however, 
no definition of "favorable" low or high flow for any 
season has been statistically demonstr:ued. Combina-
tions of summer high discharge with either a spring low 
or high. considered to produce :in unfavorable aquatic 
environment for development through the early crab 
stages. were characteristic of all river discharges from 
1927-28 through 1929-30, except for a summer low/ 
spring !ow from the Susquehanna River in 1929-30 
(fables 12-13, 18). 
Outflows from all rivers from 1930-31 through 
1932-33 probably established favorable environments 
for all life history stages. However. spring flows were 
so small in 1930, 1931, and in one river in 1932 (Tables 
12-13, 18). that they might have contributed to exten-
sive migration upriver .:1nd upbay, resulting in crowded 
h.::ibila!s, food shortages, and cannibalism. 
(b6) Blockage of the Susquehanna River by the Holtwood 
and Conowingo dams is reported to have affected 
migrations of shad and river herring, resulting in the 
subsequent decline in those species' stocks in 
succeeding years (Pers. comm .• R. St. Pierre). Juvenile 
male blue crabs, but not females. migrate to fresh 
waters in !he upper reaches of Virginia's rivers (Van 
Engel and Wojcik, 1957) for further growth and 
development, but the relative success of a ye.::ir class is 
probably not affected by blockage of migration to fresh 
waters in Virginia or .Maryland because of the low 
number of males usu.:1lly involved. However, blocked 
migration of males and females to fresh water nursery 
grounds in other geographic regions, e.g .• L.:1ke 
Pontchartrain, Louisianna, might prevent the develop-
ment of juveniles of a va!ua.ble sto,;;k lf no other 
nursery grounds were available. 
(b7) Could construction .::ind/or operation of dams nearest 
the mouth of the Susquehanna River have affected 
water volume or sediment discharge during the 1926· 
1933 water cycles? Resolution of that question 
requires knowledge that is not available for that period: 
of construction plans and timing of work. measure-
ments or estimates of the concentrations of coarse and 
suspended sediments and where they were deposited, 
and potential effects of the altered state of the bottom 
on blue crab distribution and abundance. One 
possible approach is to ex;mii ne other con,;;urrent 
events as well as some occuITing in later ye.::irs. 
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Construction of the Conowingo dam beg;rn in 
March 1926, a few months before s1ghring many small 
crabs near the Chester River in Maryland. Since the 
Susquehanna spring water discharge in l 926 ( 1925-26 
water cycle) was !ow (Tables 12-13), sediment dis-
charge would ha.,.·e been unusually low, and .::ilter.::itions 
of the bol!om in the upper 25-30 km of the 8.::iy would 
have been minimal. As well, water year discharges 
were below the60-yearmeanof34.430 cfs in five of 
seven years from 1919through 1925(Tab!e 12). 
The absence or scarcity of juvenile crJbs m the 
upper bay prior to 1926cannot be explained by any 
major alter.nions of the bottom or increases in turbidity 
resuhlng from the Susquehanna River flow. While 
construction was continuing in 1927 and ea.rly 1928, 
coarse sediment discharge may have decreased 
substantially and may have ceased by March 1928 
when the dam was completed. 
Sightings of hard crabs of the 1928 and 1929 
Chesapeake Bay year classes, in the Elk River in 
November 1929 and 1930, OCCUITed after the completion 
of the Conowingo dam. While there was no water 
discharge between 1800 and 0800 during the week. 
discharge was routinely allowed at 0800 hours every 
day except Saturday and Sunday (Pers. comm., R. St. 
Pierre). Whether any coarse sediment W.'.lS discharged 
then is unknown. Susquehanna outflow in !he spring 
of 1928 was only slightly above average, but spring 
I 929 outflow was the third largest between 1892 and 
1944. 
Although no estimate of suspended sediment 
discharge from all sources from March through May 
1929 has been made, it might have been similar to that 
deposited in later storms. Mean annual deposits of 
sediment from suspended clays and silts in the upper 
25-30km of the Bay in nonnal years is about 0.7 cm. 
which is reworked and redistribute.d by tidal currents 
.:1nd wind waves the rest of the year (Schubel and 
Hirschberg, 1978). 'While deposits in the Upper Bay 
from all sources caused by Tropical Storm Agnes in 
June l972ranged from 10-30 cm (mean 15 cm). larger 
deposits in the upper bay resulted from the runoff In 
March 1936 from two successive storms plus melting 
of deep snow (Schubel and Hirschberg. 1978). 
Assuming that deposits in the Upper Bay fwm the 
spring 1929 Susquehanna outflow plus mate1fal from 
other Upper Bay sources were similar to deposits in 
later years, major alteration of the bottom and of the 
benthic community must have occurred, yet such 
changes did not obstruct the northward migration of 
some juvenile crabs to the Elk River area. and appar-
ently did not affect abundance of tne 1929 ye.::ir class. 
Ne:ither the Conowingo darn construction sched-
ule nor the amounts of coarse or suspended sediment 
discharge appear to have any relationship 10 the 
successful production of the 1926 through 1929 year 
classes, the sigh1ings of juvenile crabs in the upper 
bay in August and September 1926 and 1927, or of hard 
crabs by November 1929 and 1930. 
{b8) Following the conversion of the Chesapeake and 
Delaware Canal to an unobstructed waterway in 1927, 
freer movement of brackish water species between the 
Chesapeake :ind Delaware bays was possible. Only 
minor increases in salinity over short distances in the 
extreme northern end of the Chesapeake Bay were 
expected to result from diversion of Bay water to the 
east {Cronin el al., 1976). Minor salinity changes cou!d 
not affect normal distribution patterns or development 
of the Chesapeake Bay stock of blue crabs. 
It is conceivable that some of the crabs seen in the 
Chesler River a.re:i in August and September !926 and 
1927, but particularly those seen in the Elk River by 
November 1929 and 1930, had migrated from Delaware 
Bay westward through the Canal. Miller et al., ( 1975) 
concluded that recruitment to the Chesapeake Bay 
through the Canal seemed oflittle significance. 
{b9) While Maryland may have encountered more competi-
tion in sales of crabs and crab meat as a result of the 
1932 Virginia law regarding sponge cro.bs, none of the 
sponge crabs could have been legally transpon.ed into 
Maryland-that state's 1916 prohibition of capture and 
possession of crabs with "visible eggs" at any time of 
the year was not changed until the early 1940s. 
(cl} The number ofMaryland's all-inc)usi ve "crabbers" 
licenses remained relatively low and constant from 
1926 through 1929, then substantially increased in 1930 
and 193 l (Tables 5, 17). There is a direct relationship 
between the phenomenal increase in the Maryland 
yearly and fall trotline catches from 1928.30, their 
subsequent decrease (Table 8a, cols. 6, 12). the 
exponential increase in Maryland's landings (Tables 2, 
7), and the number of crabbing licenses. 
How the federnl goverrunent obtained Maryland 
trotline license data for 1929 and 1930 was never 
described, although it could have been by personal 
cont:icts: specific licensing of trotlines in Maryland 
was not required until 1931, tomy knowledge (Table 5). 
Virginia •·crabbers" licenses. which included the 
ordinary trotline, continued to decrease from 1928 to 
1933 (Tables 5, 15-16), reflecting an inverse relationship 
with landings from 1929 through 1931 (Tables2.5, 15. 
16). Differences between federal and state license data 
(Tables 5, 15-16) are largely because of different 
repon.ing periods: calendar yea.r by federal agencies 
and fiscal year by state agencies. 
(c2) Tot.l! landings and landings by specific gears remained 
high through 1933 and did not substantiaHy decline 
until 1934 (Tables 2, 7), but Maryland's ye.1rly and fall 
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trot! inc catches slowly declined after the 1930 pe:i.k 
(Table 8a, cols. 6, 12), again showing a difference 
between catch and landings (see paragraph cl, ;ibove, 
for a discussion of fishing effon). The slow decline in 
indices of ca1chabi!ity and little change in crab 
landings are in contrast with the abrupt decimation of 
eelgrass in 193 L-32. This suggests that either alternate 
habitats, possibly with more dependence on marshes. 
were quickly chosen by blue crabs during that period, 
or that censusing methods were inaccurate. 
(c3) The stock markel col!.:ipse and the economic de pres· 
sion of the early 1930s drove men 10 seek jobs that 
enlailed little or no expense, which presumably led to 
an expansion of the Virginia and Maryland crabbing 
industries and increases in sales :is wd! as greater 
public fishing effort for personal and local consump-
tion of crabs and crab meat. The decrease in trotline 
and scrape licenses and the shift to dipnets in both 
states in 19931 and 1932 was probably an attempt to 
avoid paying license fees (Van Engel and Wojcik, 
1965b). 
Summary of Retrospection 
Conditions that may have increased stock size and 
improved fishing success from 1927 through 1930 included 
(!) increased protection of the spawning stock of adult 
females; (1) wann S\1/Ts in 1927, 1929, and 1930, which may 
have promoted timely development of the reproductive 
system in preparntion for egg extrusion, early egg extrusion, 
and embryonic growth, and set the stage for production of 
strong year classes; (3) wann aquatic environments in May 
and June 1929 and 1930 that may have permitted earlier and 
faster feeding and growth rates, which resulted in larger 
stocks more immediately available for harvesting; (4) 
seasonal river discharges from the James River in 1926-27, 
from the Susquehanna in 1929-30, and from a!! three rivers 
in 1930-31 that were favorable for growth and survival of 
zoeae, megalopae and juveniles; and (5) suitable substrate 
for protection and nutrient source. 
Conditions not favorable for growth and survival of 
early life history stages were (I) large river discharges from 
the Susquehanna and Potomac in the summer of 1926·27, 
large summer discharges from all three rivers in 1927-28 and 
1928-29,and from the Potomac and James rivers in 1929-30; 
anJ (2)cool swr in May and June 1928. There are no 
statistics on transpon. mechanisms for that period of time 
that might have either ensured the retention within the Bay 
of a substantial portion of the megalopae and juveniles, or 
the reverse transport of mega!opae and juveniles from the 
continent.ll shelf to the Bay, both of which are presumed to 
have impact on the Bay fish able stock size. 
Funher, the slow decline in catch and landings from 
1931 to mid-1934 could have been the combined effects of 
(1) seasonally average SWTs that permitted normal egg 
production and embryonic development of zoe.:ie • .:ind 
seasonally nonnal feeding and growth rates for juveniles in 
1931 and 1932. demonstrated by lhe insignific:int dep:lt-
tures of swr at B:iltimore; (2) an inhospitable aquatic 
environment expressed in small spring river discharges from 
1930 through 1932. :md in 1934 that neither enhanced 
growth nor improved survival of juveniles; (3) decimation 
of SAV beds in 1930 and 1931 that removed prmection and 
nu1rient sources; and (4) the biological, social. and eco. 
nomic effects of the August 1933 hurricane. 
Although sponge crabs were protected year·round 
through 1931, that alone did not ensure the production of a 
strong catch in 1932 and L933. Environmental conditions 
on the continental shelf in the fall in those years, which 
may have interfered with or enhanced the return transport 
of megalopae from the continental shelf to the Bay, have 
unfortuna!ely not been studied for any year between 1880 
and 1940. 
Conditions Occurring from 1934 Through 1941 
In I 934, Virginia reve~ed the 1932 three·month spring 
open season on sponge crabs and prohibited the catching 
of sponge crabs from the end of the dredge season (March 
31) through June 30 {Commonwealth ofVirginia, 1934). This 
amendment was ill-conceived, for it became logistically and 
economically difficult for commission boats to patrol the 
lower bay day and night. However. the concept of protec-
tion eventually led to the establishment of a Lower Bay 
sanctuary several years later. 
The plummeting Virginia catch and landings in 1934 
(fables 2, Sa, cols. 14, 16} prompted !he Virginia Comm is· 
sion in 1935 tO close the last two weeks of the April I-June 
30 open season on sponge crabs. Because of the almost 
conlinuous, subsequent decline in catch (except for small 
increases in 1936) the season was shortened one to four 
weeks more from 1936 through 1938. Sponge crab protec· 
tion for the remainder of each year was unchanged. As 
stated earlier, those changes would have had minimal 
impacts on the size of any of the breeding s1ocks since 
sponge crabs are usually rare before mid.June in most 
years. 
A second, though Jess dramatic, rise and fall of Bay 
landings similar to !hat from 1928 through 1934 occurred 
between 1935 and 194!. with an abrupt drop in 1940and 
1941 (Tables 2, 7;Fig. 5). Small landings were echoed in the 
1940-41 spring and fall Maryland scrapeldipnet and trot line 
catch. but are better shown by the indices that compared 
catch by week; Virginia ·s dredge catch remained almost 
constant (Tables Sa.b). 
Vrrginiacommissioners' comments in 1934 and 1935 
were limited to noting the large supply of"small" crabs at 
the end of June 1935 (Kellam et al.. 1935a, 1935b), and in the 
!auerpanof August 1935 (Duer cl al., 1936). Reports 1hat 
!he 1935 Maryland landings were over22 M pounds and 
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!hat Virginia's landings were greater than those for many 
previous years (Duer et a!.. 1936) differ substantially from 
the smaller landings in federal .:iccounts and by indepen-
dent investigators (Tables 2. 7, Sa-b: Fig. 5). 
If total Bay landings from 1934 through 1939 are 
measures of yearclass strength, then each succeeding year 
class from 1933 to 1938 was strongcrthan the previous one 
(Table 7). However, there are unexplainable differences 
between the two states' landmgs from 1934 through 1936 
(Tables 2, 7): Virginia total hard crab landings fell slightly in 
1935 and quickly recovered m 1936, while Maryland 
landings plummeted in 1934,recovered slightly in 1935, and 
fell again in 1936, principally in the trotline Jar.dings. 
The sequence of support from each year class was 
disrupted. either environmentally, biologically or by 
methods of collection and/or calculation of landings: while 
Maryland landings in 1937 were smaller than in 1938, the 
difference could have resulted from fewer Maryland trotline 
licenses the first year (Tables 5, 17). Gear usage, which 
changed between 1930 and 1934 because of the economic 
depression and the Aug us! 1933 s1onn (Tables 5, 15· l 7). 
slowly reverted to more efficient gear types after 1934 as 
evidenced by the decrease in dipnet licenses and the 
increase in trotline and crabbers" licenses in Vcrginia (Tables 
5, 15), and the increase in scrapes and trotlines in Maryland 
(Tables7,17). 
Severe winter storms occurred from late January to 
early March 1934 and from late January to late February 
1936 (U.S. Weather Bureau.1897-1939; Duer et al., 1937). 
reflected in the large negative departures of SWTs at 
Baltimore (Table 9). In both years, ice in the rivers and on 
the Bay was considered the worst since 1917-18 (U. S. 
Weather Bureau, 1897-1939). Crab mortalities those winters 
were cited by Vrrginiacommissioner:s (Armstrong. 1937), 
but Maryland commissioners noted only the winter's 
severity. Cooling degree days (CDD) were high in May and 
June in all yean from 1934 through 1939, excqt 1935 (Table 
JO). That pattern was reflected in the May positive 
departuresofSWTs at Baltimore, except in 1934 and 1935 
(Table 9). Fewer CDD and larger negative departures from 
the SWTs o.tBaltimore in May 1935 would have provided 
unfavorable conditions for early egg extrusion and embry-
onic development of the 1935 year class, which would 
support the 1936--37 catches. Catch .:md indices for 
scrapes/dipnets and the yearly and fall trot!ines were 
substantially lower in 1936 {Tables Sa.b; Fig. 5). 
Seasonal discharge cycles least favorable for z.oe:i.l and 
megalopal development occurred between 1935,36 and 
1937-38 from all three rivers. with high summer flows in the 
three rivers (historically high in the Potomac :ind James in 
1937-38), and low winier/spiing flows in the three rivers in 
1937-38 (historically low in the Susquehanna and James; 
Tables 12· 13). The episodic floods of the Si.:squeh;,.nn:i. 
Potomac and James rivers in March 1936 (Speer and 
G:unble.1964; Tice.1968) (TJb!c 1-l) h:ive been reponed m 
have h:id discharges volumes for the Susquehann.1 and 
Potomac rivers larger th.1n in .1ny preceding year and more 
than recorded for Tropical Swrm Agnes in June ! 97::! 
(Schubcl .1nd Hirschberg, 1978). 
A low catch by scrapcs/dipne1~ and yearly and fall 
trollines in Maryland in 1936, based on COD .1nd river 
discharges, would have been accurately predicted, while a 
low summer/foll and winter/spnng catch forecas1 for l 938-
39 would have been inaccura1e when based solely on 
discharges (TJble Sa). River runoff from the Poiomac, 
James, and possibly the Susquehanna rivers in the 1934-35 
and 1936-37 cycles would have been most favorable for 
development of successful ye:ir classes: the Susqueh:inn.1 
discharge those years was suitably low in summer but 
lower than the mean in spring(Tables 12-J 3). 
Catch and l:indings in 1939-40 were hi~her than any 
since 19)2-33, but declined precipiiously in M:iryland in 
1940 and Virginia in 1941 toa Bay total ca1ch similar to tha1 
of 1925 (Tables 2. 7, Sa-b; Fig. 5; Mapp cu.I., 1941). A 
moderately strong 1938 yc.1rclass was c~ident in the 1wo 
1939 M:tryland scrapeldipne! indices (Table Sb, col 5. 2-3), 
and the yearly, fall, and fall/spring trot line indices (cols. 6, 
l5a-d, 12), but was only moderately expressed in three of 
the four Virginia dredge indices (cols. 13-14, 16-17). 
Pearson's ( 1945, 1948) dredge indices (Table Sb. cols. 
13. 14) were based on 1wo different sets of catch data. 
where~ mine were c.1lculated from one set of data by two 
different methods. Pearson (1942) reported declines in 
another set of individual dredge boat catches, 13 to 41 % 
from 1938-39 10 l 939-40, with the largest occurring in 
December 1939. He concluded that the decline was 
probably because of overfishing prior to December. and 
that more weight should be given 10 the 1939-40 indices 
(Table Sb,cols.13-14). 
It w:is CJ1:tremely cold from December 1939 ihrough 
Janu:u-y 1940, with January reported as the coldesl (22.4°F) 
in :\iaryla.nd since 19 l 8, a departure of -1 O.S•f from nonnal 
(U.S. WC.:ltherBureau, 1939, 1940-, Pearson. 1942). Tributar-
ies of the Bay and the Upper Bay were frozen during 
January, with a 3:!.9°F mean SWT al Baltimore with a deficit 
of --4.6. making it the lowesr since l 918 (Table 9). 
From January 16-20, the Lower Boy was frozen over or 
filled with ice. Despite rcpons by fishermen of numerous 
de;i.d adult crabs of the 1938 year class (possibly in;luding 
larger. immature crabs of the same class :ind :i few older 
adults) found in dredging areas. Pearson ( 1942) concluded 
that the four-month dechne in the dredge catch (Table Sa, 
col. 13) wa.~ pmbably "not due entirely. if :it all .. to the cold 
winier. This opinion supports the earlier success of fishing 
on the 1938 year class, bu! dismisses the mortalities 
observed in the dredge fishery. 
Abrupt declines in landings ::ind catches by all gears 
werereponed in 1940:ind 1941 (Tables 2. 7. Sa). Small 
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trot line c:itches of mature hard crabs in M;i.y l940 (T;i.bles 
Sa-b, cols. 12, 15:i-b. the yearly fisheries of 1940-41), which 
should have been supported by the 1938 year cl;i.ss, ;i.nd 
soft crabs and peelers that were from a late h:itch in 1938. 
were believed by some watermen to have resulted from the 
cold winier and to subnormal SWTs and e;,;cess rainfall in 
May (Tables 9-10) thal could have inhibited movement, 
feeding and growth (Pe.1rson, 1942). Depanures from mean 
SWfs a! Baltimore ranged from -4.6°Fco-1.9"F from January 
through May 1940. 
Warm air and SWTs in May and June 1939, and 
presumably ideal summer and spring discharges in the 
1939-40 water cycle should have favored production of a 
successful 1939 year class (Tables IO, 12-13). Factors that 
may have interfered with the development of the year class 
or ics surviv:il 10 1940-41 arc presently unaccounted for. but 
the plummeting of catch and landings could have been 
caused by the decline in stock siz.e resulting from the 
severily of the 1939-40 winter, and possibly the loss of 
fishing effon at the start of WWII. 
Licenses in 1939 and 1940 varied by state and gear 
type (Tables 5, 15-17), perhaps because trotlinc fishermen 
began switching to the use of wire pots for hard crabs, and 
crab pound nets had been introduced for taking peeler 
crabs and were replacing crab scrapes. In the early years of 
their use in Maryland, wire pots were sometimes called 
traps; crab pound nets were called fykes or traps in Virginia 
and Maryland. Numbers of potters, pots, trappers, and 
tr:ips {for cr:ib pounds) (Tables 15-17) arc cited, but not 
!heir catch. 
Crab landings and catch plummeted in 1941 and the 
winter of 1941-42 to levels not reported since 1925 (al-
though they may have occurred in the non-census years 
1926and 1927) (TJ1b!cs 2. 7;Fig. S), with the exception of 
one ..crape/dipnet indeJ1: (Table 8b, col. 2). Pearson ( 1942) 
concluded that overfishing in 1939 led to the decimation of 
fishable stocks and an "insufficient spawning reserve" in 
19'0. 
The sighting by a Tangier Island boat eapt:1.in in 
August 1940 of millions of crabs the "siz.c of chicken lice" 
in a cove inside a s:ind bank a1 New Point Light House, 
"pouring into the cove through a cut from the Bay." .. so 
many that they m:ide a dipnet black every time the net was 
dipped into deep holes", was recorded in research notes by 
Dr. Seawell Hopkins, a blue crab scientist and staff member 
of the Virginia Fisheries Laboratory at Yorktown in the early 
1940's. If the observation date was correctly recalled, the 
1940 year class would have been very abundant, and 
evidence of that strength was recorded in the relatively 
large Maryland dip net catch in 1941 (Tables 8a-b, col. 2). 
However. suppon of the scrape. trotlinc and winter dredge 
fisheries did not occur in the fall of 1941 and the winter and 
spring of 1941-4:! (cols. 3, 6, 12-17). 
The watennan's conversation was recorded July 25, 
J 944. It is possible that the watennan incorrectly recalled 
the year or that Hopklns misunderstood and recorded the 
wrong year. The subst:mtial increase in indices of 
catchability in 1942-43 (Tables 8a-b) could have been due to 
the huge success and survival of a 1941 year class. 
Other explanations may be offered for the small catches 
and landings in 1941: (I) significantly fewer fishing licenses 
for all gear were issued in 1941, although calendar and fiscal 
year numbers were different (Tables 5, 15-17); (2) crab pots 
were rapidly replacing trotlines in Virginia, but perhaps not 
on a scale to equalize catch; ())-considerable fishing effort 
loss occurred as watennen left for WWII military service. 
Inexplicably, despite the decreases in catch and landings, 
more Virginia processing house and buyers' licenses were 
issued. 
SWT in April and May 1940 were low (Table 9), 
summer inflows from the Potomac and James rivers were 
high in 1940, and spring inflows from the Susquehanna and 
James low in 1941, which would not have been favorable for 
developmentofa 1940 year class (Tables 9, 12-13). In April 
and May 1941, SWT were relatively wann, and low summer 
flows were recorded from al! three rivers, all of which would 
have been favorable for deYelopment of a successful 1941 
year class. 
DISCUSSION 
Seasonal and annual variations in the geographical 
distribution of the various life history stages of the blue 
crab within the Bay are a reflection of specific requirements 
for reproduction, growth, and survival. Variability in factors 
such as seawater and air temperatures, salinity, dissolved 
oxygen, che kind and extent of favorable habitats, the Bay's 
water supply cycle, and occasional tropical storms, for 
ex.ample, and their combinations, have been suggested as 
affecting not only distribution but also the size of the stock 
biomass. However, it is not likely that a varying Bay 
environment is the sole cause of variability in the Bay's 
blue crab stock biomass, since part of the life history of the 
Chesapeake Bay stock is spent on the adjacent continental 
shelf. While variations in the shelf aquatic environment 
that might affect zoeal or me gal opal survival have not been 
investigated, some seasonal atmospheric events which 
affect shelf circulation panems have recently shown an 
association with the transport of early life history stages 
from the shelf to the Bay. 
From comparisons of landings and catch reported by 
calendar year and by state from 1880 through 1940 with 
records of the crab fisheries from later decades, in which 
newer and more efficient gears were used over more regions 
of the Bay, it is evident that the earlier dat.1 do not accu-
rately reveal the se:isonal and geographic distribution of 
the stock. For that re.:ison, in the first 60 yea.rs of the 
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fishery, estimates ofcatchability from independently 
derived data are likely co overstate estimares derived from 
landings. 
For example, the average annual catch per man of soft 
and peeler crabs in r,..bryland in 1920 wa.s 10,450 pounds, 
estimated from the aver:ige scrape/dip net catch per week of 
475 pounds over 22 weeks of effort, reported in Sette and 
Fiedler's Table 7 (note: their Table 7 incorrectly shows the 
.1verage catch as47l for 1920, but it is shown correctly for 
1919 in their Figure 9). 
In federal publications (Lyles. 1967), 744 licensed 
scrapes caught 2,421 M pounds, and 1,305 licensed dipnets 
caught 1,416M pounds (Tables 2-3) in 1920. The combined 
catch per unit of gear was 3,254 and 1,085 pounds, respec-
tively, for a total of 4,339 pounds by scrapes and dipnets. 
The ratio ofJ.254 to 1,085 is approximately 3: I, from which it 
can be estimated that l ,305 dipnets produce the equivalent 
of 435 scrapes. Consequently, from the federal figures, 744 
+ 435 = l 179 standard scrape units, which caught 4,339 
pounds per unit, 41 % of Sene and Fiedler's estimate. 
Comparisons of scrape, dipnet, trotline, and dredge 
c.11ch and effort data from independent sources with federal 
estimates of landings and effort almost always demon• 
strtlled that federal landing estimates were substantially 
smaller. However. that cannot be said for al! years because 
much detail is missing from all sources. Federal reports of 
fishing effort were probably derived from numbers of 
licenses issued by states, perhaps modified with repons 
from federal field agents who interviewed dealers and 
watermen, but there are no records of the portion of any 
season that licenses that were issued had been used, If at 
all, nor of the houn: or days spent each week. nor of the 
number of units of gear used. 
Whether collection methods used in federal canvasses 
of landings and effort from 1880 through 1940 were consis· 
cent is unknown. In fact, between the late l 940's and l 960's 
I observed federal agents collecting some data through 
interviews. with verbal approximations oflandings, not 
wriuen records. If changes in procedure or interpretation of 
data were made by independent investigators or state or 
federal agents, no reports are known that compare older 
and newer methods, and no appropriate adjustments can be 
made to catch, landings, and effort data. 
The substitution of a new census system by the 
Maryland Department of Natura\ Resources in 198 ! 
produced markedly larger estimates of blue crab landings 
than reported in earlier years. All Maryland landings were 
estimated to have been increased by a fac~or of 1.5 to 1.8, 
between SO and 70% (Chris Bonzek, pers. c:imm.). Since 
seasonal abundance in any year could be affec:ed by 
environmenia! conditions. it should be noted th?t low river 
discharges occurring in a drought year, sucb as i9SO, v. ould 
produce a more favorable environment for develcpment of a 
year class that could contrihute to the later large !andir.gs, 
such as from mid·l98J through mid· !982; however. no 
favorable environmental conditions for 1981 are known tha.t 
would susta.in large landings in the subsequent years. 
Data from an independent crab JX}t catch study 
conducted from 1968·95 at Calvert Cliffs, Maryland, (Abbe 
and Stagg, 1996). and landings from the Potomac River 
have been used to justify the use of the 1981 census 
method. Although a complete review of those data at this 
1ime is not pertinent to this study of the fisheries from J 880-
1940. I question the validity of the small mesh used in the 
study to adequately assess the proportion of large crabs 
caught. Studies at VIMS testing the effects of pot mesh 
size on crab catch clearly indicated that small me5h pots 
C.'.l.ugh1 subsrantially fewer large crabs. that very large mesh 
JX}tS ret~uned very few small crabs but also retained many 
fewer Jegal·sized crabs (Pers. obs.). The smallest mesh we 
used was larger than the 25 mm mesh used by Abbe and 
Stagg. It is unfortunate that the investigators did not use a 
··standard"' I h inch hard crab mesh for their study. 
Changes in canvassing procedures may demonstrate 
increases or decreases in landings or effort, which JX}rtray 
greater success of the fisheries or a serious decline in 
abundance of the stock. any of which may or may not be 
true. Differences between landings and catch data between 
1880 and 1940 were ci1ed earlier in this report as to which 
set, if either, could provide accurate estimates of the s1ock 
biomass. 
Substitution of a different censusing system by the 
Virginia Marine Resources Commission in 1993, without 
making a simultaneous and comparative survey, has yet to 
be tested. By early 1996, Virginia had not published catch/ 
landings data for 1993 or any later year. nor stated whether 
the newer censusing system reflected :my increase or 
decrease in catchability of the stock. 
Watermen probably choose crab fishing sites for their 
concentrations of particular crab growth stages that seek 
preferred habitats, and where crabbing gear is effective. 
Concentrations of adult female hard crabs in the southern 
end of the Bay in winter, annbu1ed to their physiological 
response to temperature and salinity, encouraged harvest-
ing by Virginia dredgers, at least by 1900. The intensity of 
the soft and peeler crab fisheries in Maryland and nonhem 
Virginia, :ind in the middle and upper reaches of some of 
V1rgmia 's tribmaries. may be attributed to wherever juvenile 
cr:ibs are abundant, due to the physinlngica\ response of 
Ju,,.emles to the mid- and low-salinity environments. 
availability of e;,;ten!>ive acreage of shallow-water habitats 
with substantial food supplies. whether in SAY or marsh-
lands or other bottoms, and where scrape, dipnet, crab trap 
(crab pound net) fishing would be pn:xluc11ve and safely 
done. 
While larger catches and landings of soft and peeler 
crabs have been and still are reported in Maryland waters 
than 1n Virgima. whether there are morejuvemle crabi; in 
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Maryland than in Virginia is not known. lt can be conjec· 
lured that given the earlier development of the soft and 
peeler crab fisheries in Maryland, 11 became a traditional 
work ethic. Less interest in the soft and peeler crab fishery 
in Virginia might be ascribed to less acreage of suitable 
peeler crab fishing sites. perhaps to sm:iller numbers of soft 
and peeler crabs, bul also to the Virginia waterman's 
traditional preference for hard crab fishing. Whelher hard 
crabs were and are now equally available to all Bay water-
men in most years cannot be determined from catch or 
landings data. 
Catch is determined by the availability of the fishable 
porlions of the stock and by the efficiency (calchability) of 
each gear type. Differences in the seasonal, geographic, 
and age distributions of the stock in the Bay and its 
tnbutaries require different types of gear and intensities of 
fishing effort. Such differences severely complicate 
statistic:il analysis. 
Further, the collection and compilation of catch and 
landings data on an annual, calendar year, basis compli-
cates an understanding of the variations in catchability, 
because those data arc comprised of at least 1wo and 
perhaps three year classes. Catch and landings data must 
be apponioned to specific year classes when es1imating 
catchabil ity indices. Dunng the normal three· to four.year 
life span, specific size and age groups are available on a 12-
month Biologi1:al Year that is not concurTent with a calendar 
year. 
Analysis of the effec1ivencss of each gear 1ype, useful 
in determining the apportionment of s1ock to each fishery 
and in enactmg legislation and regulations governing them. 
could be approached by designating the three major 
fisheries as single stocks: (I) scrapes, dipnets. peeler pots, 
and crab pound nets (traps) for soft and peeler crabs; (2) 
trotlines and pots for hard crabs; and (3) winter dredges for 
hard crabs. 
For each fishery. one standard t1nit nf effort could be 
calculated. Indices of catchability, the success of fishing of 
any standard unit of effort on a year class of crabs, could 
be related to a base year index, giving a useful picture of 
long-tenn trends in stock biomass. 
Smaller landings of hard crabs in MarJbnd than in 
Virginia ( e;,;cluding the Virginia winter dredge fishery) in 
1920.1924.1925, 1929,and from 1934 through 1941 have 
never been satisfactorily explained. Whenever canvasses 
of effort or listing~ of licenses were made, there were 
usually more trotline, scrape and dipnet crabbers in 
Maryland than in Virginia. which could (should?) have 
resulted in larger landings in Maryland. 
Considering only the years begmning with ! 920, 
conceivably fewer crabs occurred in many or most years in 
Maryland 1han m Virginia, perhaps resulting from variations 
in environmental quality that affect the distribution of the 
stock. Even 1f catchability indices were similar in the two 
states. which c:mnot be determmed in the absence of better 
effort data, larger total landmgs in Virginia could be 
attributed to a longer fishing season. 
Excluding the Virginia wmter dredge fishery, the hard 
crab fishing seasons were of different lengths in the two 
states: apprm:imately 35 weeks, from April through Novem-
ber. in Virginia, and 23 weeks in Maryland. from May to 
early October-longer in Maryland if November was added. 
In both states. legislative action limited crabbing 
seasonally and geographically, and sometimes by gear, size 
of crab or biological condition. i.e., sponge crabs. which 
eliminated any consistency in the length of the fishing 
season. The crabbing season was also limited by the 
seasonal availability of crabs to gear. usually controlled by 
SWTs, salinities, and bottom types. individually or in 
combination. Limit:itionson crabbing from many sources 
ha"'e been extensively reviewed in earlier sections. 
The acknowledged common link between the two 
stales in !heir contributions to the life history of the Bay 
blue crab is the controlling argument for joint legisl:itive 
action to promote and sustain the two states' crab fisheries. 
However, differences between Virginia and Maryland in 
their political and sociological environments. as well as m 
the aquatic and atmospheric environments in the two 
geographic parts ufthe Bay, may strongly, but predictably. 
have different effects on ihe successes of the two state;· 
crab fisheries. 
Biomass estimates of the juvenile and adult portions of 
the crab population probably should be made separately 
from each state ·s landings and/or catch data. Virginia ·s 
d:ita may potentially be more accurate, since the various 
gears are used over the entire year and range across all 
salinities and over almost the entire spectrum of preferred 
crab habiiats. The shorter fishing season, limits on gear 
use. and a narrower range in variety and quality of preferred 
h:ibnats in Maryland predictably results in incomplete 
sampling of the population. 
Soft and peeler crab landings reported in Virginia for 
many years. at least through 1992 before the implementa-
tion of a new canvussing system, may have been accurately 
repor1ed, but unquestionably grossly underreported the 
actual catch. Sales(= landings) probably represented only 
20- 70% or less of the catch (Van Enge!. pers. obs.). A major 
unresolved problem is the considerable difference between 
initial catch, which is not reported, and sales. since- the 
l:iner does not reOect after-catch mortality. Poor water 
quality, e.g .• low DO. abrupt changes in salinity at fishing 
sites and in shedding tanks, careless handling by watt:r-
men. :ind blue crab diseases such as Paramoeba 
pemiciosa, all conuibu1e to stress on the cmbs, and arc 
factors affecting mortality rates. 
While deaths of juveniles in the wild probably result 
from similar factors. as well as cannibalism and predation. 
and are known to reach JOO% in catastrophic events. 
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normal rates in the wild are largely unknown. A5 ll1ng as 
soft/peeler da!.i remain umdlective of :ictu:il catch. they 
should not be used in popul:11100 size estimate~. nor can 
they provide an early forecast of the ~1Kc·ess of the hard 
crab fisheries. 
The suggested cause of lhe plummeting bay catch 
between 1907 and 1912 is Luge landings by the soft/peeler 
fishery priorto 1912--over 9.5 M pounds in 1908 ( o,·er 38 
M crabs), plus the untabulated but reported capture of 
small crabs for soups and stews when no mi mm um size 
limits existed in either state. In contrast, m1n1mum size laws 
cn:icted in 1912, ! 915, and 1916 may ha\ e been responsible 
for peak landings in those and later ye:irs. Examples are 
drafted to consider what the Virginia soft/peeler catch might 
have been. :issuming underreporting and after-catch 
mortality. In lieu of other estimates. 70'k will be used for 
maximum underreporting. and 50<k for after-catch monality. 
with lower rates of 50% and 30%. respectively. for :i second 
estimate. More accurate reports might result from the new 
c:invassing system initiated 1n Virginia in 1993. 
Virginia mean landings of soft/peelers for the three 
years from 1990-92 was0.93 M pounds. e~timated to be 
comprised of 3.7 M crabs (four crabs,'lbl. about 2.4% of the 
mean 39.3 M pounds for combined hard. soft/peeler crab 
landings. That such a small percentage of the stock of 
crabs available was harvested as soft :ind peeier crabs in 
recent years gives credence to the belief that some of the 
soft/peeler crab catch was unreponed. 
lf sales were underreported by 709c, the actual peeler 
sales would have been 3.1 M pounds (12.4 M crabs), 3.33 
times that reported. Catch needed to produce 3.1 M 
pounds. adjusted for a 50% after-catch mortality. would 
h:ive been .ibout 6.2 M pounds (24.B M crabsJ. If the 
smaller rates are used, tot:il sales would have been 1.86 M 
pounds (7.44 M crabs), 2.0 times that reported, with an 
estimated initial catch of:2.66 ~I pounds (10.64 M crabs). 
Currently. given assumed catch and after-c::itch mortality 
rates, a substantially larger soft/peeler fishery is unknow-
ingly being supported, 
Considerable financial gain would have been recog~ 
mzed in the current soft/peeler fisheries with more :iccurate 
reporting. The Virginia soft/peeler crnb value per pound 
has been five times or more than the vahic of hard crabs for 
over 20 years; in 1992 it was$2.69, compared with S0.39 for 
hard crabs. Assuming th:it those returns ex1;1ed for the 
entire three years, the soft/peeler foheries would have 
returned $2.5 Mand the hard crab fishenes 515 '.\L With 
70% underreporting, and omitting afler-caich mort:i!ity 
estimates that would not be counted m sale,. \'ir~ima ·s 
three-year mean soft/peeler landings of 3.; :O.l pounds ( 12 4 
M crabs) would have been 11,orth about SS.3 :O.l al 199:::' 
value, 3.33 times the reponed value. Assuming 50'7", 
underreporting. landings of l .86 M pounds I I .+-I \1 cr:ibs l, 
would ha1·e been worthS5.0 M. a 2Q0<7c 1ncre:ise. 
Strict laws limitmg the catch o( juvenile crabs may be 
sound management if1he intent 1s to permit more of them to 
attain maturity and maximum weight and recruit to the hard 
crab fishery, Limiting the catc!l would a!so be a sound 
management practice in forcing watennen to recognize and 
preven1 the large losses of peelers occurring after capture. 
Losses could be substantially reduced by more carefully 
selecting only late stage peelers, e.g., pink or red sign 
crabs. The claws of''white sign" and "hairline" cr.ibs are 
usually broken ("nicked") to prevent the crabs from 
mutilating other crabs in the shedding tanks, and broken 
claws and mutilations often lead to high mortality rates. 
Alternatively, protection of all juveniles would deny 
watennen a substantial tinancia! return that can be derived 
from the soft/peeler fishery. From 1887-1901, 72-81 % oft he 
combined Virginia and Maryland watennen·s income from 
crabbing was derived from the soft/peeler catch that made 
up 33-52~ofaU crabs la oded. In Virginia,48-56% of 
mcomecame from 15-21%oflandings. Later, from 1925 to 
1940, 30-35% of the bi-state crabbers· income came from 
soh and peeler crabs that comprised approximately 10% of 
all crab landings; Virginia's 16-34% of income came from 5-
9% of landings. 
Three opposing management strategies may be 
considered: ( 1) to expand the sof1\peeler fisheries; (2) to 
eliminate the soft/peeler fisheries, pennitting all crabs to 
mature and thus e.>;pand the hard crab fisheries; and (3) to 
allocate portions to both soft/peeler and hard crab fisheries. 
Allocation must ensure that the talents of the watermen, 
their expenise with specific gear, and knowledge of fishing 
steeS are not lost or diluted. It must also permit profitable 
exploitation of both juvenile and adult portions of the 
stock. and most importantly, save an adult breeding stock 
of such magnitude that it presumably could sustain the Bay 
p:;,pulation of blue crabs indefinitely. 
Assuming a 25% expansion of the soft/peeler landings, 
and accepting the concepts of maximum and minimum 
adjustments described above, the soft/peeler catch would 
ha\'e to have been 7.75 M pounds to support sales of 3.67 
~1 pounds, valued at $10.4 \1, a 316% increase. With 
smaller adJustments, a 2.3 M lb catch would be needed to 
support sales valued at $6.2 M, a 248% increase. With a 
SO'J> increase in the fisheries, soft/peeler landings would be 
9.3 M pounds valued at $12.4 M, a 396% increase, and 2.8 
M pounds valued at $7.5 M, a 200 'k increase. 
Economic gains to expansion of the soft/peeler 
fisheries would result in losses to the hard crab fisheries. 
FoJlo,,.. mg a 25% increase in harvesting of soft/peeler crabs 
and the natural mortality loss that would ha\•e occurred in 
growth from the Juvenile to the adult stage, hard crab 
landings would fall from 38.4 M pounds ($15 Mat 1992 
\ a!ue) 10345 M pounds, valued at $13.5 M. a JO'} loss. 
l'sing minimum adjustments. landings would be 36.8 M 
pounds. ·,aJued at S14.3 M, a 4. 7% loss. 
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With a 50% increase in the soft/peeler fisheries, h;ird 
crab landings would be 33.8 M pounds. valued 3t $13.2 M, 
a 12% loss, and 36.4 M pounds, valued at $14.2 M. a 5.3% 
loss. 
The accrual to the hard crab fisheries if soft/peeler 
fisheries were elimin;ited is the original mean weight of 
landings plus the adjustments for underreporting and after-
catch mortality of juvenile crabs, but minus an estim:1ted 
mor1a!ity of50% durmg growth to the adult stage. Using 
numbers cited e:i.rlier for maximum adjustments, ha.rd crab 
landings would be increased from 38.4 M pounds by 4.1 M 
pounds (12.4 M crabs, at three crabs per pound) to 42.5 M 
pounds worth $16.6 M, an increase in value of 10.7%. With 
minimum adjustments, 38.4 M pounds would be increased 
by 1.8 M pounds, 5.32 M crabs, and would be worth $15.7 
M, an addition of only $0.7 M, about4 7%. 
It should be made clear 1hat estimates of 
underreporting and after-catch mortality do not alter the 
actual weight and numbers that were caught and landed. 
Only with accurate reports of catch and effort will fisheries 
managers be able to realistically assess the possible effects 
of new regulations on stock abundance and the amounts of 
catch to apportion to the two growth stages. juveniles and 
adults, to attain maximum catch and equitable income to the 
two fisheries. and to assure protection for a breeding 
populatirin of adults. The latter is the mosl difficult task. 
Laws and regulations cannot and should not be promul-
gated until complete canvassing has been achieved to 
estima!e the approximate size of the s!ock. 
Juvenile and adult blue crabs were found in the upper 
Chesapeake Bay, the Elk River, the Canal, and the upper 
Delaware Bay during surveys from June through September 
of 1971 and 1972, several decades after considerable 
modification of the Canal in 1938 and after 1958 (Miller et 
al., 1975). It is possible that similar crab sizes could have 
been found at those sites from ! 927 through 1930 and the 
following 10 years. 
Although no estimate of suspended sediment dis-
charge from all sources from March through May 1929 has 
been made, it might have been similar to that deposited in 
later storms. Mean annual deposits of sediment from 
suspended clays and silts in the upper 25-30 km of the Bay 
in normal years is about 0.7 cm, which is reworked and 
redistributed by tidal currents and wind waves the rest of 
the year (Schubel and Hirschberg, 1978). 
Tropical Storm Agnes released massive amounts of 
rainfall over the Chesapeake Bay drainage basin from June 
19-23, 1972, entering the Bay on June 21 She caused 
extensive damage to the Bay's stocks and fishenes, 
especially the oyster industry. Wind forces were relatively 
low.ranging from 32 to49 mph. Peak river discharges from 
Agnes were estimated to occur (on average) only once in 
over 100 years. (Chesapeake Bay Research Council, 1973). 
Lethal effecis of the storm on blue crab stocks could 
not be estimated and were believed to be limited, but a 
massive displacement of crabs occurred, five to 15 miles 
downstream from Che usual fishing grounds, and to deeper 
waters, which resulted in small catches immediately af1er 
the siorm. Catch did not return to normal until the end of 
August (Van Engel. 1973). While deposits in the Upper 
Bay from all sources caused by Tropical Storm Agnes in 
June 1972 ranged from I0-30cm (mean 15 cm). larger 
deposits in the Upper Bay resulted from the runoff in 
March 1936 from two small storms plus melting of deep 
snow and ice cover were estimated as 30 cm, twice as large 
as those from Agnes (Schubel and Hirschberg, 1978). 
Parasitism of male and female juvenile blue crabs by 
the sacculimd barnacle Loxothylacus texanus, frequently 
reported from the Gulf ofMe;,;ico, effectively interrupts 
growth and development toward their sexually mature stage 
(Reinhard, 1950;Chamiaux-Cotton, 1960: Overstreet, 1978, 
1983; Perry et al., 1984). In a summary of the occurrence of 
the sacculinid on blue crabs in the Gulf of Mexico, Perry et 
al. ( 1984) reported peak abundance in months of high 
temperatures, at high salinities in inshore waters, an 
intolerance of low salinities, and increasing percentages of 
parasitized crabs in coas1a! waters throughou! the Gulf in 
the last two decades. Prevalence may range from less than 
I to over 50 %. 
Overstreet ( 1978) thought that small ( dwarf, button-
sized) crabs that appear seasonally in Mississippi Sound 
may have been infested with sacculinids, and noted that 
the subject needed further attention. Although L texanus 
has not been found in Chesapeake Bay blue crabs, the 
accidental introduction of infested crabs could produce a 
sub-popula11on of small-size male and female crabs 1hat may 
be incapable of further growth and reproduction. Adult 
female blue crabs ranging from 50-90 mm LCW have been 
found in Chesapeake Bay in the last 50 years and none has 
had an external sacculind sac, but no attempt has been 
made to detern1ine whether any had an internal infestation 
(pers. observ.). Cold winter temperature and/or low salinity 
may inhibit or prevent the sacculinid from being established 
1n the Chesapeake Bay. 
The parasite invades the male androgenic gland (which 
are not lhe gonads), inactivates its hormones and feminizes 
the male, ahering the shape and structure of the abdomen 
and the plcopods, but does not destroy the gonads. 
Infestation of juvenile female~. which have no androgenic 
gl.'.!nd, also results in cessarion of growth, modifying the 
shape of the abdomen to approach that of the adult, 
atrophying. the inner ramus of the pkopods and suppress-
ing yolk deposition (Chamiaux-Cotton, 1960)_ Molting of 
blue crabs with ex.ierna was reported but thought atypical 
by Overstreet ( 1978). 
Bay environmental conditions have not prevented 
another saccu!mld, Loxothylucus pa11opaci, from becoming 
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established in the Chesapeal-e Ba::,, lnfes1a1inn of a xanthid 
(mud) crab. t:11rypanope11s d,:pre:ss11s. was first found m 
November 1964 m the York Ri,er (Van Engel er al.. 1966). 
and subsequemly in 1965 in£. depn'SJ/1.> and Jnother 
)(.'.lnthid Rhithropa,wpew lw.rrissi. mail the Virginia rivers 
on the western shore of the Bay, e:-.:cept !hose north of the 
Rappahannock River. and in 1966 rn all Virginia tnbuunes 
on the eastern shore of the Bay. but none on the ocean side 
of the Eastern Shore (Daugherty, S. J_ 1969). None was 
found at salinities< 6 ppt). Rarely was a crab found v.,ith a 
scar on the abdomen, suggesuv·e of the loss of .in ex1ema. 
One scarred fem.ile £. depressus molted four months after 
collection, did not increase in size and 1he endopod parts of 
all four pleopods were reduced_ Two and one-half months 
after the extema of a male was cut off. the crab molted and 
grew from 11.6to 12.5 mm LCW, had one normal male 
pleopod on the first abdominal segment, two female 
pleopods on the second segment and one female pleopod 
on the fifth segment. Daugherty concluded th.at the 
degeneration or modification of the pkopods "'ould have 
prevented the male from successful copulation and the 
female from retaining ex.truded eggs. 
Relationships between environmental factors and their 
effects on blue crab lrfe history stages have been postu-
lated: (l) whether very warm waters in the spring, May for 
example, would be favorable for the prep:na1ion of the 
female reproductive system for maturation .ind e;,.:trusion of 
eggs; (2) whether very warm waters in May would spur 
early feeding and rapid growth rates ofjuwniles of the 
latest (youngest) year class; (3) Y..hether cenain phases in 
1he water supply cycle of the Bay. such as low summer/fall 
and high spring discharges are favorahle for the hatch and 
survival of zoeae and the development of megalopae and 
juveniles; and (4) whether low water temp,::rature and heavy 
rainfall in the spring de!ay the crab fisheries. 
A variety of environmental factors must nist that 
influence biological conditions that establish ye:u class 
strength, growth and development. and physical factors. 
such as suitability of habitats and the availability of the 
stock to fishing gear that determine fishing success_ 
E;,;treme variations in those factors arc more likely associ, 
ated with extremes in yearclass strength and fishing 
success. On!y when accurate catch and landing,; data are 
available for times prr.ceding and succeeding the occur-
rence of any of those cvenb can the degree of a,sociatinn 
be determined. 
The disparity between about half of the independent 
surveys of catch and federal (and stale) can\a~ses of 
landings has not been explained and need~ 1nren<,1\·e study. 
Parent-progeny Relationships 
Two studies in which estimates of ~pa,~ ning ,1cx-k and 
their progeny in Chesapeake Bay \;.·ere compared. reported 
that at the levels of abundance prevailing at th:it 11me the 
magnitude of the parent stock was not a significant factor 
in establishing progeny abundance. 
Hopkins ( [946) reported no rnrrespondence between 
the average daily catch of Virginia patent-dip trotlines 
during the spawning season (June-August) and the 
average daily catches of Virginia dredge boats the second 
winter following, for the 12 years beginning with the 
summer of 1934 and concluding with the winter (December -
March) of 1945-46. Landings by the two hard crab fishing 
gears were compared graphically, not statistically. 
Pearson ( 1948) reponed lhilt little of the vari.ilion in 
progeny abundance was accounted for by parent stock 
levels (r= 0.134),oomparing the Virginia winter dredge 
fishery landings one year with the dredge landings two 
years later. for the 15 winters of 1931-32 through 1945A6. 
To make the comparisons. the relative index of fishing 
success by dredges in 1931-32 was assumed to be an index 
of female spawners in the summer of 1932, and the index for 
the winter of 1933.34 was assumed to be a measure of their 
progeny. 
In a study similar to that of Pearson's in that it was 
based on winter dredge fishery dat:1, Applegate ( I 983) 
made use of the Leslie and Davis (1939) method of analysis 
10 obtain spawner/recruit abundance estimates over the 50 
year period 1932-81. Appleg;ite reported tha!40 to 44 % of 
the vari,uion in recruitment. relatively large values, could be 
attributed to parental stock size. The results were obtaining 
by applying two stock-recruitment models, R = Se's,.svs"'(ri 
=0.40)(Ricker.1954),R=aPe·"P{r =0 44l)(Ricker, 1958,pp. 
282-283). 
The Les he-Davis estimate of standing crop at the 
beginning of the fishery, December I. was used as the 
measure of abundance of progeny that survived from 
spawning one and one-hn!f years earlier. The difference 
bet\.loeen the standing crop and the cumulative winter 
dredge c:uch over the next four months was an estimate of 
the survivors at the end of rhe dredge fishery. March 31, 
and assumed to be the spawnmg stock size in the ap-
proaching summer. 
The methods used by Applegate required assumptions 
of negligible rates of recruitment. natural mortality, immigra-
tion and emigration during the fishing season. Significant 
ra1es would result in errors in calculating initial stock size 
and Cl! m11!ative catch. and hence estim;itmg the spawning 
stock size. 1'ione of the assumptions appears to have been 
-..·iol.ited. 
The analysis contains 1wo !laws that provide uncer-
tainty as to the accuracy of Applegate·s results. In the 
least squares regression analysis of the daily vessel 
landings, Applegate did not consider inconstant 
catchability as a serious factor in most years. Actually, 
dredges are never equally distributed over the crab 
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population and local reductions in stock are produced. One 
or more times during the 4-month fishery, effort is directed 
to new sites, usually following a severe cold wave and a 
decrease in bottom water temperature, which watermen 
believe induces crabs to fonn new aggregations. Because 
shifts to new sites are likely to be abrupt. occurring over a 
period ofa few days or a week, with concomitant increases 
in the daily catch, they can be easily identified. Separate 
linear regressions can be calculated for each period that 
was initiated with an obvious increase in catch per unit of 
effort (CPUE). The estimate of the sample cumulative catch 
(Kt) can be obtained from the intercept on the X-axis of the 
last regression line. 
Also, since dredging sites can be considered !he 
equivalent of geographical subdivisions of the stock, each 
with its own stock density, combining estimates of the 
sample cumula1ive catch for each area could give an 
estimate of the toial Bay catch. The effect of ignoring or 
not recognizing shifts in catch produces too large :in 
estimate of cumulative catch and too small an estimate of 
catchability. 
Because Apple gate's records were obtained from only 
a portion of the vessels dredging any day or season, the 
sample's cumulative catch was adjusted by him to approxi-
mate the catch of the entire fleet of vessels by multiplying 
by the ratio of total licenses to the number of vessels 
sampled. However, Applegate incorrectly applied licenses 
issue.d by the Virginia Marine Resources Commission 
(VMRC) for fiscal ye.irs endmg June to the dredge season 
which began the following December l. Since he offset 
licenses one year, his rntios of licenses/lressels-sampled are 
incorrect, and when used in adjusting the sample cumula-
tive catch produce overestimates or underestimates of the 
total cumulative catch. 
Applegate acknowledged that the estimate of the 
fishery's total catch "sometimes" exceeded the total winter 
fishery landings. and ascribed that to the unavoidable 
incomplete sample of the catch_ The error from chat source 
is negligible compared with the overestimate produced by 
ignonng inconstant catchability. Actually, 69% of the 
estimate of tmal cumulative catch reported by Applegate 
exceeded tmal winter landings reported by Van Engel and 
Hanis ( 1983) over 49 years, 1931 through 1980. 
Uncil the dredge fishery data can be re-examined. 
confidence must be withh,+! from Applcgatc's estimates 
that 40-44 % of the variation in recruitment could be 
attributed to parental stock size. 
Management of the Chesapeake Bay blue crab 
fisheries should be concerned with six main objective~· ( l) 
optimum utilization of the resource leading to near maximum 
production; (2) a reasonable economic return based on an 
adequate catch per unit of effort; (3) orderly fishing, in 
which conCTicts between units and type; of gear are 
reduced; (.t) recognizing, establishing, and preserving 
critical habitats; and (5) the abatement and control of 
pollution. 
These objectives cannot be obtained without (6) 
accurate reports of c:itch :ind landings of hard crabs and 
soft/peeler crabs, the locations of the c:itch. counts of units 
of fishing effon for each type of gear, and estimates of the 
economic return. Achie,·ement of optimum utilization of the 
resource, a reasonable economic return to individual 
fishermen. and orderly fishing, mny require limited entry; 
however, quotas on catch and seasonal limitations may be 
added but not substituted for it. 
Year Class 
The identity of each year class is established when egg 
extrusion and hatching of the eggs occurs. and its identity 
continues through the subsequent development ro zoeae, 
megalopae, juveniles. and adults. Recognition of co.ch 
stage and the year class to which it belongs can b¢ 
determined by timely field collections and/or the examina-
tion of independent or commercial catch (Fig. 3). 
Environmental variables may affect any physiological 
or physical state of :i cr:ib, at any time in its life history, 
such as maturation of the reproductive organs, growth. 
distribution. maturity, reproduction. longevity, and mortality 
and also affect the availability and catchability of blue 
crabs to fishing gc:ir. Occasionally some nriables. such as 
salinity or its counterpart river discharge, or the abundance 
and distribution of eelgrass, or atmospheric events influ-
encing the continental shelf currents and the transport of 
megalopac: to the Bay, may be the most important one(s) 
detennining the success of a year class. Awareness of 
those variables and their affects may aid in identifying 
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possible causes of variations in d1striblllion :ind abundance 
of the stock that cannot and should not be explair.ed as the 
result of laws and regulations on the qu;:intity and quality 
of the catch. 
Annual returns of Bay catch :ind l::indings have been 
used in the data analyses presented so far to the Technical 
Committee and the Bay Commissi,)n. Those analyses have 
denied the ability to review whether the sc:i.sonal :ibun-
dance in any year or years could have been affected by 
environmental conditions. Two strong year classes were 
produced in the Bay-wide drought ye Ms of 1930 and 1995, 
which resulted to significantly large landings in l 981 and 
pan of 1982, and in 1996 and part of 1997, that cannot be 
:ittributed to a change in censusing procedures or laws or 
regulations. The decrease in eelgrass apparent in 1972 has 
been ascribed as the factor leading to the decline in crab 
abundance. 
Other notable drought years ha,·e occurred: 1930, 1941, 
1965, 1969, 1995. and possibly 3 se~·ere one in J 997. 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Landings, Catch, Gear, Legislation, and 
Environmental Data 
I. Early development or the fisheries, 1880·1916 
Federal censuses were infrequent; only some of them 
included gear and b.ndings by ge;ir. Bay annual landings 
rose erratically and reached a peak in 1915, which was not 
to be duplicated until 1929. However, mean weekly catch 
by winter dredges and the annual (spring through fall) 
trotline fishery, reponed by independent inves1igators. 
decreased gradually from 1907-08 through 1916-17. The 
annual trotline catch estimates for 1915 and 1916, derived 
from Virginia watermen's catch, were the smallest of the IO 
years beginning in 1907, which raises the question of 
accuracy of landings d.:Jta. 
Until 1912, immnlure cr:i.bs were probably overhar-
vested to essentially supply the soft crab industry, but also 
for sale to crabmeat picking houses and lO make soups. 
This would have reduced J substantial portion of the stock 
that otherwise would have recruited to the hard crab 
fisheries. Virginia enacted a minimum width law of3.5 
inches on hard crabs other than peelers in 1912, when none 
previously existed. 
In a special federal survey in 1915, the 1912 Jandings 
were estimated as larger than those of either of the census 
ye~ 1908 or 1915, although no firm numbers for 1912 were 
reported. It is possible that the minimum size law, if 
honored by the industry, would have resulted in a marked 
increase in the supply of large hard crabs in 1912. 
Commissioners and legislators must have been more 
convinced of the repons by watermen than by the federal 
c:invass that the catch of crabs had been declining for 
several years. Early in 1916, the states set a closed season 
on sponge crabs: July and August in Virginia, and year-
round in Maryland. The states also set a minimum width of 
five inches on hard crabs. which may have caused a 
reduction in the c:itch lhat year, though the new size 
minimum was limited in Mary!Jnd to Somerset County. 
Infrequent federal censuses for landings and ge:rr uSJge, 
:ind the states' piecemeal licensing of specific ge:ir prevent 
3ny n~liable analysis of the relationship between fishing 
effort and Lmdmgs or c:itch. 
Licensing and a fee to use scr:ipcs in Virginia was first 
required in 1898, followed in 1900 by a general license for 
nets or other like devices. Specific licenses for other gears 
were not required until 1910. In Maryland. peeler crab 
scrapes may have been first licensed in 1902-it not clear 
whether one may have been required earlier-and no other 
licenses were required until 1916 when a general license for 
any ge:u was est:iblished. 
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. Principlll gears used in the 36 years were scrapes and 
d1pnets for soft and peeler cr:ibs, and ordin:iry trotlines for 
hard crabs in both states, and the Virginia winter dredge for 
hard crabs. 
Envirorunem.al conditions. whether favorable or 
adverse, were seldom reponed; only a few can be used to 
explain their possible or probable effects on stock abun-
dance or catch. Record or ne:ir record low air and SWTs 
we~ reported in five winters through 1907, during a 27-year 
penod when only occ:isional landings surveys were made 
and in which catch d::ita were collected only in the last year. 
A small carch in 1902 was credited to monal!ties caused by 
the severe cold winter of 1901-02. The lowestSWTs in 
May of any year was 56.4°F at Windmill Pr. in J 907. 
The winter storm of January 5 to February 16, 1912. 
was reported as one of the most severe on record in 
duration and intensity, causing large quantities of ice to 
form in the Bay and tributaries. Following the s1orm, the 
1912 annual trotline catch increased over that of 1911, and 
was the largest since 1908. The sequence of a severe 
winier storm in 1912 and an increase in the trotline catch 
suggests that a winter storm may selectively destroy the 
larger and older crabs, which represent only one of the two 
year classes co-existing. 
Ten water cycles favor:ible for the development of 
successful year classes occurred from 1893-94 through 
1913-14. Five of them occurred between 1906-07 and 1913-
14, when catch indices were relatively high. 
The combination of excessive rainfall and low SWTs in 
April has been suggested as causing the del:iy in the 
opening of a fishery. According to many Wiltennen, 
opening of the spring peeler fisheries occurs during the full 
moon after the third week in April at about the time when 
swr reaches 60"F (roughly l6°C), which varies from late 
April to early May. 
May mean air temperature, assumed to be close to 
SWT at that time of the year, was never below 60"F in 
Virginia in the 36 years, and only in 1907 in Maryland. May 
mean swr at Windmill Point was below 60"F 12 times 
between 1882 and 1916, but in May 1912 was the third 
wannest to that date. Excessive r:iinfall, i.e.,> 2.00 inches, 
exceeded the May means (3.71 in and 3.50 in) only twice in 
Virginia and once in Maryland, but not during the years 
when Maryland's air temperatures were< 60°F; ii occurred 
only once in Virginia when the SvY'T was< 60"F. 
II. Period of minimum size and partial sponge 
crab protection laws, and unfavorable 
environmental conditions, 1916-26 
Federal surveys that included units of gear and 
landings by gear were made in 1920and 1925,andasurvey 
of only landings was made in 1924. Landings in 1920were 
as low as those reponed for 1901, and increased only 
slightly in 192-4 and 1925. Catch data are available for every 
year through J 926. Scrape/dipnet, trotline. and dredge 
catches were irregular in the I I-year period, often differing 
between gears. peaking for all gears in 1922-23 and falling 
to a new low in 1925-26. Calendar year trolline catches aJC 
inaccurate measures of yearcl;iss catch ability because 
spring/summer and fall daca represent two year classes, and 
95% of fall/winter constituents arc from one year class. As 
well. data from the fisheries of the two states should not be 
combined, since the states have different lengths of 
seasons and bottom habitats. and the waters are of 
different temperatures and salinities. Fall trotline and fall/ 
spring trotline catch indices were the most reliable mea-
sures. 
In 1917, Maryland's 5-inch width cull law on hard crabs 
was extended from Somerset County to rhe enure state, and 
a soft and peeler crab size limit of three inches was enacted. 
Virginia imposed a 3-inch minimum size limit on soft crabs in 
1922. Sponge crab protection during July and August in 
Virginia was amended in early 1922 to begin June 15, 1hen 
ordered in March 1926 to cover all waters of the state for 
the entire year. Immediate posi1i ve effects of the minimum 
size rules on hard crabs and protection of sponge crabs 
imposed in 1916and 1917 could no! be determined from 
landings since no surveys were made until 1920, but those 
changes may have been the bases for later year class 
successes between 1919-20 and 1923-24. An exponential 
increase in trotline licenses in Virginia in 1916 and 1917 
reflected only a reinterpretation of who was required to 
obtain a license, not an increase in fishing effort. The 
patent dip !ratline was introduced in Virginia before 1920, 
but gear numbers were not reported until 192 J, and catch 
was never separated from 1hat of the ordinary trotline. 
After 1920 the intensity of fishing remained high in both 
states. 
May 1918 was the warmest in Virginia and Maryland 
between 1891 and !940, which should have encouraged 
early summer growth and production of many large crabs 
beginning in midseason; however, no landings or catch 
data can support the probability. Unfavorable abiolic 
environmental conditions that could have resulted in either 
high mortality of crabs or a delay in movemem, feeding, and 
growlh of crabs, or both, seldom occurred in the l I years~ 
exceptions were freezing SWTs from November through 
February, 1917-18 and May in 1917, 1920, J()~-1 and 1925. 
The so-called "severe" winter of January-February 1922 
was not evident from air or SWT data, and was followed by 
large summer and winter catches not seen since the firs! 
decade of the century. While winter stonns briefly curtailed 
fohing effort and caused mortality more evident among 
adult female crabs than males, there is no evidence in the 
first 46 yean of the fisheries that they had any lasting 
effect on the stock. 
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The combinatmn of low ,ummer/h1gh spring dis-
charges seldom happened concunently in all three rivers in 
the water cycles between 1915· 16 anJ 1925-26. Years when 
sum: ier flow was low and spring f1t•1, "'a, high or low in 
the majority of the rivers Wl':re 1916- J 7 ch rough l 9 l 9-20, 
1921-22 through 1923-2.-4. :md 1925<!6. all 0f 1.1.h1<2h were 
followed by modest catches. exccpt for 1925-26. Catch by 
all gear was highest from early 1922 through the ~inter of 
192"-23. 
Discharge combinations leas! f..norable for the 
development of ,uccessful year classes, 1.1. 11h high !lows in 
summer and low flows in spnng, occurred 1n 1920-21 and 
1924-25, and were followed by low caiches. Atr and SWTs 
in May were lower than the mean in seven or .::1ght of the IO 
years from 19 l 6 through 1925, suggesting that spring 
environmental conditions would not h:1"e encouraged early 
ovarian development or early feedmg and growth of 
juveniles. 
III. Total ban on sponge crab capture and 
possession, 1926-32 
Yearly and fa!] trotline catch data were reported during 
the entire period. but federal gear and fandings surveys 
were not resumed after 1925 until I 929. Mean yearly and 
fall trotline catches improved markedly in I 92S. trot line 
catch peaked in 1930-3 l and dredge catch peaked in I 931-
32. Unprecedented large landings were reported from 1929 
through l 93~. peaking in 1930. The sighting of small crabs 
in the Upper Bay in 1926 and later years ah.:r a JO-year 
absence, and reports of sufficient hard crJhs to again 
support an upbay fishery, suggests !hat bimic and abiotic 
conditions favorable to the hatching. growth. and survival 
of crabs had occurred in 1926 and for 1he ne:,:,1 fi>e years. 
The March 1926 prohibition of the capture and 
possession of sponge crabs from all \'irginia waters for the 
entire year could have protected a larger breeding stock, 
possibly leadmg 10 the production of a h.rge number of 
eggs and zoeae in 1926. However, not until t!1e spring and 
summer of 1927 could the effects on stock abundance have 
been realized by the scrape/dipne! foherie'i, fr-r which. 
unfortunately, no catch or landings data are known. Also. 
the yearly and fall 1927 trotline ca!<:he5 \~ere smJI!, a 
continuation of the decline begun in 1925. providing no 
evidence for any increase in stock abundance from the 1926 
hatch. Increases in the minimum size,,:·, ,ft crabs :o 3 5 
inches in Virginia in 1926 and in Mar:, land in 1927 appar-
ently had no effect on the 1927·28 yearly and fall hard crab 
trotline catches: either or both comphance J.1d enforcement 
were weak or powerless, or the year cl:10.~es \\ere !00 small 
to show obvious increases in number,. 
A prec1p11ous decline in V,rfi nia ,_,rd,nary 1mt!1nc, 
2eneral "crabbers." and scrape I 1ccn,c:<, hc},'.an 1n l 92S for 
~o obvious reason, and dropped lower 1n l 9J'.! when 
watonmen presumably sw11ched to J,pnct5 during the 
depression years of J9 31 and 193?.. Si mil arl y. Maryl.ind 
.. ,r.ibbers" licenses plumme!cd in !9'.'.6 f11l1n the h1rh 
numbers of 1921 through 1925. alm,1sc to the 19'.'.0 level 
They remained !ow unc,l 1930 when 1hey renirn.-d to pre· 
! 9:!6 numbers. Maryland trotl1ne ,ind snapc I ir.:cnse, 
decre.iscd in 1931 and 1932, and d1pne1 J,cemc,douhlcd in 
1932. presumably in response to the depr~'>\HlO. 
Liccmes for specific gear, 111<.:lud ing 1ro1 l111es. were 1101 
required in Maryland until 1931, ahhou,!!h sr.:rape~ had ~en 
licensed 1here .it lea~t ~ince l'J02. Ellplan,1ti<ms for 1he !926 
through 1928 decline in Bay hcen5es arc ~pcculative, 
perhaps the response to small fish111g success frnm 19'.'.4 
thn1u¥,h 1917. The ~ucceedrng big increase m fohin)!; 
succe~s. in re1x1ncd landings ;md catch. ticcurred at a time 
when there were rdativc!y small nt1111be1", ~)f licc1hee~ 
A few cllplana1ions arc offered for the mconsis1ency: 
f I) if fewer but more efficient twtl in<-· and ,crape fishermen/ 
watermen survi vcd the earlier poor 11,hang seasons, they 
could have cfft-cted the !Jrger c:u~-h per man. (2) larger 
landmgs could not have been made as reported if !he basi~ 
of effort was the number of Jicen~ees. thercfotc there must 
have been numerous unh<.:cnsed w.iiermen engaged in 
fishing·, (3 J errurs were made 111 esuma1ing landings, 
probably by assuming that ,urveys incompletely can-
vassed the entire force of watem1en. thereby includin_g 
unreasonably inflated non-e:os1cnt effun 
Waler quality .;onditions from lhe summer nf l 'J:1.i 
through 1he sprrng of l 9JO wne nut considered favorable 
for the develupmcnl of any stnmi; ye;tr cla~ses· di~clurge, 
from the Susquehanna ~nd Potomac rivers were high m 
summers and springs uf 19'.'.6-27 through 1928·'.'.9, wh1le the 
James River low summer/low spring d1sd1ar fC of I 926<!7 
would han: been favorable for zueac. but not for JUver11les 
The marked 111crease in the Maryland 1928 yearly lw1l1ne 
cat~h (denved from the 1926 ;rnd J 97..7 )'C'Jf cl.i~~e~) and 
1928 fall trotlrne catch (deri>ed fnim lhe 1927 year cbs:,), 
and contrnucd rncrea,,,., inc.itch in ! 929. ~uggcsts that 
factors 01her than nver d1sl'hargc~ were mneasing the 
M,cl1hood uf su,·ce~s 0f the 1926 1hr,iug:h 1928 year classes. 
W:.itcr q1Jali1y conditions did not begrn to improve until 
1929 . .,_nd were excellent to gc,od 1hrough ! 932-33. during 
which trollrne catches 11.ere modcrnle and dredge catches 
were large. A severe 1.1.1nter stu,m in Nuvemhcr 1929 . 
apparently d1d n1,c a(hersely affr:ct the subsequent trothne 
cJ1l·h. indicated by the im.:reasmg values of the lrothne 
catch indices of J929,30and 1930-31-
Thc combrnation nf cvr~~n.·e rJ rnfall Jnd low SWTs in 
April 19:IJ was bdre,cd co have retarded gtov.th ofn~hs in 
TJngier Sound early :~,Jt year, and ddayed vpemng ot the 
ll\heneo, hut there i, r10 evidence that the subsequent 
caich was affected. Con,cructiun and operation of the 
Susquch:rnn:i River dams and etmvrr~ion of lhc Chesa-
peake Jnd Dcl:iv.arc ,.,nal probably did ~o( a.Iter flow 
volume~. ~alimty regimes, or sechmcnt d ,sch arges suffi-
cil'ntly l(> affect t>Jue crab habitats. Acreage of celgras~ 
plummeted m 19.11-3'.!- Effects of the lms of cover, a 
nucdent \nurce. and reduced scab1Ji1y of the substra1e 
wuuld not be fell until 1932 and later. 
JV. Sho.-t, opl'n wasons on sponge c.-abs. 
1932-41 
Fi~him: effort was drastically reduced following the 
Augu~; J<J}3 s1orm. which destroyed lxiats, docks, and 
pnK;c,;1ng plant,, and only slowly recovered.m l;ue~ years. 
Trot line ;ind ,cr:ipc uSt; started to expand m Yirg1ma 111 
19 :1(1, t,ut numh<"rs of most gear again began to decrease in 
1939. Although licensing for specific gears in Maryland 
was rcqutred m 193 I . numbers varied little from year to year 
until marked Iv declining in 1941, although dipnet usage 
declined steadily after 1935. Small numbe~ufwire-mesh 
nab pols wc1e introduced in Virginia and Maryland in 1938, 
undoubtedly replacing other gear. 
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Landings remained large in 1932 and 1933 and plum-
mctc-d in L 934. possibly from !he loss of eelgrass, the earlier 
changes m fohing gears, and the loss of boats, docking 
facilities, and proce~sors in the 1933 storm. They slowly 
t:l1mb.-d co a peak in 1939 and then plummeted to a low in 
!94 J All tro1!1ne and wimer dredge catches were nearly 
parallel to landings, modera1e!y large in 1932-33, erratic in 
sub~equen1 years through 1940-41. peaking in 19 35-36 and 
J 9.19.40, ;m<l fa!hng to a new clltreme !ow m 1941-42. 
Scrapddipncl catch was erratic from 1935-36 through 
1941 !942. The l926year.roundbanonspongecrabsinaJJ 
Virginia waters was amended in 1932 to permit them lo be 
taken from Apnl l 1hrough June 30, selected because it was 
J pc1 m<l when sponge crabs were usually scarce. Jt was 
furiher amended 111 1934 to prohibit only catching. but not 
po~sc.1\ion. The open season was shortened by one to 
four weeks each vear from 1935 through 1938. but taking 
sponge crabs th; rem:imder of the year was .stiJI prohibited. 
A 130-square mile .sanctuary for adult females in the 
southc-rn end of the Bay m Virgmia was established in 1941. 
Severe winter storms of January-February 1934 and 
March 193(,, January 1939, and December 1939-January 
1940. ,,.,ere noted in .innua! reports of Virginia and Maryland 
comm1~sioners, with comments on crab mortalities during 
and after each storm reported by Virginia dredgers, and of 
effcos of the storms on fishing effort. The subsequent 
small spring tro!hne cJ!ch was cormdered an after-effect of 
each Junuary storm_ River water cycles were often, but not 
alwa)s, more fal.'orable for successful yearclass develop-
ment in the nine years betv.een 19) 1-3~ anJ 1939-40 than in 
the previous seven ye:u-s. and c;11ch indices by :ill ge:irs 
were better. 
WmTI air and SWT in ~fay in the year of the ha1ch. :ind 
all the variations in the volumes of summer and ~pring flow 
from 1931-1932 through 1939-1940 :ippe:u ro have had a 
positi11e efrect on the success of the ye:ir cl:isses. F· ,im 
1932 through 1940, May mean air temperatures below 60"F 
did not occur in Virginia. noSWT below 60°F occurred at 
Bal1imore.only in 1935 was Maryland air temperature below 
60'F, and excessive rainfall in May did nor occur in either 
state. fn retrospect. May weather from 19 32-41 is consid-
ered not lo have had any effect on early spring catch. nor 
was any delay in the opening of a fishery reported. 
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Tab{e 1. landings in pa.rds, 000 omitted, 1880-,no. Federal reports, Lyles, 1967. 
Cal. Hard crabs Soft/~et ers State Total Hard Soft/ Total Cal. 
Year crabs ~ Year 
" " 
VA MO 
" "' 
Total l!llil ,., 
1880 2, 139 1,167 2,139 1,167 3,306 J,306 1880 
18'7 627 2.~a 1,637 627 4,394 J,384 1,637 5,021 18'7 
18'8 956 2,67"5 2,209 956 4,884 J,632 2,209 5,840 1888 
18<;10 2,585 2,Jaa 440 4,056 3,025 6,444 4,973 4,496 9,469 1890 
1891 2,206 2,rn 586 4,829 2,794 7,606 4,984 5,415 10,400 1891 
1897 5,JJ1 5,333 1,068 4, 116 6,400 9,449 10,665 5,184 15,849 1897 
1901 6, 113 9,825 1,288 4,304 7,402 14,128 15,938 5,592 21,503 1901 
1904 10,356 12,665 1,911 5,733 12,267 18,318 23,021 7,644 JO ,665 1904 
1908 23, OOi 12,786 2,082 7,587 25,083 20,373 35,787 9,669 45,456 1908 
1915 18,765 22,492 1,484 7,602 20,249 J0,094 41,257 9,086 50,343 1915 
1916 16,34J 21,334 1,234 6,68' 17,577 27,972 37,678 7,872 45,549 1916 
1920 12,465 5,166 1, 172 3,897 13,637 9,063 17,631 5,069 22,700 1920 
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Table 2. Virginia and Maryland 
F!!Ceral reports, Lyles, 1967. 
landing$ by gear, in pounds, 000 cnitted, rounded. 1BS:7-1945. 
Cal. Dredge Trotlir,e Sera 
" 
., 
Ye11r Hard Hard crabs Soft/ Hard crabs Soft/ Hard crabs Soft/ 
crabs ?eelers pe..lers peelers 
" " 
MO 
" 
MO YA MO YA 
" " 
MD YA MO 
1897 s,:rn 5, 116 a3 216 798 3,433 270 398 
1901 6, 103 9,n1 268 32 995 2,526 294 1,410 
1 "" 
2,210 8, 146 12,179 13S 486 1,585 3,938 326 1,619 
1908 14,049 11,035 2 
1915 4, 196 14,043 19,920 365 231 1,471 6'6 3,687 29S 1, 100 868 3,531 
1920 3,069 9,341 4,573 17 37 184 819 2,421 19 401 303 , ,, 16 
1925 3,999 14,393 6,599 13 68 4S 296 437 973 94 
"' 
697 1,264 
1929 7,073 21,452 24,013 1,429 939 1,278 1,611 390 S03 422 1,008 
1930 7,494 20, 113 30,316 1,024 1,220 1,984 3,200 306 90 B97 2,065 
1931 7,214 21,355 29,016 350 538 1, 109 2,097 
" 
377 603 1,726 
1932 8,211 18,302 27,on 17 69 6S9 1'7 631 327 1,669 1,373 2,741 
\933 6,555 17,047 25,544 117 1,016 129 741 193 aa 1,939 2,441 
1934 5,597 16,862 13,011 6 607 11 719 
" 
4 1,360 1,364 
1935 4,792 14,686 17,014 283 6 243 
" 
1, 102 156 8 1 ,21!1 1,054 
1936 6,260 19,354 13,229 194 270 
" 
65 2S7 1,205 332 1,311 673 
1937 4,903 22,303 16,051 31 263 74 455 1,488 12 148 1,347 701 
1938 5,392 22,434 20,529 506 250 2BO 100 542 1,1!26 173 so 677 716 
1939 4,088 21,002 23,903 435 298 647 113 1,079 2,253 27 652 562 
1940 3,534 14,129 14,737 450 171 244 33 567 1,284 435 291 
1941 2, 117 7,548 11,625 371 156 176 395 527 39 457 g7 
1942 2,665 7,954 13,801! 311 59 152 40 336 1,325 154 358 1,0 
1943 Ho survey 
1944 2, 171! 11J,256 13,913 384 141 325 25 420 830 32 520 104 
19G.S 2,258 2,964 12,234 42 105 6 10 500 923 17 17 425 58.i, 
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Table 3. Crab fishing effort, nuTt:ier of lio:enses, 1280·1920. Federal reports, 
Lyles (1967); ~obert:s (1905), ChurchHL (1919a). Data s1.1m1ar i ted by Van l:nge! 
ard Harris, 1983. 
Cal. Trott ine scra~ Oie:;et ored~e Cal. 
Year Beats (1) Vessels (1) Year 
" 
HO VA MO V. MO 
" 
HO 
1880 
" 
gear survey 1880 
1887 413 1,403 1887 
1888 
" 
gear survey 1888 
1890 No gear survey 1890 
1891 No gear survey 1891 
1897 No sear survey 1897 
1901 1,138(2) 467 1,416 2,136(2) 1901 
1904 1, 138 559 1,328 11 1904 
1908 No gear survey 1908 
1915 1,139 1,525 1l4 1,278 641 1,no 106 1915 
1916 (1,055)(3) 1,661 {l) 532 
'" 
894 83(3) 1916 
1920 278 744 867 1,305 59 1920 
(1) Hurber of beets or vessels, ;, citrd, other~ise one·half the nurt>er cf scrapes or dredges. 
12) ~oberts, 1905 
'" 
Co,,t,ined trotline, dipnet and scrape crabbers, from Churchill, 1919a. 
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Table 4. Virginia crab licenses, Hl99·19ZO. Virginia CO!lfflission of Fisheries 
repor!s, COfll>i led by ',J. A. \Ian Engel. 
Fi seal crab· Crab· 
"'"' 
l!ard Total Pic~ing CaMer Fiscal 
Year bus bees Trot· Crab Or~e Crab- Crating Buyer Year 
'"' "' 
(2) ( ine Scrape bees Packing 
'"' (1) 
...ill _ill._ ~ _ill_ ..ill_ (1) 
1899(6) ,,,. 1899 
1900 509 1900 
19"1 
'" 
1901 
1902 570 1902 
1903 553 1903 
1904 521 1904 
1905 484 1905 
1906 661 1906 
1907 540 1907 
1908 615 1908 
1 "'' 
,,. 1909 
1910 501 7 1 509 1 1910 
1911 303 194 100 2 18 622 46 1911 
1912 105 ,,, 
' 
9 ,, 305 
" 
1912 
1913 244 1 5 
" 
283 44 ? 
' 
1913 
1914 328 11 5 46 390 JO ? ? 1914 
1915 197 7 7 61 272 36 1 25 1915 
1916 1080 65 1145 45 2 44 1916 
1917 2541 10 ?O 2621 54 2 ? 1917 
1918(7) 1918 
1919 1128 19 23 1170 47 
" 
1919 
1920 1035 14 1115 45 66 1920 
(1) The fiseat year begins and ends one month tater than the year of record of 
the l i tenses, i.e., the report of July 1- J,xie JO covers l i censes issued 
June l·May 31. 1899·1923 fiscal year ended Sept~r 30, 
(2) From 1910·1915 there was apparently a slow changeover fre,m a lower $LOO 
ta~ to a S2.00 tax for a crabber's license, and includes salt crab serapes 
and dipnets. Trotlines for crabs for canning or pick.Ing separately licensed 
in 1910, but include<! in crabbers license in 1916. 
(3) Sail boats arid on power boats under 32 ft length. 
(~) Crab meat pi eking and soft crab shedding houses. 
(5) The question m,,rk indicates where m.orbers cannot be interprete<:l. 
(6) March 1S98-Septeri:ier 1899. 
(7J Uo report. 
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Table 5. Crab fishing effort, nuiar of licenses, 1920·1941. Federal reports, 
sU11T1arized by van Enge! and H1rris, 1983. 
Cal. Trotl ine Scraoe Oi.-, 
"'' 
Dre<19:e Cal. 
Year !oats (1) Vessels (1) Year 
" 
MO VA MO VA MO VA ., 
1920 278 74, 867 1,305 59 1920 
1924 Mo gear survey 1924 
1925 228 474 7'9 1, 159 60 1925 
1929 , ' 0,,,. 1,408 258 536 
"' 
1,180 62 1929 
1930 1,386 1,510 256 
"' 
710 1,393 5) 1930 
1931 1,094 1,560 179 539 745 1,776 56 1931 
1932 
'" 
1,227 30 36' 1,349 1,523 6J 1932 
1933 1,075 1,547 
" 
321 1, 67'5 1,458 65 1933 
1934 1,437 1,531 4 286 2,391 1,321 105 1934 
1935 1,304 1,731 8 
"' 
1,966 1,215 127 1935 
1936 2, 140 1,881 47 280 1,495 991 107 1936 
1937 1,962 1,586 74 296 1,440 863 99 1937 
1938 1,603 1,766 117 307 954 670 148 1938 
1939 1,390 1,1!51 113 274 658 
"' 
91 1939 
1940 1,269 1,695 
" 
224 543 
"' 
80 1940 
1941 
'" 
1,296 
" " 
304 341 58 1941 
(1) ~uroer of bo11ts and vessels, ; f cited, otherwise one-half the ni.m:ier of 
scrap,es or dredges. Mo dredges listed for Maryland until 1947. 
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Table 6. Percentage of hard crab lancHngs by state, season and gear. Dredge 
(OR), Trotline (TR), Pot (PT). 
Calendar 
Years 
Annual 
OR TR PT 
1919·1925 22.8 76.6 89.5 
June - Sept ert:>er Ju( v-Auqust 
TR PT TR PT 
26.6 62.0 10 .4 29.6 
1961-1970 24.6 5.6 67.9 45.5 53.9 2.6 J0.7 34.7 41.1 1.4 16.3 20.1 23.S 
1971.1977 20.e o.5 77.7 37.2 62.J 0,3 Je.6 2!1.9 ,a.:s 0.1 20.1 11.6 29.3 
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Table ,. Lardinss in pounds, 000 omitted, 1920-1945. Federal reports, 1967. 
Cal. l.fard crabs Softle!:elers State Tgtal Hard ~ Tota! Cal. 
Year crabs r .. ar 
" " " "' " " 
Total Tgtal aay 
1920 12,465 5,166 1, ,n 3.897 13.637 9,063 17,631 5,069 22,700 1920 
1924 14,462 
'·""' 
612 2,083 15,rn34 9,750 22,129 2,705 24,833 1924 
1925 18,532 7,321 t ,422 2,325 19,954 9,646 25.853 3,747 29,601 1925 
1929 30,378 25,456 1,700 2,645 32,078 28,100 55,833 4,345 60,178 1929 
1930 28,940 31,626 2,881 5,313 31,821 36,939 60,566 a, 194 68,760 1930 
1931 28,963 29,931 1.712 3,911 30,676 33,841 58,894 5,623 64,517 1931 
1932 27,024 29,399 1,549 3,540 28,573 32,939 56,423 5,089 61,513 1932 
1933 23,911 26,648 2,068 3,449 25,979 30,097 50,599 5,517 56,076 1933 
1934 22,516 13,621 1,370 2,289 23,886 15,910 36,137 3,659 39,796 1934 
1935 19,763 17,265 1,449 2,557 21,212 19,821 37,027 4,006 41,033 1935 
1936 26, 138 13,294 1,970 2,269 28, 107 15,563 39,432 4,238 43,670 1936 
1937 27,928 16,198 2, ~rs 2,514 30,403 18,712 44,126 4,989 49, 11S 1937 
1938 28,690 20,699 2,783 2,898 31,473 23,598 49,390 5,681 55,070 1938 
1939 26,967 24,063 2,783 3,234 29,750 27,296 51,030 6,017 57,046 1939 
1940 23,016 15,031 1,9n , • 7'91 24,994 16,822 38,048 3,768 41,916 1940 
1941 15,717 11,97'5 1,710 836 17,426 12,812 27,692 2,546 30,236 1941 
1942 tl!,644 14,046 1,445 1,645 20,089 15,694 ]2,692 3,091 35,783 1942 
194] No survey 1943 
1944 2],929 17, \SS 1,B32 1,112 20,652 16,267 41,084 ],535 44,618 1944 
1945 16,820 18,'70 1,832 1,700 20,652 20, 170 37,290 3,532 40,622 1945 
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hble 8a. C•tch dau and indices of catchability Scrape/dipnet (ScOl ind Dipnet co;pl Y"ar after hate~· scra~ 
(Sc) 11 months and 12·15 months after hatch; trot ine during year (TrYrJ, in fat! (Trfllf in fatl and wring (TrFs)· 
winter dredge {Or>. !n pounds/week i.:r,less otherw se sti~lated, ltlt frooi Ti\,;hmans NO s 1ncludes St. Hicl'laels. ~ 
is usigned base year. lrdex represents calculat on obUi~ from another author. 6a refers to daily means used in 
calculation. Year class is one year ear\ier than year cited first in period. ~urbers in parent~eses refer to 
footnote sources. 
Tr Yr OrVa Year 
Period -v, --rnr, Class 
'" 190f07 1209!J 190S 190 ·OIi 2020 12870 :9C6 
19C6·09 1580 8070 1907 
1909·10 1465 5538 1908 
1910·11 1509 5460 1909 
1911·12 
""' 
1910 
1912·13 1562 1911 
1913-14 1500 
282a OrVA. 1912 1914-15 1118 rm 191.3 1915-16 ~ no Tr'fr T~l TrF l TrFs TrFs TrYr TrYr '"' 1914 1916-17 78l 
-
-,,--- --,,,-
-v.- --,,,- -v.- 3510 2608 1915 
1917·18 
'" 
926 (S) C7a) (7b) (8) (9) (7c) {7d) 4165 1916 
1918-19 51,57 1917 
1919·20 471 1169 1133 1167 825 
'" 
971 1307 3113 1918 
1920·21 475 TrFl TrYr 729 93l 1393 53l 1085 622 802 2514 1919 
1921·22 
"' 
--,,,- --,,,- 589 499 1021 4'9 7'9 383 784 Or'IA 2920 1920 
1922·23 825 
" 
o, 803 1M2 1040 1220 1196 956 M2 
""'' 
8532 1921 
1923-24 5(8 (6) (12) 1006 1109 771 896 574 1037 952 (16) 4177 1922 
1924·25 524 569 
"' 
361 659 398 2528 ~ 923 
1925·26 181 100 
'" 
970 642 525 0.30 1924 
192f27 
"' 
144 o.n 1925 
192 -28 jli 87 OrVA OrVA 1926 1928·29 238 
""'' ""'' 
1927 
1929·30 
"' "' 
(14) (17) 1925 
1930·31 
"' 
703 531 2:u 1929 1931·32 1,\2 .,, 457 369 TrYr TrYr TrFs TrFs 2.01 1.009 1930 1932·33 lrdex 326 
"' 
-.,,- RDTI "'1T ll1ffi 0/j~A 1.20 1.35 0.69 1931 1933·34 o, (3) 304 238 o, o, o, 0, 0.94 0.97 0.51 1932 
1934·35 (2) 145 119 (15a) C15bl C15c)(15d) (13) 
'·" 
0.70 0.39 1933 
1935·36 1.009 
'" 
319 0.75 
'·" 
0.44 1934 
1936-37 120 0.83 188 138 162 188 161 354 12.8 0.86 0.93 0.50 1935 
1937·38 142 0.77 264 ,., 169 178 200 442 8.5 0."' o. 70 0.36 sc:v.i. ScVA 1936 1938-39 219 0. 91 304 
"' 
278 267 350 641 12 .8 0.82 0.93 a.so -,. 
"" 
1937 
1939·'0 114 0.92 441 319 366 309 437 578 9.5 0.79 o.es 0.47 Index Index 1938 1940-~1 79 0.39 131 131 124 124 92 233 8.5 0.66 0.71 0.40 (18) (19) 1?39 
1941·-2 ,,, 0.25 
" 
75 95 09 144 188 4.7 0.37 0.39 0.21 1;,.:.o 
1942·•3 '9 0.61 
"' "' 
311 300 343 
'" 
19.1 1.60 1.77 0.89 0.30 0.33 191., 1 
1943·44 101 o.32 188 ,,, 167 159 5.0 0.38 0.40 0.21 0.19 0. 1B 1942 
1944-45 0.51 218 144 7.6 0.56 0.'4 0.37 0 ·"' 0.49 1943 1945·46 0.68 1.43 1 42 0. 73 0.23 0.57 1944 (1) May•October, first year, eoo-puted from Sette & Fied~er {1925} Tb{. 7J. · (2) l'lay-Oetober, first year, coo-puted from Pearson fl94, Tb(. 1. (3) May-October, first year, from Pearson (1948, Tb . 8, l·l!i con-bined), b3se assisned by Pearson. 
t1917J. (4) May-June, Sept-Nov, first year, COfT9Uted from Sette & Fiedler (1925, Tb(. 1) obtained frcm chure~il\ (5) MarJune, Sept·Mov, first year, c~ted frcxn Sette & Fiedler (1925, Tbl. 1). (6> Fa l, first r.ar, e)(trapolated from Pearson (1945 Fi?. 2). (7a·dl Year, fat lx,f1rst year, COfT9Uted from Set~e !. ~ied er &11'25t Tbls. 4, 5J. 
CS) Fall/spring, th years, cCICrp.lted from Sette & Fiedler (1 25, b(. 7). 
f9) hl{/spring, both rars, CoopJted from Sette & Fiedler {1925 Tbl. 5). ( 0) Oecembcr-March, be) h years, CM'1(.Jted from Sette & Fiedler (1¢25, Tb!. 1) obtained from C~urchill [191n. (11) Oecerrtier·March, both years, c~ted frooi Sette & Fiedler (1925, Tbl, 1). 
C12l Year, extrapcilated from 11raph, Dept. Res. Educ. (19551¢ base assi~ned by Van l:nge\. {13) Oeceircer·March, c:f"n@d from Pearson
1 
barrels p,;r day ( 45, Tbl. 1 . 
Cl'-) Decerrber-March, bot years, Pearson { 948, Tb(. 10). (15a·d) Year, fall and fal /spring, c<;lll"PUted from Cronin (1944, Tbls J-11). (16) December·March, both years, Van Engel (1,;;51, Tbl. 2) and unpc.blisheo'. {17) December·Marth, both rars, Van Engel, ur,puo!isheod, base year elass 1930" 1.00. (18) May, Van~!, unpub ished, base year class 1953" 0.768. {19) J....-,e-Sept r, Van Engel, unpublished, b.ise ynr dass 1953"' 0.768. 
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Table Sb. l,:,dicn of ca;ch~bilitv. Scr~pe/diret (ScO}. di~t (Dip>t scrape (Sc) 11 al'ld 12·15 months after hatch; 
erv,,,.:al -;~ctllne (TrYr), in raLl (TrFl) in fat &rd spring (Trfs); w,n~er dredge (Or). MOt from Tilghmans, .~Ots 
incluc!es St. Michaels. 8 h assigned base year. lrdcx represents ca\culation obtained frOf!I another author. Oa 
refers :o Caily meal\$ used in calculation. • Hean Index and Mo. Cases u:clu:::!e arY\Uat trotlines (7rYrVA, Trl'rMJ 
TrTrl/J.J'O, Tr'l'r~Ot, TrYrMOts), and ScDMO, Dfc,'10; ScVAs are [nc!uded. Year cl.iss is orui year earlier than year citi,c1 
firs~ in period. Ml.ltt>ers ,n parentheses ,-,.fer to footnote sources, 
TrYr £m Mean ,o . Year Period .,. Index c:ses Ct ass 
'" 
. 
1906•07 1.00B 1 .00 1 1905 
1907·08 1.0CB 1-06 1.06 1 1906 
liC6·09 o.7.s 0.74 0.74 1 1907 
1909·10 0. 72 0.46 0.46 1 1908 
1910-11 o. 74 0.45 0.4S 1 1909 
1911-12 0.54 0 1910 
1912-13 o. 72 0 1911 
1913-1' 0.69 
0:23 
OrVA 
0:23 
0 1912 
1914-15 0.51 rm 1 1913 
1915· 16 s,, o.33 TrYr TrF{ r~p T rFs TrFs TrYr TrYr 0.30 0.30 1 191' 1916·17 .,. 0.36 """. ---.,-- ---.,-- --w:- ..,.,. .,. 0.29 0.21B 0.2s 2 1915 1917-18 (1) o.43 (S) (7a) ( 7b) 
'" 
(9) (7eJ (7d) 0.34 0.34 1 1916 
1918-19 0,44 O.l.4 1 1917 
1919·2:l 1. OOB 0.538 0.54B O.S4B 0.168 0.368 0.4SB 0.608 0.25 0.41 5 1918 
1920· 21 1.01 TrF l TrTr 0.34 0.44 0.6' 0. 3 0.47 0.29 0.36 0.20 0.40 5 1919 
1921 -22 1.33 --,,,-- ..,.,. 0.28 0.,3 0 .G7 0.19 0.33 0.18 0.36 orVA. 0.23 0.29 5 1920 
1922·23 1.76 o, o, 0.38 0. 8 0.48 0.53 0.52 0.45 0.30 !i'iiei 0.69 0.60 5 1921 
1923-24 1. 11 (6) C,2) 0.48 0.52 0 .35 0.38 0.25 0.48 0.43 (16) 0.34 0.37 5 1922 
1924-25 0.25 0 -26 0.15 0.16 0.31 0. 18 0.20 o. 19 
' 
1923 
1925-;;6 0.29S 0.16B 0.30 0 .'4 0.30 0.24 0.30 0 .34 3 1924 
1926·27 0.30 0.23 o.n 0.54 2 1925 
1927·28 0.24 0.14 Or'h. OrVA 0.24 1 1926 
1928·29 0.62 0.38 l?ia'u roa., 0.62 1 1927 
1929·3,C, 0.66 0.65 (14) ( 17) 0.66 1 1928 
1930·3.1 Seo 1.13 0.85 
2:n 
1.13 1 1929 
1931-3-2 ~ 0.74 0.59 TrYr TrTr TrFs TrFs 2.01 1.008 1.l.7 
' 
1930 
1932·33 Die JndeJ: 0.52 0.57 
"" 
"1ITT 
""' """' 
OrVA 1.20 1.3S 0.69 0.94 
' 
1931 
1933-34 ,... (3) 0.49 0.38 o,• ,.. o, 0, -..- 0.94 0.97 0,51 o. 73 
' 
1932 
1934-35 (2) 0.23 0.19 (15a} (15b} ( 15c) (15d) (13} 0.68 o. 70 0.39 0.50 
' 
1933 
1935-36 1.009 o.54 0.51 0 .75 0 .83 0.44 0.6' 
' 
1934 
1936-37 1.009 0.83 0.30 0.22 0.26a 0.298 O.j6a 0.719 1.068 0.86 0.93 a.so 0.66 7 1935 
1937-Ja 1. 18 0. 77 0.42 0.26 0.27 0.26 o. 2 0.89 0.70 0.60 0. 70 0.36 ScVA ScVA 0.57 7 1936 
1938·39 1. 77 0.91 0.49 0.38 0.44 0.41 o.56 1.29 1.06 0.82 0.93 0.50 --,-,-- --,-. 0.81 7 1937 
1939·40 0.92 0.92 0. 71 0.50 0,59 0.48 0. 71 1.16 o. 79 o. 79 0.85 0.47 I ncleJ: Index 0. 78 7 1938 
1940•G1 0.6' 0.39 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.19 0 .15 0.46 0.70 0.66 o. 71 0.40 (18) { 19) 0.47 7 1939 
1941·42 1.01 0.25 0.07 0.12 0.15 0. 14 0 .23 0.37 0.39 0.37 0.39 0.21 0.29 7 1940 
1942-l.3 0.56 0.61 0.70 0.49 0.50 0.46 0 .S5 1.20 1.8\ 1.60 ,.n 0.89 0.30 0.33 1.02 
' 
1941 
1943-44 0.81 0.32 0.31 0.25 0.27 0.24 0.47 0.38 0.40 0.21 o. 19 0.18 O.l9 7 1942 
1944-lS 0.51 a.36 0.23 0.72 0.56 0.6' 0.37 0.66 0.49 0.5l 7 1943 
191.5·46 0.68 1.43 1.42 0. 73 0 .2.3 0.57 0."" 5 1944 (1) H.ay-Octo~r. first year, cOOD.Jted frOlll Sette & Fi~ler (1925! Tbl. 7). 
(2) H.ay-Oc~ober, first ynr, c~ted from P,arscn (1945, Tbl. l , 
(J) May-Oc~o~r. first yur, frOOI Pursoo (1948, Tbt. 8. I·!ll ei;inbin<!'d), Base assigned by P4!'arson. [1917]. (4) Hay·June, sept·llov, firn year, cOC11JUted from Sl!>tte & Fiedler (1925, Tbl. 1) obtained from Church it! 
(S) NarJune, sept·Mov, first year, CocrµJted frart Sette & fledll!>r (1925, Tbl. 1). 
(6) Fa l. first rar, e~trapolated frOffl Pearson (1945 Fir. 2). 
(7a·d) Year, fal (x;f,rst Yl!>ar, CQ19Uted frC<li Sette & tled er ~192St TblJ. 4, 5). (8) Fall/spring, th years, eDff'P,!ted from Sette I, fiO!>dler (i 25, bl. ). 
19) Fall/spring. both ~ars, c~ted from Sette & fied\er (1925 Tb!. 5). [1917). c OJ Oece!!Der·March, bo h years, e~ted frDfll Se:te I. Fiedler C1¢2S, Tbl. 1) obtained frr;im Churchill (11) Oecel!Der·l'!arch, both years, cOOg1Jted from SeHI!> t Fie-dler (1925, Tb(. 1). 
(12) Year, eJ:trapolated from graph, iolO Ol!>pt. R:es. Ed!Jc. (1955), Base assigned by Van Engl!>l. 
(13) Oecenber·l'!ar.:h, c~tecl fr0111 Pl!>arson ~19454 Tbl. 1). (14) Oec"'1!Der•Man:h, bot rears, Peusoo (1 '1:1, ,b!. 10). (15a·d) rear, tall and hl /spru,g, cocrµJted from Cronin (1944, Tbls l·llJ. 
(16) Oecember·March, both years, Van Engel (1,'51 lbl. 2/i and unpubl, (17) Oec-r-March, both years, Van Engel ur,pub[i~hed, ase year class 1930" 1.00. (16) Nay, Van ~n9el unpubl,shed, base year class 1953 = 0.768. 
(19) J'-ne·Scpterroer, Van Er,\l"'l, unp..,bt,shed, bi!lse yur class 1953 "0.761!. 
Table 9. Oer,'rtures from long tenn monthly mean surhce water t~rature~ °F~ Baltimore, 1'10 (2) 1677·188, (1) 1914·1954, and CZ) \Ji~l\l Point, l!aer:hif•1ock R. 0 186 -19 6- Oevbat1ons' i:,lus unless marked. II&}!'. det1~rs, fron1 :>Of llaltimore" .3 For 4.1 F (ca 1.4 C, 1.8 C), arid 
for l.lirdnill Point >2.1 ~. O. C, rr.arked with .... T~rature deviations at Stingray Point are 
recorded in (Jin absence of Uindni\l Point data. Freezing t~ratures in any rr,;;nth are 
mark~ with••. (1) usC&G Survey (1955); (2) B~s (1957). Deviations calculate<:i by w. A. 
Yan Engel. 
'" "' 
J•a 
"" 
,., ,., Hae 
"" 
Ar• 'e" "'' 
,,, M. .;un. 
-"- -"-- --'--- -"-- --'--- -"-- -"- -"-- -"-
--'!... 
-"- --"-
Mean 40.J 41.6 JS.J J7 .4 36.6 36.4 4i.1 41.0 50.4 so.2 63.3 62.1 73. 0 71.9 
Period 
11366-87 -0.8 -0.5 -3.1 2.5 2.6 -0.3 D.D -3.6 l.3 l.D 
1887·88 -0.6 -0.2 • 1.4 -3. 1 _, .4 -0.6 1.7 
1888·89 -o. 1 3.6 ,. 7 -0.9 D .4 3.3 1.' 
1889-90 5.5 9.3 9.1 3.2 1.3 l.6 4. 1 
1890·91 1.1 (0.9) (6.8) 1.2 2.5 -0. 1 o.o 
1691-92 CZ.SJ 2.0 1.9 -0.1 -1.3 1,5 2.4 
1892·93 ·0.4 ·6.Z•• -2.2 -2 .0 ·1.6 -0.7 2.1 
1893-94 3,0 4.6 3.3 5.4 0,0 2.3 1.2 
1894-95 '-' •O.J -4.6** -3.1 -0.1 ·3.2• 1.0 1695·96 2.2 0,' 2. 7 -1.J 0.3 
'·" 
2.0 
1696·97 1.1 1.7 1.0 2.8 2. 7 -0.4 -0.2 
1897·98 ,_5 2., 2.3 4.2 -1.8 (-5.6Jfrror -0.S 
1698-99 0.1 1.8 -2.8 -0.S -0 .3 0.0 ,_5 
1899-00 '-' ,., -1. 7 -3.4 -3.5 -1.1 0.2 1900· 01 -2 .3 0.5 -1.9 -2.9 (-0.9) (-0.9) 0.5 
1901·02 2., -2.5 -5.0"''" -t.8 -2.4 [3.6) ( 0. 1 l 
1902-0J (3.3) -1.0 0.3 2.9 1.0 • ,. 9 -3.2 
1903-04 -3.3 -4.4 -4.9"* -3.6 -3.1 0.0 
-t~ 1904 -05 -2.8 -2.7 -5.4"" -2.1 -2.6 2.9 
1905·06 '.3 2.8 -0.5 -2.1 -1.5 -0.5 0.0 
1906·07 0.3 2.4 -2.6 ·D.8 -4. 7 -s. 7" -9.0 
1907·08 -1.3 0.2 (-3.7) 2.6 3.9 2.4 -0 .2 
1908·09 -0.4 0.1 5.2 0.0 4.3 -0.2 2.4 
1909-10 •5.0 (-4.4) (-3.3) 2.0 o., ·2.3* -6.3 
1910-11 -7.o Mean 1. 7 M~an 1.8 Mean 1.6 
~2~7 -0.2 Mean ,.1 Hean ,., 1911·12 tl~~o -0.8 3T."5 (-5.1) 3T.U (-5.9) r;z:5 -0.9 6., =r 3.6 7""J -0.5 1912· 13 -0.0 4.4 1.2 6.4 3.6 0.9 2.3 
1913·14 0.6 - 1.0 1.5 ·2.3 -0.1 -5.4 -3.9 -1 .8 -1.9 1.6 2. 1 0.8 1. 0 
1914-15 •2.8 -0.2 -1.2 -1.0 IJ.2 1.0 •1.8 -1.3 1.6 -2.0 0.7 -0.7 • l.3 -3. 1 
1915-16 -2.8 • 1.1 -1.7 -0.1 -0 .5 1.0 -6.5 -4.1 -3.6 -2.7 -0.6 0.3 -2., • 1.2 
1916·17 -1.0 0.4 -2.8 -0.6 -4.S -2.2 ·2.7 • 1.2 -0.9 -1. l -5.8'" -3.8· -0.4 -2 .0 
1917-18 -5.7 -5.3 -5.7""·7.S*•-3.6 -4.6**-0.2 1.5 -2.5 0.6 2.3 1.5 -0.6 -0.8 
1918-19 1.5 2.7 0.3 0.8 1.5 1.5 2. 7 3.5 -0.9 -0.3 -0.8 -0.6 3.0 0.3 
1919·20 • 1 .5 -2.0 -4.4 -5.0 -3 .7 -3.3 -3.2 -3.3 -1. 1 -1.6 -3.J• -4.2'" -2.2 -2.1 1920-21 1,0 l.6 -0.3 0.9 1.3 1.1 1., 6.3 6.3 5.2 -0.8 ·1.3 o., -0.7 
1921-22 0.3 ,., -2.8 ·3.0 ·1.2 -2.6 0.6 -0.2 2.0 1.5 2. 1 -0.1 ,., -0.3 
1922·23 - 1 .2 -0.1 -2 .1 ·1.8 -2.2 -1.0 1.2 
1923-2, 3.1 -0.8 -1.8 
1:3 
0, 7 -2.9 -3.5 
1924-25 • 1.9 -3.0 0.2 2.3 -2.0 3.0 
1925-26 -1.0 -3.5 -2. 7 -3.9 ·3.8 •1.5 -4 .6 
1926·27 -3.2 -2.8 0.8 2.2 -1.6 •2.2 -3.7 
1927·28 0,6 • 1.9 -1 .2 -1. 4 -1.8 -2.2 -3.1 1928-29 o., -0.S -1.8 1.5 2.2 ·0.2 0.1 
1929-30 -2.6 0,3 1.5 1.3 -1.6 1.4 0.7 
1930-~1 -2.3 • 1 .5 0.9 -0. 7 0.2 -0.4 -0.2 
1931 • 2 5.7 7.3 5, 1 •1.8 -1.6 0.5 -0.2 
1932-33 -1.0 3,9 1.5 -0.9 0.5 0, 7 0.8 1933-34 • ,. 7 0.1 -4 .6 -5.4 -1.3 -0.2 1.7 
1934-35 0,4 -1.2 ·1.9 1.8 •2.2 -2.6 -0.6 1935·36 -1.9 
·3.2 -4. 5 0.2 -1.6 3.0 -0. \ 1936-37 -1.5 5.1 2., -1. 1 -1.6 0.7 3.0 1937-38 -1.4 0.6 2.2 1.3 1.6 0.3 1.2 1938-39 o., 1.0 , ., ,. 1 -1.1 0. 7 2.3 1939-40 1.0 -4.6 -1.9 
·3.8 -4.3 -1.9 -0. 1 1940-41 0,4 1.2 -0.5 -4. 1 2. 7 -0.4 -1.0 1941-42 4.0 0.4 - i.2 1.3 0,7 3.2 1. 2 1942·43 -3.3 -2.4 -0 .7 -1. 2 ·4.0 0.5 3.7 1943·44 -0. 1 -0. I ,. 5 -0.3 -1.8 4.8 o., 
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Tab{e io. Long ter.Q May n,an de.,.arture, air terrper1ture ;mo' rainhlt (in.). 1891·1940 (V. s. Ueather Bureau, 1940); 
ir.ean Virginia 64.1°F., 3.71 in. (SO yrs), mean Maryland 62.6°r, J.50 ln. (46 yrs)(U. S. I.leather Bureau, 1940). V, 
degree days dep,vture, c:,o and HDD, from 65°F, \./,A.Van Engel from U. S. lleatl'ler Bureau, Clima~o\ogical Data, 1897· 
1939. 
Cal. T~.°F Te!1'), of coo HOO Rain Rain Cal. Teffl). °F T~.°F coo HOO l!ain Rain 
Year VA 
"" 
VA VA V, 
"" 
rear 
" 
MO V, V, VA 
'° 
1891 -2.9 1.02 1916 2.5 2.0 147.S 0.21 0 .11 
1892 0.7 ·O .t,8 1917 -5.0(1) -5.3{1) 60.0 -0.69 -0.48 
1893 ·0.9 2.14(2) 191"1 4.5(2) 5.1(2) 191.5 0.47 0.29 
1!394 2.0 0.62 1919 0.3 0.2 130 .5 1.58 1.83 
1695 -1.8 -0.9 0.73 ·0.23 1920 -4.2{1) -4.1( 1) 24.5 -1.84 ·1.56 
1896 4.6(2) 4.9(2) 0.55 ·D.37 1921 -2.2 -1.3 59.0 120.0 o.90 1.97 
1897 • 1.2 • 1.5 ao.s 0.46 1.66 1922 1.2 2.' 112.5 22.5 0.46 -0.29 
1898 1.5 D.4 116.0 1.66 1.00 1923 ·1.8 ·1.5 77.0 64.5 ·1.80 -1.54 
1'99 1.6 1.0 106.S ·0.27 0.22 1924 -3.6 ·3.9(1) "'.5 56.0 3 .48(2) 3.10(2) 
1900 0.6 0.5 117.5 -0.93 ·1. 10 1925 -4.3(1) -3.8(1) 71.5 92.0 • 1. 54 ·1.52 
1901 ·0.9 ·1.3 51.0 2.05(2) 1.05 1926 0.0 0.6 90.5 71.5 • 1 . 's ·1.52 
1902 2.5 u 10!1.5 -1.00 • 1.40 1927 0 .2 ·O .9 113.0 60.0 ·0.84 -0.50 
1903 0.8 
'·' 
111.0 ·1.38 ·0.86 192!1 ·1.9 -2. l 7Y.5 97.0 -1.oa -1.02 
1904 ·0.1 1.6 106.5 ·0.61 ·0.89 1929 ·0.4 -0.6 110.5 61.5 1.06 ·0.29 
1905 2.5 2.' 144 .o 1.0S ·0.53 1930 2. 7 2.2 158.5 32.0 -1.30 ·1.39 
1906 D. 1 D.7 122.5 ·O, 73 -0.86 1931 •0.6 ·0.4 97.0 67 .o 1.42 1.04 
1907 . 3.3 ·4.5(1) 61.5 ·O. \7 1.04 1932 -0.3 ·O .7 82.5 75 .5 0.27 1.80 
1908 0.3 0.8 170.5 0.99 2.68(2) 1933 3.9 ,., 209.S 2S.o 1.S8 1.95 
1909 ·1.0 -0.4 105.S 0.66 0,06 1934 1.2 1.3 126.0 63.0 0.40 1.14 
1910 -3.1 ·2.6(1) -0.32 -0.51 1935 -2.3 ·3 . .2(1) s.1 .s a2.o ·0.02 0. 14 
1911 3.4 5.0(2) ·2.68(1) ·2.39(1) 1936 2.2 2.3 127.S 36.0 -2.36(1) ·1.33 
1912 0.7 1.5 0.92 0.62 1937 0.0 0.5 12!1.5 43 .0 ·0.93 -o.oa 
1913 o., 0.0 1.77 o.at 193' -o.s ·1.3 127.S 60.0 0.60 
'·" 1914 1.5 2.5 157.5 ·2.07(1) ·1.44 1939 1.3 2.4 190.0 103.S ·Z,04(1) ·2.36(1) 
1915 ·0.5 -1.9 9-0.0 ·0.41 0.32 1940 ·1.7 -0.5 o." 0.95 
1. T e!l"perature deficit (mean- 60): VA > ·4. 10,, 1.8°c; HD >·2.6°F, 1.0°c. Precipitation deficit: VA and MO 
arbitrary ·2.0 in, 
arbitrary: VA> 4.o°F, 2.0 in; /olO > 4.0°F, 2. E.>.cesses (gr!ater than the mean), 2.0 in. 
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Table 11. Deficits and excesses in FM"ecipitatlon, inches, July·October, March-May, 
1919·1932, and during the .oater year, October l • Septerrtier 30, 1919·1932. Oeviatior.s 
plus unless marked. U.S. \leather Bureau, 1919·1932, ~(i1111J;tological Data, Virginia 
and Maryland Sections. Deviations c3lculated by II. A. Yan Engel. 
Cal. 
Years 
1919-20 
1920·21 
1921·22 
1922-23 
1923·24 
1924-25 
1925·26 
1926-27 
1927·28 
1928-29 
1929·30 
1930-31 
1931·32 
Virginia 
July March 
to to 
October Mey 
·1.44 
0.17 
-4.88 
0.66 
0.06 
0.'4 
-7 .22• 
0.93 
1. 16 
5. 10 
0. 72 
-9 .JO* 
0.63 
·1.67 
-1.39 
0. 75 
·0.58 
3.90* 
·4.26 
-4.25 
·1.24 
-0.80 
1 .82* 
·4.02 
1.72 
1.13 
Marylartj 
July March 
to to 
October May 
3. 18 
0.44 
-2. 18 
-1.21 
• l .42 
-2.58 
-0.01 
5 .68 
0.35 
4.16 
-1.01 
·10. ,o .. 
1.93 
-0.86 
0.59 
•0.64 
·0.17 
6.01* 
·4.10 
-4.66 
·0.94 
+O. 73 
2.22• 
·3. 76 
1.54 
2. 79 
Bistate 
July March 
to to 
October May 
1.74 
·0.61 
·7.06-
·0.SS 
-1.36 
-2.14 
·7.23* 
6.61 
1.51 
9.26 
·0.29 
·19.40 .. 
2.56 
-2.53 
·0.80 
0.11 
·O. 75 
9.91• 
-8.36 
·B.91 
-2. 18 
·0.07 
4.04* 
·7 ,78 
3.26 
3.92 
Vater Year 
Cctober Septeirber 
VA MO 
1.8 
·7.05 
1. 75 
·1. 71 
4.97 
·14.26 
-3.92 
·0.65 
7.82 
·5. 74 
-10.SJ 
·2.27 
·7.77 
3.73 
·3.62 
·0.02 
·3. 73 
8.61 
·12.33 
1.70 
-2.65 
11.32 
-4.77 
·11.99 
3.11. 
·3.59 
•Reinfall e:,;tremes associate<! with those river disehar9es that i.ere favorable to 
stron9 year class developr,ent. 
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r.,ble 12. llivei- dischai-ge, ch, mo,i~ muns low flow JvlrO.:tober, lligh flow 
March·May, calerdar~r:ar erding. Sus anna cAarrisb.Jr~ PA, low flow llle'an 13,993, 
high. flow rni!!an 64,3 , 54 yrs; Potomac (Point of Roc:ks ), ow flow mean 4,446, 
h.igh flow mean 15,76, 50 yr$( James (Cartersville
1 
VAi, low flow mean 4,163, high 
f\ow mean 10,507, 46 yrs), ca culated through Mal 944, Flow< lonyurrn mean 
marked·, Flow,. longterm mean marked+. u. S. eological Survey, 958, 1960. 
July-May Har.-;sbur:1 Harri sbur:1 Pt. '1ocks Pt. ~eeks Carters· Carters-
cycle. Low flow R•Qh flow lo.i ft ow H1t How Vl ( {e yi([., Years Mean Mean Mean 
"" 
Loii"Tiow HTlow Mean 
"" 1891·92 21t,27'5+(2) 69 ~7· 1892·93 14,250+ 101:5 0+(2) 
1S'il3-94 13,850· 81,200+ 
17 260 .. 1894-95 15,500• 64 900+ 
2,297-1895·9, 5 975- s1:100- 1:957-(1) 1896-9 8'8SO- 67 667+ 6 849· '\!!, 210+ 
1897-96 10:200- 69:433• 3:428· 16,453+ 
15,222+ 1898·99 20, 075+ 66,700+ 10, 11!1+(2) 19 530+ 
2,603-1899-00 6,675- 49 ,633· 2,216· 10;144. 10, 155· 
1900·01 S,250·(1) 86 767+ 1,901·{1) 21'.t,823+(2) 2 696· 17,247+(2) 
1901-02 21, 125 ... ao:o67+ 7,749-+(2) 29,664+(2) 8;847+(2> 12,827• 
1902·03 35,225+(2) 67,~7+ 2,452· 20,614+ 3,393- 15,516+(2) 
1903-04 32,425+(2) ~J~~~ 6,367+ 9 313- 5,0!!7+ 8 :w 1904-05 13,625- 2,414· 11 ;s ,a- 1,783·(1) a:9 • 1905·06 11'.t,850• 55 3 3· 5,528+ 14,626· 6,457+ 9, 735-
1906-07 14,900+ s2'033. 10,039+{2) 18 833+ 10, 127+{2) 11,007• 
1907-08 14,200+ 90;033,1.(2) 4,925+ 23;1'.>33•(2) 4,270+ 11,733+ 
190!!-09 6,600- 61 733· 3,406· 11 353. 4,668+ 11, 700+ 
1909-10 5, 150-(1) 69:067+ 2, 195-(1) 8;521-<1> 2 575· I'.> 750· 
1910-11 6 3SO· 44 733· 2,700- 9 700- 3'460- s:320-
1911-12 21:500+ s2:900 .. 6,428+ 21: 133+ 2;140- 18,067+(2) 
1912·13 18 175+ 57,033· 5, 365+ 15,967+ 2, 900· 15,300+(2) 
1913-14 10; 125- 8B 333+ 4,030· 16 600+ 3,513- 9, 167• 
1914·15 8 125- 30'.567·(1) 1,860-Cll 6:167-(1) 1,990-(1) 5,137-(1) 
1915-16 30;300+'2> 60,SOQ+ ~J~~: 17 483+ 5,Q9J,i. 6,697-1916·17 12,825· 50,233· 18:230+ 4 ,630+ 13,52]+ 
1917-16 27,700-.(2) 70,200+ 3,415· 19 797+ 2, 123· 13,917-+ 
19Hl·19 14, !SO+ 61 733- 2,980· 13:287- 2,900- 11 ,263+ 
1919-20 12,625· 74:033+ 3,623· 18,500+ 5,528+ 9,430· 
1920·21 16,575+ 54,567· 4,655+ 12,847- 5,425+ 6,680-
1921·22 9 300- 60,033· 3,393· u,4n- 1,596·(1) 13, 150+ 
1922-23 11'.625· 57,433- 2,378- 8 !!07• 3, 165- 9,727· 
1923-24 6 700· 75,600+ 2 308- 20;033+ 2 665· 13,967+ 
1924-25 22:oso+ 34,367- (1} s:478+ 8 990- 6:943+ i:fn:m 1925·26 10,048· 47,900· 1,928-(1) 8'9SO· 1,172-(1) 
1926-27 19,853+ 70,567 ... 6, 755• 11:233+ 2,095· 9, 160· 
1927-26 20,143+ 67, 133+ 5 ,06S+ 19,000• 4,658+ 9,007• 
1928·29 21, 766+ 92,233+(2) 5 43a+ 22 233+ 9,598+(2) 15,500+(2) 
1929-30 11, 135· 46,933· 5;s30 ... 1:n1-,1> 4,735+ S,633-(1l 
1930-31 4,495-(1) 57,000- 853· ( l) 11,267- 6n-,1i 7 253· 
1931·32 7 720· 53,700- 3, 113- 18 167• 2,495- ,o: 180· 
1932·33 a' 933. 69 133+ 2,5413· 2(667•(2) 3,001· 13,313+ 
1933-34 22:338+ 42:397•(1) s,n4+ 13,539-(1) 2 648- 9,615· 
1934-35 12,055- 60 ,870· 3, 546· 16 503 .. 3:821'.t· 14, 180+ 
1935-36 14,018+ 101,0!!0+(2) 4,568+ 31;514+<2> 5, 913+ 15,279+ 
1936-37 6 327· 57,567- 2 888- 18, 11!3 .. 2,574· 11, 104+ 
1937-3!! lS:425+ 44,3~0-(1) 10:198•C2J 9 191- 8, 986+(2) 6, 110•(1) 
1938-39 11 ~48- 55 2 O· 3,231· 1(101- 5,653+ l:~H: 1939·40 ( 4.!!·(1) 92:830+(2) 4,245- 16,972• 3,553-
1940-41 9 911- 42,933·{1) 5, 11!,6+ 9 756· 8,203+(2) ~,980-(1 J 
19li1 ·42 s:766-Cll 67, 143• 3,044- n:e9o- 2,453· ,893-
1942·43 17,826+ 78, 147+ 13,4n+c2i 16,023• 4,652• 10,765+ 
1943-44 8,284· 6a,627+ 2,394- 17,900+ 2,247· 10,1'.>23• 
(1) Alnong the five historical lows. (2) Among the five historical highs. 
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Table 13. Cate,gories of river dischar•r, cfs, Sunner low flew July-October• Spring hit flow 
Marc!'I-May. Susc;uehanna River (S), low low riiean 13,993, high flow mean 64,538~ Potor:iac iver ch 
low flew mean 4,446, high flow .,iean 15,767; Jarres R1~r CJ/· low flow ffll'len 4,1 3l high flow mean' 
10,507. Derived from Table 12. (1) Sunner flow sllytitly arger than the :nean[ 2) spring f'.cw 
sl 1ghtly smaller t!lan the mean. Years are the yearc ass year and the year fol owing. 
Years Son L/ Sun L/ SUTI H/ Si.in H/ Years Sun L/ Su, " Sun K/ Sun ~ 
-""---' 
ie..!:.....!,_ !E..c.....!:. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
1900·01 S.P.J 
1922·23 S.P.J. 
191l1 ·02 S.P.J 1923-24 S.P.J 
1902·03 P.J s 
1924·25 s ,.J 
1903·04 P.J s 
1925·26 S.P.J. 
1904·05 S.P.J 
1926·27 s., 
1905·06 S.P.J 
1927-28 J s., 
1906-07 s ,.J 1928·29 S.P. J 
1907·08 S.P.J (1 1 1) 1929-30 s P.J 
1908·09 S.P J 1930-31 S.P.J 
1909-10 s P.J 
1931-32 
' 
S.J 
1910·11 S.P.J 
1932-33 S.P.J 
1911-12 J s., 
1933-34 J s., 
1912-13 J s 
' 1934-35 ?.J s 1913·14 s., J 
1935-36 S.P. J 
1914·15 S.P.J 
1936·37 ,.J s 
1915· 16 s., 
1937·38 S.P.J 
1916·17 P.J s 
'1) 1938-39 S.P. J 1917· 18 ,.J s 
1939·40 s., J 1918· 19 J s., 
(1) 1940-41 s J., 1919·20 S.P J 
1941·42 s P.J 
1920·21 S .P .J 
1921·22 
1942-43 S.P.J 
J s., 
1943·44 S.P.J 
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Table 1',. r,nitudes and frequMcy of floods, thousands of cubic feet per secol'ld cfs, 
of the Sus anna (Harrisb.JrgJ, PotOfflllcJPoint of Roc~s) and Jallles (Cartersvi(LeS 
rivers, 17 ·1945. Speer ard Ganble, 19 ; Tice, 1968. 
Susquehanna ?otomsc ,_, 
Cal. Date ,,, Year Date cf, Year Date 
'" Year 
1766 Cctober 5 482 
18'6 March 15 482 
1&5 !'larch 1S 573 1870 Novefl'ber ,r, 
186a March 19 417 1877 Nove11t)er 24 <IA 
1866 January 6 
'" 18'9 June 2 654 1889 ,- 2 460 1S91 F!'bruary 19 408 
1693 Hilly 5 324 
1694 !'lay n 613 
1696 l'!arch 24 J,S 1899 March 6 1'1 
1902 March 3 4'9 1902 March 2 219 1901 May 23 134 
1904 March S 631(1) 1901 O!'centler 30 130 
1905 March 21 l06 
1910 March 3 Jl2 
1913 March 2S 402 
1914 March 30 358 
1916 March 29 379 
1916 June 1S JOO 
1920 March 13 4l3 1924 Apr[ l 8 l 4 1924 Hay 13 277 1924 Mar 13 106 
1925 February 13 )79 1924 Oc ober 1 103 
1926 Nov~r 17 323 .5 1934 Oeceirber 2 104 
1936 March 17-19 992(2) 1936 March 19 C8o 1935 s ... pt~r 6 134 
1940 April 2 4'8 1937 Apri L 27 310 1936 March 19 166 
1943 January 1 ,12 1942 October 16 418 1937 April 26 133 
1940 AUgUS.t 17 145 
1942 October 16 135 
1944 Septeim,er 20 180 ,,, McCall rerry, PA (2) 1,130 at Cor.owingo oam 
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Table 15. vi,-~inia crab licenses, 1921-1941. 
reports, c~i ed by 11. A. Van Engel. 
Virginia Cetm1ission of Fisheries 
Fiscal Crab· Patent Mo of Picking Fiscal 
Year 
"" 
trot-
"" 
Dredge Total Cruing Canner Buyer Year 
'"' 
line Crabbers Pack.ing fod 
( 1) 
_ill_ ..QL (41 House 
------
1921 
"" " 
1918 
" 
69 1921 
1922 1957 (2571) (68) {139) 1922 
1923 (2602) (66) ( 102) 1923 
1924 ( 11!11 )(5) (22) I'" 1924 1925 2684 91 3' 1925 1926 (3286) (50) {100) 1926 
1927 2940 70 1'9 1927 
1928 2559 eo 110 1928 
1929 1829 75 104 1929 
1930 (1272) 
''I 
2170 119 (2) 116 1930 1931 1296 
" 
iCS 1931 
1932 ( 1021)) (6 ) 1157 40 (2) 106 1932 
1933 (1067) (SOJ 1200 38 (2) 100 1933 
1934 I'"' (36) 1142 65 ( 1) 105 1934 1935 ( ... , (73) 1899 67 (0) 
"' 
1935 
1936 (1514) (44) 1654 61 (1) 1'4 1936 
1937 (1871) (87) 
370 2d 2162 " 
(1) 130 1937 
1938 (1816) (68) 1n, 87 (1) 120 1938 
1939 (1615) cm 94 228 1907 66 (0) 115 1939 1940 1100 (28) 2780 1n 
'" 
83 (0) 121 1940 
1941 1495 {78) 20265 155 
'" 
99 (OJ 
"' 
1941 
( 1) Fiscal rear Oct 1•Sep 30, 1919·1923; OCt 1·Ju, 30, 1923·1924; July 1-Jun 30, 1924-19 ,. 
m Huiber of gear in parentheses are estimates frDITI revenue. (3) Soft and hard crab scrapes and dredges 1,1ere usua! ly not separated. 
(4) lotal nurber of crabbers cannot be reconciled from dau given in ,eports. 
(5) Nine-inonth fiscal rear in 1924. 
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hbl .. 16. Virginia crab liceiises, 1921·1941. Virginia Carmissiol'I of Fisheri .. s l i c .. ns .. 
r«:,.ipts, 1921·191.0. C~ilf'd from ur,pvblished data by ii. A. Van Engel. 
Cal. Patent I' i clr::ir->9 Ca L. 
Year Cra~r Trot· Potter Sera) Dredge Total Cr1tir->9 Cal'V)C'r ,.,,., Year 
( 1) l ,., .. (2 crabbers l'aclr::ing 
------
~ 
------
1921 1819 
' 
11 
" 
1859 49 2 69 1921 
1922 {2135) (2) 
'" 
{26) (2166) (51) (2) (1~) 1922 
1923 < 186S> l" I C 53) {1927) (62) (2) ( ) 1923 1924 (2065) ( 7) ( 1) (5 5 l (2178) {52) (2) I"'' 1924 1925 (2859) (25) (16) (59) (2958) (70) (2) ( 26) 1925 
1926 2711 
" '" 
(60) ~~ " 2 131 1926 1927 
"" " i I" 
(641 
" 
2 130 1927 
19213 2139 43 ( 1) (67) 2139 71 2 111 1928 
1929 11.oa 36 38 (14) (67) 1563 66 2 
" 
1929 
1930 1537 
" '" 
(52) 1643 
" ' 
97 1930 
1931 
"" " "' 
(61) 1573 60 
' 
115 1931 
1932 1051 67 l" (60) 1183 " 3 102 1932 1933 1066 54 ( " (54) ,212 59 ' 108 1933 1934 1610 69 i 38 70 1787 66 0 132 1934 1935 16913 
" " 
n 1895 70 0 122 1935 
1936 1601 52 3 13 87 17'6 
" 
0 171 1936 
1937 1677 
" 
8 93 101 1957 76 1 ,,, 1937 
1938 1699 70 73 115 BO 2041 76 1 ,,, 1938 
1939 1255 77 109 1'6 79 1666 77 1 122 1939 
1940 1261 '6 349 18 96 1770 
" 
0 138 1940 
1941 945 60 476 136 70 
"'" 
92 a 108 1941 
(1) Nurt.er of gear in p.arenth,.ses are ntillllltes from revenue, (2J Soft and hard crab scrapes were similarly taxed and iiot s .. parated in this report. 
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Table 17. li!aryland crab licenses, 1916-1941. Annual R~rts of the Conservaticn 
Department, t~e oei;:rtment of Tidewater Fisheries, and t e Board of Nat<,rat Resources 
of li!arylend, ar.:j t e Mati0/'1.al Marine Fischeries Service. 
Cal. Crabb<!r Trotl ine Oo< ~ Ha~ S~raoe Ca\. Ye~r ---n, lro. Jlo. lio. No. 0 !lo .o. llo. \lo. Year 
01 o1 of of 
"'" 
,, of of of 
"'" 
tines 
"'" 
Pots i'len Traps 
"'" 
Scra~s 
1916 3500 730 19'6 
1917 1709 378 1917 
1918 1814 402 191S 
1919 2375 402 1919 
1920 2055 455 1920 
1921 2695 533 1921 
1922 2912 46<J 1922 
1923 2553 420 1923 
1924 2668 389 1924 
1925 2515 406 1925 
1926 2018 291 1926 
1927 2235 229 1927 
192S 2275 270 1929 
1929 239' 223 1929 
1930 2795 
1456 1560 1776 
215 
109a 
1930 
1931 3012 605 1931 
1932 2562 1251 1227 1523 431 956 1932 
1933 3121 1307 1547 1458 392 6'2 1933 
1934 2041 126a 1531 1321 32' 5'2 1934 
1935 2602 1410 1731 1220 334 706 1935 
1936 2427 1618 1661 983 344 708 1936 
1937 2086 1376 1586 ; ,; 863 296 632 1937 1938 2004 1471 1766 670 
• Ji 
307 614 1938 
1939 2441 1523 1851 
18 sis 484 274 548 1939 1940 2116 1341 1695 449 19 97 224 448 1940 
1941 1296 1041 1296 17 575 341 98 195 1941 
(1) Crabbers license 
provided tor. 
per111i ts the U'Se ot any g:ear not otherwise prohibit«I or 
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Table 18. Erwir9nnental corditions in year ,;;{ass yeer and spring fol\owing: departures of mean May state 
air tl!llpl!ratures F (TJ fr0111 tons tef"III means; cooling de<Jree dara {COO), Norfo(~i der,rtures of mean /llar and 
June surface 1:"•ter l:~ratures f {SUT) from lo1 tenn mean,,_ alt1more {B) 191 -19 1, 'Jind'ni\l Point lo) 
1882-1922 •. River disc a~ges (DSCG.)t surrner (SU) u[y•O,::to~r 1n year class yea!", sprll'lg (SP) March-Har in 
tear fol\owin~, L (Low) u sNiller han rnear, cfs, H CH,!ihl 1s Luger than the mean cfs, Susr;:iehann11 cs 
otomac CP)t ames (J) rivers. r,c,,.,,, !nde:>: and No. Cases exclude annual trot[ Ines (TrYrVA, rYri"IO TrYrVAHD 
TrYrHOt, Tr r/llOts), and ScDMD, Dif';:o; scvA are included. Tatel bay atV1Ual \"'1dings, millions of i;,ounds (M( 
tor the ye11r fo(lel'jing the 6ear c ass year. Data e,:tracted from Tab(e-.: 1, 7, Sb, 9 10 13. Envirormenta' 
data for 1944-45 not a.,aila le, See text for further details. ' • 
7 7 sv, 
'" 
S\H 
'"' 
oscc. oscc. oscc. DSCG Hean No. Total Ye11r 
'" 
May coo Hay Hay ,~ ,~ 
'" L SU L SU < S1J " Catch Cases Land- Class 
...'!!. ...!<L _._ .J!.. _._ .J!.. ~
'" '" 
SP < ~ .in9L 
Mean T 64. I 62.6 64. I 62.1 74.0 71.9 
Ye11rs 
1930-]1 2.7 2.2 158.5 '-' 0. 7 S.P.J P:J 1.47 
4 65 1930 1929-JO -0.4 -0.6 110.5 -0.2 
-0 '. 5 
0. I 
o:o 
s 
P:J 
1.1] I 69 1929 
1906-07 0. I 0.7 122.s 
·0'.4 ·I '.o p:J 
s l.06 I 
36 
1906 
1941·42 2:s 2:1 1,4:0 2:9 -1 '.J s s.P.J 1.02 9 1941 1905-06 
-o:, 
-0:2 p s'.J 1.00 1 61 1905 1931·32 ·0.6 -0.4 97 .0 
s.f'.J 
0 .94 4 1931 
19J7-J8 o.o. 0.5 12!!.5 0 .7 3.0 
s:P 
0.81 7 55 1937 
193!!-]9 -0.S - 1. 3 127.5 0.3 
-5 :1 
1.2 
-9'.0 s.P.J 
J o. 78 7 57 19]8 
1907·08 -3.3 ·4.5 61.5 
0:5 -0:2 '·li I 45 1907 1932-33 ·0.3 -0. 7 82.5 S.P .J 
s.P.J 0. 4 56 1932 1935-36 ·2.3 -J.2 81.5 -2.6 -0.6 0.66 7 
" 
19J5 
1928-29 ·1.9 ·2.1 79.5 -2.2 ·3. 1 
?'.J i S.P.J 0.66 I 60 1928 1934-JS 1.2 1.l 126.0 -0.2 1.7 j S'.P 0.64 ' 
41 1934 
1927-28 0.2 -0.9 113.0 -2 .2 
-1 :3 
·3.1 
-0:1 j s:P '·!a I 1927 1921-22 -2.2 -1.3 59.0 ·0.8 0.8 o. ) 4; 1921 1936-37 2.2 2.3 127.5 3.0 ·O. 1 P.J s 0.57 1936 
1943-44 
-4'.3 -J'.8 11:s 0.5 3 .7 S.P .J s.P.J 0.54 7 45 194] 1925-26 -2.0 3.0 
s:P 
0.54 2 
,; 1925 19]3-34 3.9 2.2 209.S 0.7 0.8 J 
s.P.J 
0.50 4 1933 
1942-4] 
1 '.3 2'.4 190'.0 
3.2 1.2 
S'.P j 0.49 7 ,; 1942 1939-40 0. 7 
2:~ 
2.3 
-0:2 
0.47 7 1939 
1908-09 0.3 0.8 170.S s S.P J 0.46 I 1908 1909· 10 -1.0 -0.4 105.5 
-s:s 
·0.2 
-0:4 
2.4 P.J s 0.45 1 1909 1917·18 -5.0 -5.3 6<).0 .3 .8 ·2 .0 p .J 
s:P 
0.44 I 1917 
1918-19 4.5 5. I i91.S 2.3 1.5 -0.6 ·0.8 J j 0.41 5 23 1918 1919-20 0.3 0.2 iJ0.5 -0.8 ·0.6 3.0 0.3 ,., 
s.P.J 
0.40 5 1919 
1922-2] 1.2 2., 112.5 2.1 -o. 1 1.9 ·O .3 
P'.J 
0.37 5 1922 
1916-17 2 .5 2,0 147 .5 -0.6 0.3 -2.4 -1.2 s 
s.P.J 0.34 1 30 1916 1924-25 ·J.6 ·3.9 60.5 -2.9 
2: 1 
·J.5 
1 :o s.P.J '·l4 
3 1924 
1914-15 I.S 2.5 157.5 1.6 0.8 
J:P 
0. 0 1 so 1914 
1940-41 ·1. 1 -0.5 
24'.S 
·1.9 
.4:2 
-0.1 
-2: 1 
s p 
'-~ 
7 30 1940 
1920-21 -4.2 ·4.1 -3.3 -2. 2 S.P.J 
s:p o. 5 46 1920 1915-16 -0.5 ·1.9 90.0 0.7 ·0.7 ·1.J ·3.1 j J 0.25 2 1915 1926·27 0.0 0.6 90.5 -1.5 
o'.9 
·4.6 
0:3 S'.P 
S.P 0.24 1 1926 
1913·14 0.1 0 ·' n:9 ·1 :o 1 :2 J 0.2] I 2; 
1913 
1923-24 ·1.8 - 1 .5 S.P.J 0.19 
' 
1923 
Unknown indices 
1904·05 ·0.1 1.6 106.S o. 0 0.8 S.P. J 1904 
1910-11 -3. 1 ·2.6 -2.3 -6.3 S.P.J 
s:P 
1910 
1911-12 3.4 5 .0 7. I I .O J 1911 
1912-13 0. 7 1.5 3.6 -0.5 J s p 1912 
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Figure 1. Monthly Mean Strcamflow Into Chesapeake Bay. Unshaded area shows range bcl\veen 
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Figure 3. Genernlized time relationships between the developmental stages in the life history of the blue crab. 
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Figure 4. Bay landings and indices of hard crabs for years 1906-07 through 1925-26. 
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